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Introduction

American Fulbright Scholars, 1994-95

Each year about 1,000 Americans are awarded Fulbright grants to lecture or conduct research abroad. Grants range in duration from the full academic year of the host institution or country to a semester or less.

About 70 percent of the awards are for university lecturing, usually in a field of importance to the host institution. Many lecturing awards allow opportunity for research, and research scholars may undertake occasional lecturing. Terms of awards vary from country to country, but generally include round-trip travel, basic health insurance, and maintenance allowances.

Most awards require the doctorate and appropriate professional experience. While English is acceptable for many assignments, fluency in a language is sometimes required. All applicants must be U.S. citizens.

The Directory

This directory lists nearly 900 American scholars who recently received Fulbright awards for university lecturing and advanced research abroad. They will hold various appointments in over 100 countries during the 1994-95 academic year. The dates that appear at the end of the entries indicate when each scholar will be abroad. A few of the dates may change, however, since specific information was unavailable when the directory was printed.

The descriptive information for each scholar is arranged according to academic discipline. Scholars are also listed alphabetically, by host geographic area, and by home state in the indexes. Scholars in special programs or projects are cross-referenced in a separate index.

The directory lists scholars whose grants were confirmed as of October 1, 1994. Additional grants may be issued after this date, and scholars receiving those grants will be listed in a separate section of the 1995-96 edition of the directory.

Following the Special Programs Index is a list of 1993-94 scholars whose grants were confirmed after October 1, 1993, and whose names did not appear in last year’s directory.

Participants in the following short-term seminar programs are listed immediately after the discipline section:

- U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
- U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program

The National Competition

American scholars and other professionals interested in university lecturing and advanced research abroad should request information and application forms from CIES. An announcement of Fulbright scholar awards to begin 12-18 months later is published in March.

Application Deadlines

January 1:

- NATO Advanced Research Fellowships and Institutional Grants

August 1:

- Fulbright lecturing and research awards worldwide

November 1:

- U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
- U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- U.S.-U.K. College and University Academic Administrators Program
- Fulbright German Studies Seminar

For more information on the Fulbright Scholar Program, write to the Council for International Exchange of Scholars, 3007 Tilden Street, N.W., Suite 5M, Washington, D.C. 20008-3009, or call 202/686-7866.
Scholars by Academic Field
Agriculture

Cowen, Barrett S.
Associate Professor, Department of Veterinary Science/Wiley Laboratory, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Research: Detecting and Differentiating Isolates of Infectious Bronchitis Virus Associated with Respiratory and Urogenital Tract Disease of Chickens in Costa Rica
National University School of Veterinary Medicine, Heredia, Costa Rica
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Evangelou, Vasilios P.
Professor, Department of Agronomy, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40546-0091
Lecturing and Research: Fixation and Release of Ammonium and Potassium: Their Role in Nitrification and Fertility of Soils in Northern Greece
University of Thessaloniki and American Farm School, Thessaloniki, Greece
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Hjerpe, Charles A.
Professor, Veterinary Medical Teaching Hospital, University of California—Davis, Davis, CA 95616
Lecturing and Research: Veterinary Hospital Management and Administration
College of Veterinary Medicine, Lisbon, Portugal
Four months: April 1995—August 1995

Lawless, Harry T.
Associate Professor, Department of Food Science, New York State College of Agriculture and Life Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research: Toward a Psychophysics of Oral Fat Perception
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

McKay, Larry L.
Professor, Department of Food Science and Nutrition, University of Minnesota—Twin Cities, St. Paul, MN 55108
Research: Cloning and Characterization of a Gene in Order to Develop Quick Lysis Bacterial Strains for Accelerating Cheese Ripening
New Zealand Dairy Research Institute, Palmerston North, New Zealand
Twelve months: August 1994—August 1995

Niblett, Charles L.
Professor, Department of Plant Pathology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-0680
Research: Citrus Tristeza Virus: Molecular Characterization of Spanish Strains, Comparisons with Florida Strains, and Its Application to Tristeza Detection and Control
Valencian Institute of Agrarian Research, Valencia, Spain
Six months: August 1994—February 1995

Weil, Raymond R.
Professor, Agronomy Department, University of Maryland—College Park, College Park, MD 20742
Research: Using Indigenous Nutrient Sources to Enhance the Fertility of East African Soils
Milango Agricultural Center, Tanga, Tanzania
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: June 1994—March 1995

Zaerr, Joe B.
Professor, Department of Forest Science, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Research: Root Hydraulic Conductivity Related to Oak Decline
Polytechnical at Eberswalde, Eberswalde, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

American History

Anbinder, Tyler G.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071-3198
Lecturing: American Immigration and Ethnic Relations University of Utrecht, Utrecht, Netherlands
Thomas Jefferson Chair
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Anderson, Terry H.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
Lecturing: American History Northeast Normal University, Changchun, People's Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Armitage, Susan H.
Director and Professor, Department of History and American Studies, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4030
Lecturing: The Market Revolution and Westward Expansion: The United States, 1800-1860 Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Ayers, Edward L.
Hugh P. Kelly Professor of History, Corcoran Department of History, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22906
Lecturing: American History University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands
John Adams Chair
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Barbeau, Arthur E.
Professor, Department of Social Sciences, West Liberty State College, West Liberty, WV 26074
Lecturing: American History Beijing Foreign Studies University, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Beringer, Richard E.
Professor, Department of History, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58202
Lecturing: U.S. Civil War Era University of Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany
Three months: May 1994—July 1995
American History

Brauer, Kinley
Professor, Department of History, University of
Minnesota—Twin Cities, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing: Foreign Relations of the United States
University of Graz, Graz, and Diplomatic Academy of
Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Four months: October 1994—January 1995

Clayton, Bruce L.
Professor, Department of History, Allegheny College,
Meadville, PA 16335
Lecturing: Southern U.S. Intellectual History
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Davidson, Cathy N.
Professor, Department of English, Duke University,
Durham, NC 27708-0005
Lecturing: American Studies and Cultural Studies
Monash University, Melbourne, Australia
One month: May 1994—June 1994

Doyle, Don H.
Professor of History, Department of History, Vanderbilt
University, Nashville, TN 37235
Lecturing: History
University of Genoa, Genoa, Italy
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Doyle, Robert C.
Lecturer, English Department, Pennsylvania State
University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing: American Studies Topics
University of Muenster, Muenster, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Feffer, Andrew
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Union
College, Schenectady, NY 12308
Lecturing and Research: Postwar American Politics and
Culture
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Findlay, John M.
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of
Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing and Research: American Western History
University of Canterbury, Christchurch, New Zealand
Six months: June 1994—December 1994

Graham, Glennon
History Coordinator, Department of Liberal Education,
Columbia College, Chicago, IL 60605
Lecturing: American History
Chancellor College, University of Malawi, Zomba, Malawi
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Hahn, Peter L.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Ohio State
University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Research: U.S. Policy Toward the Arab-Israeli Conflict,
1947-1967
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, Israel
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Hellstern, Mark E.
Instructor, Department of Cultural and Social Service,
Tulsa Junior College, Tulsa, OK 74119
Lecturing: American Studies: Roving American Studies
Specialist
Royal Norwegian Ministry of Education, Research, and
Church Affairs, Oslo, Norway
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Hinckley, Ted C.
Adjunct Professor, Department of History, Western
Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225
Lecturing: U.S. Westward Movement: American
Economic History; Americans in the Pacific Basin,
1500-1945
Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Horne, Gerald C.
Professor, Black Studies Department, University of
California—Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106
Lecturing and Research: African-American History
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Montgomery, David
Farnam Professor of History, Department of History,
Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Lecturing: American History
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
John Adams Chair
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Moulton, Gary E.
Professor, Department of History, University of
Nebraska—Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0475
Lecturing: Native Americans of the Great Plains of North
America
University of Hannover, Hannover, Germany
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Nobles, Gregory H.
Associate Professor, School of History, Technology, and
Society, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA
30332
Lecturing and Research: American History
Massey University, Palmerston North, New Zealand
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Pach, Chester J., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Ohio
University, Athens, OH 45701-2979
Lecturing: The United States and the Cold War
University of Otago, Dunedin, New Zealand
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Ralph, James R.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Middlebury
College, Middlebury, VT 05753
Lecturing: Post-Civil War America
DeMontfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Robertson, James O.
Professor, Department of History, University of
Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-2103
Lecturing: American Studies
Odense University, Odense, Denmark
Odense Chair
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Rolater, Fred S.
Professor, Department of History, Middle Tennessee
State University, Murfreesboro, TN 37132
Lecturing: American History
Pusan National University, Pusan, Korea
Four months: February 1995—June 1995
American History

Rosenstone, Robert A.
Professor, Department of Humanities and Social Sciences, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125
Lecturing and Research: Film and Contemporary History; Recent America and Film; Films of the Spanish Civil War
University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Schleuning, Neala J.
Director, First-Year Experience, Mankato State University, Mankato, MN 56002-8400
Lecturing: Women’s Economic Cooperative Activities
Russia’s Open University, Moscow, Russia
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Scobie, Ingrid Winther
Associate Professor, Department of History and Government, Texas Woman’s University, Denton, TX 76204-1974
Lecturing: 20th-Century American Political History and Women’s History
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Mary Ball Washington Chair
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Sennett, Milton C.
Professor, Department of African American Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-1230
Lecturing: African American Religious History and/or Slavery and Abolition in the United States
Free University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Simpson, Brooks D.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-2501
Lecturing and Research: American History
University of Leiden, Leiden, Netherlands
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Swartout, Robert R., Jr.
Professor and Chair, Department of History, Carroll College, Helena, MT 59625
Lecturing: American History
Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul, Korea
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Usner, Daniel H., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Lecturing: American Indian History and U.S. Race Relations
University of Munich, Munich, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Whisenhunt, Donald W.
Professor and Chair, History Department, Western Washington University, Bellingham, WA 98225
Nankai University, Tianjin, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

American Literature

Allen, Edward H.
Writer-in-Residence, Creative Studies, University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond, OK 73034
Lecturing: American Literature
Jagiellonion University, Krakow, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Alsop, Eberhard
Professor, English Department, SUNY—College at Cortland, Cortland, NY 13045
Lecturing and Research: American Literature
University of Trier, Trier, Germany
Ten months: May 1994—February 1995

Bentuch, John V.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Fordham University, Bronx, NY 10458-4141
Lecturing: American Drama and African Fiction
University of Ghent, Ghent, Belgium
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Bates, Robin R.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Saint Mary’s College of Maryland, St. Mary’s City, MD 20686
Lecturing: 19th- and 20th-Century American Literature
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Eight months: September 1994—May 1995

Bertholf, Robert J.
Curator, University Libraries, Poetry/Rare Books Collection, SUNY—Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14260-2200
Lecturing: American Poetry, Painting, and the Romantic Tradition
Hacettepe University, Ankara, Turkey
Four and one-half months: September 1994—January 1995

Bluestein, Gene
Professor Emeritus, Department of English, California State University—Fresno, Fresno, CA 93740
Lecturing: American Literature
Japan Women’s University, Tokyo, and Kyoritsu Women’s University, Tokyo, Japan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Brady, Owen E.
Dean, Department of Liberal Studies, Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY 13699-5750
Lecturing: American Drama and African-American Literature
Hiroshima University, Hiroshima, Japan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Brinkmeyer, Robert H., Jr.
Professor, Department of English, College of Liberal Arts, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
Lecturing: Fascism, the Democratic Revival, and Southern Literature in the 1930s and 1940s
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Bicentennial Chair
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995
American Literature

Burdock, Michael L.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Tennessee Technological University, Cookeville, TN 38505
Lecturing and Research: American Studies
Stavanger College of Education, Stavanger, Norway
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Clark, Edward W.
Professor, Department of English, Winthrop University, Rock Hill, SC 29733
Lecturing: American Literature
University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Coale, Samuel C.
Professor, Department of English, Wheaton College, Norton, MA 02766
Lecturing and Research: Hawthorne and Dramatic Works in Historical and Cultural Contexts
Federal University of Minas Gerais, Belo Horizonte, Brazil
Four and one-half months: August 1994—December 1994

Cocharn, Robert B.
Professor and Director, Department of English, Center for Arkansas and Regional Studies, University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Lecturing: American Studies
Hankuk University of Foreign Studies, Seoul, Korea
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Cooper, M. Thomas
Professor, Department of Art, Monroe Community College, Rochester, NY 14623
Lecturing: American Studies, American Literature, and History of American Art
Northeast Normal University, Changchun, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Crabtree, Claire M.
Assistant Professor and Director, Department of English/Women's Studies, Mercy College of Detroit, Detroit, MI 48219-0900
Lecturing: The American Novel
University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Degi, Bruce J.
Associate Professor, Department of English, United States Air Force Academy, Colorado Springs, CO 80840
Lecturing: American Literature
Eszterhazy Teacher Training College, Eger, Hungary
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Dienst, Richard W.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907
Lecturing: American Culture and Criticism
University of Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Elkins, Marilyn R.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, California State University—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90032
Lecturing: African-American Literature and American Women's Literature
Blaise Pascal University, Clermont-Ferrand, France
Six months: December 1993—June 1994

Erskine, Thomas L.
Professor, Department of English, Salisbury State College, Salisbury, MD 21801
Lecturing: American Literature, Culture, and Film
Srinakharinwirot University, Bangkok, Thailand
Seven months: September 1994—April 1995

Falk, Armand E.
Professor, Department of English, St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, MN 56301
Lecturing and Research: American Literature and Contemporary Problems and Thought; Western African Literature and Film
University of Ouagadougou, Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Fisher-Wirth, Ann W.
Associate Professor, English Department, University of Mississippi, University, MS 38677
Lecturing: American Literature
University of Fribourg, Fribourg, Switzerland
Nine months: October 1994—June 1995

Folks, Jeffrey J.
Professor, Department of English, Tennessee Wesleyan College, Athens, TN 37303
Lecturing: American Literature
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Gladstein, Mimi R.
Professor, English Department, University of Texas—El Paso, El Paso, TX 79968
Lecturing: American Literature
Complutense University, Madrid, Spain
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Glomset, Peter J.
Instructor, English Department, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing: American Literature and Civilization
Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar, Senegal
Ten months: October 1994—July 1995

Hauw, Jon M.
Assistant Professor, English Department, Rhode Island College, Providence, RI 02908
Lecturing: American Literature
Masaryk University, Brno, Czech Republic
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Henry, Gordon D., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of Languages and Literature, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI 49307
Lecturing: American Literature
University of Leon, Leon, and University of Oviedo, Oviedo, Spain
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Jakaitis, John M.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Indiana State University, Terre Haute, IN 47809
Lecturing: American Literature and Literary Theory and Criticism
Shandong University, Jinan, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995
American Literature

Jenkins, David B.
Writing Instructor, Course Writer, Department of Parallel Studies, Extension Division, University of Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing: American Literature, Bulgarian Literary History
Plovdiv University, Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Jones, Myrl G.
Professor, Department of English, Radford University, Radford, VA 24142-6935
Lecturing: American and British Literature
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Kaye, Frances W.
Professor of English and Editor, Center for Great Plains Studies, University of Nebraska—Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0313
Lecturing and Research: Literature and Arts on the Plains
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, and University of Montreal, Montreal, Quebec, Canada
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Krekeler, Elizabeth M.
Adjunct Professor, Department of English, St. Louis Community College—Forest Park, St. Louis, MO 63110
Kuwait University, Kuwait, Kuwait
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Lang, William A.
Associate Professor, Department of Theater Arts, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Lecturing: American Drama and Theater and/or Native American Studies
Marie Curie-Sklodowska University, Lublin, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Levine, Stuart G.
Professor Emeritus, Department of English, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Lecturing: American Literature as Social History
University of Naples, Naples, Italy
Naples Chair
Three months: Between October 1994—May 1995

Lofaro, Michael A.
Professor and Director, Department of English, University of Tennessee—Knoxville, Knoxville, TN 37996-0430
Lecturing and Research: The American West as Region and Myth
University of Vienna, Vienna, Austria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Malmgren, Carl D.
Professor, Department of English, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Lecturing: American Literature: Popular and Literary Genres
University of Keele, Keele, United Kingdom
U.K. Higher Education Linkages Program of Faculty Exchanges
Nine months: September 1994—May 1995

Maney, Margaret S.
Visiting Associate Professor, Department of English, Indiana University Cooperative Program in Malaysia, Selangor Malaysia (FL)
Lecturing: American Studies, American Literature
Universiti Pertanian Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Ten months: July 1994—May 1995

McNamara, Kevin R.
Lecturer, Humanities Core Program, University of California—Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717
Lecturing: American Literature
Palacky University, Olomouc, Czech Republic
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Menton, Allen W.
Professor, Department of Comparative Literature, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Lecturing: American Literature and American Studies
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Miller, John C.
Professor, Department of Languages and Cultures, University of Colorado—Colorado Springs, Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7150
Lecturing: Multilingual Literature of the United States
Javerian University, Bogota, Colombia
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Mitchell, Lee C.
Professor and Chair, Department of English, Princeton University, Princeton, NJ 08544
Lecturing and Research: The Formula Cowboy Western
Free University of Berlin, Berlin, and Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Momburger, Philip
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of English and Foreign Languages, University of West Florida, Pensacola, FL 32514
Lecturing: American Literature
Safarik University, Presov, Slovak Republic
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Plotz, Judith A.A.
Professor and Chair, Department of English, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing: English and American Literature; English-Language Indian Literature
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
Four months: December 1994—April 1995

Post, Constance J.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, IA 50011-2180
Lecturing: American Literature
Beijing Foreign Studies University, Beijing, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Price, Marian W.
Assistant Professor, English Department, University of Central Florida, Orlando, FL 32816
Lecturing: American Literature
Teachers College of Erfurt/Muehlhausen, Erfurt, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Quinby, Rowena L.
Associate Professor, Department of English and American Studies, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456
Lecturing: American Literature
University of Athens, Athens, Greece
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Rembert, James A.W.
Professor, Department of English, The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina, Charleston, SC 29409
Lecturing: American Literature
Guangzhou Foreign Language University, Guangzhou, People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Richards, Connie L.
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of English, Salisbury State College, Salisbury, MD 21801
Lecturing: Western American Literature, Native American Literature, American Women Writers of Color
University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Ridley, Chauncey A.
Associate Professor, English Department, California State University—Sacramento, Sacramento, CA 95819
Lecturing and Research: African-American Literature and Literary Theory
De La Salle University, Manila, Philippines
Eleven months: September 1994—July 1995

Robbins, David L.
Associate Dean, College of Liberal Arts and Sciences, Suffolk University, Boston, MA 02114
Lecturing: American Civilization, Literature, History, and Culture—Especially in Comparison with European (Czech) Counterparts
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Roberts, Leonard R.
Professor, Department of English, Northampton County Area Community College, Bethlehem, PA 18017
Lecturing: American Literature
University of Turku, Turku, and Abo Akademi University, Turku, Finland
Five months: August 1994—December 1994

Rocha, Mark W.
Associate Professor, Department of English, California State University—Northridge, Northridge, CA 91330
Lecturing: American Literature
Simon Bolivar University, Caracas, Venezuela
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Sands, Kathleen M.
Professor, Department of English, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-0302
Lecturing: American Studies and Literature
University of Coimbra, Coimbra, and University of Aveiro, Aveiro, Portugal
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Schirmeister, Pamela J.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, New York University, New York, NY 10003
Lecturing: American Literature and Literary Theory
Lanzhou University, Lanzhou, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Sidney, George R.
English Program Head/Faculty Coordinator, English Department, University of Maryland (European Division), Heidelberg, Germany
Lecturing and Research: 19th- and 20th-Century American Literature
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Smiley, Pamela M.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Carthage College, Kenosha, WI 53140
Lecturing: Women's Studies: A Cross-Cultural, Feminist Analysis of the Narratives by Which We Live
Ewha Women's University, Seoul, Korea
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Van Arsdale, Nancy P.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, East Stroudsburg University of Pennsylvania, East Stroudsburg, PA 18301-2999
Lecturing: American Literature
Centre Universitaire, Luxembourg City, Luxembourg, and University of Louvain, Louvain, Belgium
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Wanek, Marilyn R.
Professor, Department of English, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269
Lecturing: African-American Literature
Paul Valery University, Montpellier, France
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Westra, Helen P.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Grand Valley State University, Allendale, MI 49401
Lecturing and Research: American Literature with Ethnic and Minority Focus
Tribhuvan University, Tribhuvan, Nepal
Five months: January 1995—June 1995
Anthropology and Archaeology

Adams, Richard N.
Professor Emeritus, Department of Anthropology,
University of Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Research: Central American Indians in the First Half of the 20th Century
Del Valle University, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Amos, Daniel Miles
Assistant Professor of Anthropology, Department of Anthropology and Sociology, Pacific University, Forest Grove, OR 97116
Lecturing: American Society and Culture (American Studies)
Wuhan University, Wuhan, People’s Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Bassing, Allen
Programs Coordinator, Renwick Gallery, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, DC 20560
Lecturing: Preservation of Cultural Heritage; Consulting with Museums and Tourism Board
Department of Museums and Antiquity, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
One and one-half months: June 1994—July 1994

Bennett, Brian C.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC 28608
Lecturing: Anthropological Theory and the Applicability of Anthropological Paradigms to the Redefinitions of Cryptic Culture in the 1990s
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Biersack, Aletta
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology,
University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Research: Culture and Development Among the Ipili of the Papua New Guinea Highlands in an Era of Gold Mining
National Research Institute, Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea
Pacific Islands Research Program
Six months: June 1995—December 1995

Borneman, John W.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology,
Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research: Restructuring Justice and State Legitimacy in the Former German Democratic Republic
 Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—February 1995

Chang, Claudia
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology/Sociology, Sweet Briar College, Sweet Briar, VA 24595
Lecturing: Anthropoligical Archaeology, Ecological Anthropology, and the Comparative Ethnology of Pastoral Peoples
Kazakhstan State University, Almaty, Kazakhstan
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Clark, Gracia C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology,
University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109
Research: Asante Traders’ Economic Thought Through Life Histories
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Cook, Anita G.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology,
Catholic University of America, Washington, DC 20064
Lecturing and Research: Wari Empire and Its Coastal Impact
Affiliation to be determined, Peru
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Denton, Brannen E.
Assistant Professor, The American Center for Oriental Research (ACOR), Amman, Jordan (Pennsylvania)
Lecturing and Research: The Archaeology of the Arab/Iranian Gulf
University of Bahrain, Manama, Bahrain
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Dickson, Donald B., Jr.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843
Research: The Ethnoarchaeology of Foraging Among the Mokogodo of the Eastern Laikipia District of Kenya, East Africa, Phase III
University of Nairobi, Nairobi, Kenya
African Regional Research Program
Three months: June 1994—August 1994

Ehlers, Tracy B.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology,
University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208
Lecturing and Research: Women in Development
National Autonomous University, Heredia, Costa Rica
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Gibson, Thomas P.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology,
University of Rochester, Rochester, NY 14627-0161
Lecturing and Research: Islam and the Dutch Colonial State
University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, Netherlands
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Gilliam, Angela M.
Faculty, Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA 98505
Lecturing and Research: Unmasking the Americas
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
Five months: August 1994—December 1994

Haskell, Halford W.
Associate Professor, Department of Modern and Classical Languages, Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX 78626
Research: The Economic History of the Bronze Age Aegean
American School of Classical Studies, Athens, Greece
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Henry, Edward O.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182
Research: Folk Music in Two Language Regions of Bihar, India
Association for Social Engineering Research and Training, Patna, India
Five months: January 1995—May 1995
Anthropology and Archaeology

Jakubowska, Longina A.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
Research: The Polish Gentry in Communist and Post-Communist Eras
Polish Academy of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Johnson, Patricia L.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16801
Lecturing and Research: Melanesian Ethnography; Methods in Cultural Anthropology/Bangladesh Fertility
University of Aarhus, Aarhus, Denmark
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Kalb, Laurie B.
Director, Ethnic Folklore Institute, Middlesex Community College, Lowell, MA 01852
Lecturing: Preservation of Cultural Heritage
Department of Museums and Antiquity, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Three months: February 1995—April 1995

Kapchan, Deborah A.
Assistant Professor, Center for Intercultural Studies, University of Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Research: History and Performance in the Moroccan Halqa
Faculty of Letters, Mohammed V University, Rabat, Morocco
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Kligman, Gail
Professor, Department of Government, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057-1055
Research: When Abortion Is Banned: The Politics of Reproduction in Ceausescu’s Romania
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Two months: July 1995—September 1995

Koester, David C.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing and Research: Childhood and Children in the Process of Cultural Revival
Norwegian Centre for Child Research, University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Kurti, Laszlo
Associate Fellow, Center for Historical Analysis, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08983
Lecturing: Joint Ventures in Post-Communist Eastern Europe: The Hungarian Experience
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Martin, Gary J.
Doctoral/Graduate Student, Department of Anthropology, University of California—Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing and Research: Ecology of Endangered Species in Beni
Beni Biological Station, Beni, Bolivia
One and one-half months: Between September 1994—December 1994

O’Brien, Patricia J.
Professor, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-4003
Lecturing: Archaeology and Ethnography of the American Indian
University of Wuerzburg, Wuerzburg, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Pohl, Mary D.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306
Research: The Transition to Agriculture in the Tropical Forests of Belize
Department of Archaeology, Belize City, Belize
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Reminick, Ronald A.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115
Lecturing: Cultural and Psychological Anthropology and Transcultural Psychiatry
Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Renne, Elisha P.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Art History Department, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
Lecturing: Demography and the Ethnography of Africa
Ahmadu Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Roller, Duane W.
Professor, Department of Classics, Ohio State University—Lima, Lima, OH 45804
Lecturing: Classical Archaeology, Particularly Problems Regarding the Eastern Roman Empire
University of Calcutta, Calcutta, India
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Sangren, Paul S.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research: Person and Gender in Chinese Myth
Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Schlegel, Alice E.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Research: Adolescent Industrial Apprentices in Germany
University of Erlangen-Nuernberg, Erlangen, Germany
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Schortman, Edward M.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology/Sociology, Kenyon College, Gambier, OH 43022
Research: Crafting Political Power: A Proposal for Archaeological Research
Honduran Institute of Anthropology and History, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Sponsel, Leslie E.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Hawai'i—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research: Cultural Ecology Studies
Prince of Songkla University, Pattani, Thailand
Six months: Between July 1994—August 1995
Anthropology and Archaeology

Titus, Paul B.
Assistant Research Anthropologist, Department of Anthropology, University of California—Riverside, Riverside, CA 92521
Research: The Impact of the End of the Civil War in Afghanistan on Urban Baluchistan
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad, Pakistan
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Vickers, William T.
Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Florida International University, Miami, FL 33199
Research: Five Hundred Years of Survival and Adaptation: The Cultural History of the Encabellado Indians of Ecuador
Latin American Faculty of Social Sciences, Quito, Ecuador
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Visweswaran, Kamala
Assistant Professor, Graduate Faculty, New School for Social Research, New York, NY 10003
Research: Marriage Practices in the Madras Presidency, 1900-47
Madras Institute of Development Studies, Madras, India
Seven months: January 1995—August 1995

Architecture and Urban Planning

Andreotti, Libero
Assistant Professor, College of Architecture, Georgia Institute of Technology, Atlanta, GA 30332-0155
Research: The Internationale Situationiste, 1957-1972
La Villette School of Architecture, Paris, France
Six months: October 1994—April 1995

Liebs, Chester H.
Professor and Director, Historic Preservation Program, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405
Research: Learning from Everyday Places: A Bridge for Japanese/American Understanding
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Listokin, David
Distinguished Professor, Center for Urban Policy
Research, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Research: Improving the Built Environment Through Development Impact Analysis
University of Tsukuba, Ibaraki, Japan
One and one-half months: July 1994—August 1994

Marcuse, Peter
Professor, Department of Urban Planning, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing: Curriculum Development in Social Planning, Policy, and Research
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Wheelersburg, Robert P.
Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology-Anthropology, Elizabethtown College, Elizabethtown, PA 17022
Lecturing and Research: Saami Studies
University of Umea, Umea, Sweden
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Wolf, Sara J.
Director, Department of Conservation and Collections Management, Textile Museum, Washington, DC 20008
Research: Textile Conservation and Development of a Conservation Center at the University
Marmara University, Istanbul, Turkey
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Nicholson, John K.
Associate Professor, Department of Landscape Architecture, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-4005
Lecturing: Mentoring and One-to-One Tutorials: Computer Applications in Landscape Architecture
Technical University of Dresden, Dresden, Germany
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Rafter, David O.
Professor, Urban and Regional Studies Institute, Mankato State University, Mankato, MN 56002
Lecturing and Research: Irish Urban Transportation Planning
Trinity College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Richardson, Harry W.
Professor, School of Urban and Regional Planning, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0042
Research: Environment and Society; Air Quality, Land Use, and Transportation
Korean Research Institute for Human Settlements, Seoul, Korea
Nine months: September 1994—May 1995

Romanos, Michael C.
Professor, School of Planning, College of Design, Architecture, Art, and Planning, University of Cincinnati—Main Campus, Cincinnati, OH 45221-0073
Lecturing: Economics
Bandung Institute of Technology, Bandung, Indonesia
Ten months: November 1994—August 1995
Architecture and Urban Planning

Wiedenhoefl, Ronald V.  
Professor, Department of Liberal Arts and International Studies, Colorado School of Mines, Golden, CO 80401-1887  
Lecturing and Research: City and Traffic Planning  
Technical Universities of Graz, Graz, and Technical Universities of Vienna, Vienna, Austria  
Nine months: October 1994—June 1995

Zack, Joel A.  
Architect, Michael Fieldman and Partners, New York, NY 10014  
Research: The Synagogues of Romania  
Institute of Architecture, Bucharest, Romania  
Five months: March 1995—August 1995

Art

Backes, Joan  
Artist, South Dartmouth, MA 02748  
Research: The Landscape of Chile  
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile  
American Republics Research Program  
Four months: July 1994—November 1994

Bates, Mary P.  
Professor, Department of Art, Sonoma State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928  
Lecturing: Sculpture and Three-Dimensional Design  
Anglia Polytechnic University, Essex, United Kingdom  
U.K. Faculty Exchange Fellowships  
Nine months: September 1994—May 1995

Burton, Sigrid A.  
Independent Artist, New York, NY 10013  
Research: The Meaning and Use of Color in Indian Art  
College of Arts, New Delhi, India  
Indo-American Fellowship Program  
Three months: November 1994—February 1995

Cantor, Mira  
Associate Professor, Department of Art and Architecture, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115  
Lecturing: Interarts Collaborations and Curriculum Reform  
Alexandria University, Alexandria, Egypt  
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Carter, Carol Ann  
Associate Professor, School of Art, University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109  
Lecturing and Research: Mixed-Media Construction and Installation Art  
University College of Arts, Crafts, and Design, Stockholm, Sweden  
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Coustaut, Carmen  
Assistant Professor, Department of Theater, University of Maryland—College Park, College Park, MD 20742  
Research: Film Research  
National Center of Film Production, Banako, Mali, and Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar, Senegal  
African Regional Research Program  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Davezikh, Jane C.  
Sculptor, Auburn, NY 13021  
Research: Mythic Images: Sculpture Inspired by Icelandic Mythology  
Visits to various institutions, Reykjavik, Iceland  
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Doherty, Dornith  
Assistant Professor, Herron School of Art, Indiana University-Purdue University—Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN 46202  
Lecturing: The Computer Manipulation of Photography  
University of the Americas, Puebla, Mexico  
Nine months: September 1994—May 1995

Fay, Patricia J.  
Independent Artist, Hadley, MA 01035  
Research: Pottery in St. Lucia: Tradition and Transition  
Choiseal Arts and Crafts Centre, Choiseal, and Ministry of Community Development, Castries, St. Lucia  
American Republics Research Program  
Four months: July 1994—October 1994

Funcke, April G.  
Lecturer, Art Studio, University of California—Santa Barbara, Santa Barbara, CA 93106  
Lecturing: Contemporary American Realist Painting  
Repin Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia  
Two months: October 1994—December 1994

Goldner, Janet  
Artist, New York, NY 10007  
Research: Woven Journey: A Dialogue About Art and Culture in Mali  
National Institute of Art, Banako, Mali  
African Regional Research Program  
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Goldring, Nancy D.  
Associate Professor, Department of Fine Arts, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043  
Research: Early Buddhist Sites in Sri Lanka and India as Preparation for Works of Art  
University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka, and Chitrakala Parishath, Bangalore, India  
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional Research Program  
Four months: November 1994—March 1995

Hilliard, Hattie J.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Advertising Design and Production, Mohawk Valley Community College, Utica, NY 13501  
Lecturing: Graphic Design  
Ahmoud Bello University, Zaria, Nigeria  
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995
Huebner, Carol L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus, Brookville, NY
Research: National Living Treasures: The Traditional Artisans of Umbria, Italy: A Photographic Documentation
University of Rome, Rome, Italy
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Huntington, Susan L.
Professor, Department of History of Art, Ohio State University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Research: Pala and Nepali Art: A Study in Cultural Interactions
Triibhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal, and Dhaka Museum, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional Research Program
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Jones, Julie
Artist, Bess Cutler Gallery, New York, NY 10012
Research: A Contemporary Artist’s Investigation of Tantric Symbolism
National Museum of India, New Delhi, India
Indo-American Fellowship Program
Six months: November 1994—May 1995

Kennedy, Brigid M.
Adjunct Lecturer, Department of Fine Arts, Eastern Connecticut State University, Willimantic, CT 06226
Lecturing and Research: Contemporary American Art Issues and Practices
University of Concepcion, Concepcion, Chile
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Koppman, Debra
Instructor, Department of Art, Los Medanos College, Pittsburg, CA 94565-5197
Lecturing: Contemporary Issues in the Visual Arts and Art Criticism
Affiliation to be determined, Peru
Five months: March 1995—August 1995

Maloney, Patricia D.
Associate Professor, Department of Art, Washington and Jefferson College, Washington, PA 15301
Lecturing and Research: Earth, Water, and Fire: Documentation of the Technology and Aesthetics of Ghanaian Pottery
University College of Education, Winneba, Ghana
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Mills, Ronald D.
Professor, Art Department, Linfield College, McMinnville, OR 97128
Research: Concepts of Art Among Indigenous Peoples of Central America and Resulting Ethnographic Mural and Interdisciplinary Lectures
University of Costa Rica, San Ramon, Costa Rica
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Molinaro, Joseph H.
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475
Research: Quichua Indian Pottery from the Upper Amazon Basin
Foundation for the Education and Development of Indigenous Communities, Quito, Ecuador
Two months: June 1994—August 1994

Okim, Komenia H.
Professor, Department of Art: Jewelry and Metalsmithing, Montgomery College—Rockville, Rockville, MD 20850
Lecturing and Research: Korean and American Metal Arts
Wonkwang University, Iri City, Korea
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Preloran, Jorge R.
Professor, Department of Film and Television, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Research: A Journey Through Patagonia
University of Buenos Aires, Buenos Aires, Argentina
American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Rodeiro, Jose M.
Associate Professor, Department of Art, Jersey City State College, Jersey City, NJ 07305
Lecturing and Research: Mural on Theme of Nicaraguan Tropical Ecology for La Casa de Tres Mundos, Granada, Nicaragua
Central American University, Managua, Nicaragua
Three months: June 1995—September 1995

Schirm, David
Associate Professor, Department of Fine Arts, SUNY—Buffalo, Buffalo, NY 14214
Lecturing and Research: Drawings from Life Experience Stories
Institute of Aesthetic Studies, University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Swetchnik, William N.
Artist-in-Residence, Department of Art, Hood College, Frederick, MD 21701
Lecturing and Research: Workshop to Enable Art Students to Make Own Paints; Produce Works of Art for Installation Project
National School of Fine Arts, Tegucigalpa, and National Pedagogic University, Tegucigalpa, Honduras

Terry, Christopher T.
Associate Professor, Department of Art, Utah State University, Logan, UT 84322-4000
Lecturing: Art Foundations
University of Essen, Essen, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Xenakis, Thomas
Instructor, Governor’s Magnet School for the Arts, Old Dominion University, Norfolk, VA 23529-0556
Research: The Synthesis of the Byzantine Greek Iconographic Tradition with Contemporary American Secular Art: The Neo-Byzantine
University of Thessaloniki, Thessaloniki, Greece
Six months: October 1994—April 1995
## Art History

**Block, Jane**  
Director of Ricker Library, University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL 61820  
Research: Belgian Artist Gisbert Combaz  
Bibliotheque Royale Albert Ier, Brussels, Belgium  
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

**Ford-Shimzu, Barbara B.**  
Associate Curator, Department of Asian Art, Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York, NY 10028  
Research: Archetypal Motifs in the Painting of Sesshu Shukei  
International Research Center for Japanese Studies, Kobe University, Tokyo, Japan  
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

**Mansbach, Steven A.**  
Associate Dean, Center for Advanced Study in the Visual Arts, National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC 20565  
Lecturing and Research: The Emergence of Modernism in the Art of Eastern Europe, 1890-1930  
Free University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany  
Ten months: January 1995—October 1995

**McEwille, Thomas**  
Lecturer, Department of Art and Art History, Rice University, Houston, TX 77251  
Lecturing: Under Capricorn

**Rindge, Debra A.**  
Assistant Professor, Department of Art, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003  
Lecturing: 19th- and 20th-Century Art History  
University of London, London, United Kingdom  
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

**Stillman, Yedida K.**  
Professor, Judaic Studies Department, SUNY—Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000  
Research: Costume as Cultural Statement: The Aesthetics, Economics, and Politics of Islamic Dress  
Faculty of Letters, Mohammed V University, Rabat, Morocco  
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

**Yates, Steven A.**  
Curator, Photography Department, Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of New Mexico, Santa Fe, NM 87504  
Lecturing: Revolutionary Parallels: Russian Photography and Modern Art in the 20th Century  
Russia Art Photographers Union, Moscow, Russia  
Two months: April 1995—June 1995

## Biological Sciences

**Abbott, Louise C.**  
Assistant Professor, Department of Veterinary Biosciences, College of Veterinary Medicine, University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL 61820  
Research: Cerebellar Ultrastructure of the Tottering Mouse  
Salpetriere Hospital, INSERM, Paris, France  
Six months: May 1994—November 1994

**Betancourt, Julio L.**  
Physical Scientist/Project Chief, Desert Laboratory, Water Resources Division, U.S. Geological Survey, Tucson, AZ 85745  
Research: Towards a 40,000-Year History of Vegetation and Climate in Western Argentina: Discovery and Development of Fossil Deposits Analogous to North American Packrat Middens  
Visits to various institutions in Argentina  
American Republics Research Program  
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

**Bird, John W.**  
Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903  
Lecturing: Biological Sciences  
University of Panama, Panama City, and Santa Maria La Antigua University, Panama City, Panama  
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

**Eversole, Arnold G.**  
Professor, Department of Aquaculture, Fisheries, and Wildlife, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634  
Research: Variation in the Number, Size, and Quality of Noble Crayfish Eggs in Finland  
University of Kuopio, Kuopio, Finland  
Two months: June 1995—August 1995

**Foster, Michael S.**  
Professor, Moss Landing Marine Labs, San Jose State University, Moss Landing, CA 95039  
Lecturing: Marine Plant Ecology  
Autonomous University of Baja California-South Campus, La Paz, Mexico  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

**Garay, Andrew S.**  
Professor, Department of Biochemistry and Biophysics, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843  
Lecturing: Physical Biochemistry  
Medical University of Pecs, Pecs, Hungary  
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

**Jain, Subodh K.**  
Professor, Department of Agronomy and Range Science, University of California—Davis, Davis, CA 95616  
Lecturing: Plant Ecological Genetics  
National University of Rio Cuarto, Cordoba, Argentina  
Four months: February 1995—May 1995

**Kallunki, Jacquelyn A.**  
Assistant Director of the Herbarium, New York Botanical Garden, Bronx, NY 10458-5126  
Research: Field Study of the Cuspariinae, a Subtribe of the Citrus Family in Eastern Brazil  
University of Sao Paulo, Sao Paulo, Brazil  
American Republics Research Program  
Four months: January 1995—May 1995
Biological Sciences

Landrum, Leslie R.
Curator/Associate Research Scientist, Department of Botany, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Research: Taxonomic Studies of South American Psidium (Myrtaceae)
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil, and University of Asuncion, Asuncion, Paraguay
American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1995—December 1995

Mantis, Nicholas J.
Postdoctoral Scientist, Department of Microbiology, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research: The Role of NAD Pyrophosphatase in Shigella Flexneri Virulence
Pasteur Institute, Paris, France
Nine months: April 1994—January 1995

Mascio, Afeworki A.
Professor, Department of Biology, Hall of Sciences, Drew University, Madison, NJ 07940
Lecturing: Molecular Biology, Immunology, and Virology; Current Topics in Biomedicine; Curriculum Development
University of Asmara, Asmara, Eritrea
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Nagy, Kenneth A.
Professor, Department of Biology, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1606
Lecturing: The Ecophysiology of Moroccan Lizards
Faculty of Science Semalala, University of Cadi Ayyad, Marrakesh, Morocco
One month: June 1994—July 1994

Rowe, Henry A.
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, Norfolk State University, Norfolk, VA 23504
Lecturing: Biochemistry
University of Kelaniya, Kelaniya, Sri Lanka
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Russo, Anthony R.
Professor, Science Division, University of Hawaii—Leeward Community College, Pearl City, HI 96782
Lecturing and Research: Effects of Organic Pollution on Animals Associated with Marine Plants
Fisheries Department and Turkish Cypriot Community, Nicosia, Cyprus
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Satterlie, Richard A.
Professor, Department of Zoology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1501
Lecturing and Research: Neuroscience/Control of Locomotion
University of St. Andrews, St. Andrews, United Kingdom
Four and one-half months: August 1994—January 1995

Shea, Russell E.
Associate Professor, Department of Biology, Randolph-Macon College, Ashland, VA 23005
Lecturing: Ecology and Environmental Science
University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Smith, Abigail L.
Professor, Department of Comparative Medicine, School of Medicine, Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520-8016
Research: Collaborative Research on Lymphocytic Choriomeningitis Virus in Wild House Mice
CSIRO—Division of Wildlife and Ecology, Canberra, Australia
Two months: September 1994—November 1994

Stanback, Mark T.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Zoology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Research: Sperm Storage and Sperm Competition in Monteiro’s Hornbill
Ministry of Education and Culture/Desert Research Foundation of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: November 1994—August 1995

Stauffer, Jay R.
Professor, School of Forest Resources, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16803
Research: Correlation Between the Decline of Faculative Snail-Eating Fishes and Incidence of Bilharzia in the Open Waters of Lake Malawi
University of Malawi, Zamba, Malawi
African Regional Research Program
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Walters, Linda J.
Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Botany, Kewalo Marine Laboratory, Honolulu, HI 96813
Research: A Search for Nontoxic, Natural Products That Resist Biological Fouling in Indian Waters
Cochin University of Science and Technology, Cochin, India
Indo-American Fellowship Program
Six months: November 1994—May 1995

Weber, Darrell J.
Professor, Department of Botany and Range Science, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602
Research: Isolation and Characterization of Natural Products from South African Lichens
University of Natal, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa
African Regional Research Program
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

West, Lani A.
Instructor/Research Fellow, Hopkins Marine Station, Stanford University, Pacific Grove, CA 93950
Lecturing: Molecular Genetic Methods to Improve Prawn University of Queensland, Queensland, Australia
Twelve months: September 1994—September 1995

Wheelwright, Nathaniel T.
Associate Professor, Department of Biology, Bowdoin College, Brunswick, ME 04011
Lecturing and Research: Ecology in Botswana
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Wiggins, David A.
Research Associate, National Environmental Research Institute, Ronde, Denmark (Arkansas)
Research: Ecological Constraints and Cooperative Breeding in African Tits (Paridae)
Ministry of Wildlife, Conservation, and Tourism, Windhoek, Namibia, and National Museum of Natural History, Bulawayo, Zimbabwe
African Regional Research Program
Six months: September 1994—March 1995
Bailes, Jack C.
Professor, College of Business, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-2603
Research: Business Performance Measurement in Thailand
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Beath, Cynthia M.
Associate Professor, Management Information Sciences
Department, Southern Methodist University, Dallas, TX 75275-0333
Lecturing and Research: Management Information Sciences
Thammasat University, Bangkok, Thailand
Seven months: November 1994—June 1995

Bilger, Cameron C.
Assistant Professor, Department of International Management, Golden Gate University, San Francisco, CA 94105
Lecturing: International Management and Marketing
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Blighting, Robert W.
Professor, Owen Graduate School of Management, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, TN 37203
Research: Information Technology in Singapore and Hong Kong: Lessons from the Intelligent Islands
Institute of Systems Science, Singapore
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Campbell, David
Associate Professor, Department of Marketing and Economics, Valdosta State University, Valdosta, GA 31698
Lecturing: Principles of Marketing, Consumer Behavior, Marketing Management
Nanjing University, Nanjing, People’s Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Chatterjee, Samprit
Professor, Department of Statistics Operations, New York University, New York, NY 10012
Lecturing: Business Management
Kazakhstan Institute of Management, Economics, and Strategic Research, Almaty, Kazakhstan
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Chen, Son-Nan
Professor, Department of Finance, College of Business and Management, University of Maryland—College Park, College Park, MD 20742
Lecturing and Research: Economics
Fudan University, Shanghai, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Christner, Ron C.
Associate Professor, Department of Finance, Loyola University, New Orleans, LA 70118
Lecturing: Finance
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Cohen, Neil G.
Associate Professor, Department of Finance, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing: Finance
International Management Center, Budapest, Hungary
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Cripps, Jeremy G.
Associate Professor, Department of Business Administration and Economics, Heidelberg College, Tiffin, OH 44883
Lecturing and Research: Management Accounting in Zimbabwe
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Desfosses, Louis R.
Professor, Department of Business and Economics, SUNY—College at Brockport, Brockport, NY 14420
Lecturing: Business Administration
Foundation for Small Enterprise Economic Development, Budapest, Hungary
Alexander Hamilton Chair
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Englis, Basil G.
Assistant Professor, Department of Marketing, School of Business, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Lecturing and Research: Consumer Behavior and Marketing
University of Umea, Umea, Sweden
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Erlenkotter, Donald
Professor, Department of Management, Anderson Graduate School of Management, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing and Research: Operations Research and Development Economics
Kathmandu University, Kathmandu, Nepal
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Finlay, Jimmie L.
Professor and Chair, Department of Marketing, Finance, and Transportation, Western Illinois University, Macomb, IL 61455
Lecturing: Marketing
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Fuller, Beverly R.
Assistant Professor, School of Business Administration, Portland State University, Portland, OR 97207-0751
Lecturing: Business Administration and Finance
Khabarovsk Institute of National Economy, Khabarovsk, Russia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Goldgehn, Leslie A.
Professor, McLaren School of Business, University of San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94117-1080
Lecturing: The Role and Scope of Nonprofit Organizations in the U.S. Economy
Prague School of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995
Business Administration

Gottlieb, Max M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Business,
CUNY—College of Staten Island, Staten Island, NY 10301
Lecturing: Accounting, Information Science, Taxation, and Privatization
Warsaw School of Economics, Warsaw, Poland
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Two months: June 1994—August 1994

Greenberg, Ellen R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Management,
University of Massachusetts—Boston, Boston, MA 02125-3393
Lecturing: Organizational Behavior, Organizational Development, and Strategic Management
University of National and World Economics, Sofia, Bulgaria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Hale, Charles W.
Professor, School of Business Administration, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Lecturing: Finance and Banking
Technical University of Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Hallgren, Kenneth G.
Professor, Business Department, Wayne State College,
Wayne, NE 68787
Lecturing and Research: Marketing and Small Business/Entrepreneurship
University of Brasov, Brasov, Romania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Halperin, Sanford B.
Professor, Department of Economics and Finance,
Northeast Louisiana University, Monroe, LA 71209-0130
Lecturing and Research: Business Administration
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Hardison, Nancy M.
Professor, Department of Business and Economics, Point Loma Nazarene College, San Diego, CA 92106
Lecturing: Business Administration
Tirana Agricultural University, Tirana, Albania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Iue, Andres
President, Rapport/ICS, Arlington, VA 22202
Lecturing: Business Administration
Tallinn Technological University, Tallinn, and Tartu University, Tartu, Estonia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Koos, Edward
Assistant Advocate for Tax Policy, Office of Advocacy, United States Small Business Administration, Washington, DC 20416
Lecturing: How to Start and Operate a Small Business in the Russian Federation: Practical Advice from A to Ya
Ternopil Institute of National Economy, Ternopil, Ukraine
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Kulig, David D.
Associate Professor, School of Law, George Mason University, Arlington, VA 22201-4498
Lecturing: Financial Institutions and Markets, Securities Markets, and International Banking
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

LeRoy, Stephen F.
Professor, Department of Finance, Carlson School of Management, University of Minnesota—Twin Cities, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Research: Mortgage Pricing Under Optimal Prepayment by Borrowers
University of Lyon III, Lyon, France
Three months: March 1994—June 1994

Lohert, Beata M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Management, Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus, Brookville, NY 11548
Lecturing: Management Information Systems
Warsaw School of Economics, Warsaw, Poland
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Marcic, Dorothy A.
Professor, College of Management, Metropolitan State University, Minneapolis, MN 55403
Lecturing: Organizational Behavior
Czechoslovak Management Center, Prague, and University of Economics, Prague, Czech Republic
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Merkell, William
Professor and Chair, Department of Accounting,
University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716-2715
Lecturing: Financial Accounting, Curriculum Development, and Working with Professionals
Matej Bel University, Banska Bystrica, Slovak Republic
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

McNichols, Charles W.
Professor of Business Administration, Department of Management, Radford University, Radford, VA 24142
Technical University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
FLAD Chair in Market Globalization
Three and one-quarter months: January 1995—April 1995

Menachof, David A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Marketing and Logistics, School of Business and Economics, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424
Lecturing: Logistics, Transportation, and Marketing
Odessa State University, Odessa, Ukraine
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Mitchell, Ivor S.
Christine McEachern Smith Distinguished Professor, Department of Marketing and International Business, Clark Atlanta University, Atlanta, GA 30314
University of Guyana, Georgetown, Guyana
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Naylor, Winford C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Finance, Santa Barbara City College, Santa Barbara, CA 93109
Lecturing: Curriculum Development in Business Administration
University of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia
Eleven months: January 1995—December 1995

Peare, John A., II
Endowed Chair, Department of Management, School of Business Administration, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030
Lecturing: Consulting in Malaysia on the Management of Small and Medium-Sized Business
National Institute of Public Administration (INTAN), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Two months: June 1994—August 1994

Pook, Laszlo A.
Associate Professor, Department of Computer Information Systems and Management Science, Metropolitan State College of Denver, Denver, CO 80217-3362
Lecturing: Information Systems
University of Veszprem, Veszprem, Hungary
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Priem, Richard L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Management, COBA, University of Texas—Arlington, Arlington, TX 76019
Lecturing: Management and/or Marketing
University College of Belize, Belize City, Belize
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Reeves-Ellington, Richard H.
Lecturer, School of Management, SUNY—Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
Lecturing: Strategic Management
American University in Bulgaria, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Ryan, Leo V.
Professor, Department of Management, College of Commerce, DePaul University, Chicago, IL 60604
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Schill, Ronald L.
Professor, Institute of Business Management, Marriott Graduate School of Management, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602
Lecturing: Business Administration
Indian Institute of Management, Bangalore, India
Four months: December 1994—April 1995

Scott, C. Richard
Associate Professor, Department of Management, Metropolitan State College of Denver, Denver, CO 80217-3362
Rhodes University, Grahamstown, South Africa
Five months: July 1995—December 1995

Simmons, Laurette P.
Associate Professor, Department of Information Systems and Decision Sciences, Loyola College, Baltimore, MD 21210
Lecturing: Management Information Systems
Jilin University, Jilin, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Simmons, LeRoy F.
Professor, Department of Information Systems and Decision Sciences, Loyola College, Baltimore, MD 21210
Lecturing: Forecasting for China and the World Market
Jilin University, Jilin, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Slusky, Ludwig
Professor, Department of Information Systems, California State University—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90032
Lecturing: Management Information Systems and Computer-Aided Software Engineering
Izhevsk State Technical University, Izhevsk, Russia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Torborg, Richard H.
Adjunct Professor, Department of Finance, Bentley College, Waltham, MA 02154-4705
Lecturing: Corporate Finance: Financial Contractual Relationships in Estonian Businesses and Banks, Consulting on Privatization in Estonian Businesses
Tallinn Technical University, Tallinn, Estonia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Turner, Jon A.
Associate Professor and Director, Center for Research on Information Systems, Stern School of Business, New York University, New York, NY 10012-1126
Lecturing and Research: Organizational Redesign and Information Technology
Copenhagen Business School, Copenhagen, Denmark
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Usowicz, Thaddeus W.
Associate Professor, Department of Business Analysis and Computing Systems, School of Business, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132
Lecturing: Information Systems Analysis and Design
Academy of Economics, Poznan, Poland
Five months: February 1995—July 1995
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Business Administration

Wiley, James B.
Professor, Department of Marketing and Economic Analysis, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta Canada
Lecturing: Marketing Management
Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Wolken, Lawrence C.
Professor, Department of Finance, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-4218
Lecturing: Finance, Investment, Trade, Money and Banking, and Development Economics
Fudan University, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Chemistry

Elliott, Jarrell R., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Akron—Main Campus, Akron, OH 44325-3906
Lecturing: Molecular Thermodynamics
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Frank, Harry A.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-3060
Research: Structure, Spectroscopy, and Photochemistry of Carotenoids
University of Leiden, Leiden, Netherlands
Four months: April 1995—August 1995

Guziec, Frank S., Jr.
Professor, Department of Chemistry and Biochemistry, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003
Research: Novel Anticancer Drug Development
DeMontfort University, Leicester, United Kingdom
Twelve months: September 1994—August 1995

Klein, Douglas J.
Professor, Department of Marine Sciences, Texas A&M at Galveston, Galveston, TX 77553-1675
Research: Many-Body Valence-Bond Theory
University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Orna, Mary V.
Professor, Department of Chemistry, College of New Rochelle, New Rochelle, NY 10805
Lecturing: Color Chemistry, Chemical Education, and Analysis of Middle Eastern Textiles and Related Artifacts
Hebrew University, Jerusalem, and Shenkar College of Textile Technology and Fashion, Jerusalem, Israel
Four months: October 1994—February 1995

Parkin, David W.
Associate Professor, Department of Chemistry, Chestnut Hill College, Philadelphia, PA 19118-2695
Research: Purification and Characterization of Nucleoside Hydrolase and Its Role in Purine Metabolism of Trypanosoma Congolense
International Laboratory for Research on Animal Diseases, Nairobi, Kenya
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: August 1994—April 1995

Shedrinsky, Alexander M.
Associate Professor, Chemistry Department, Long Island University—Brooklyn, Brooklyn, NY 11201
Lecturing: Organic Chemistry of Materials of Art, Archaeology, and Conservation
Repin Institute, St. Petersburg, Russia
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Spencer, Harold G.
Distinguished Professor, Department of Chemistry, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634-1905
Research: Investigation of Principles of Formed-in-Place Membrane Performance Related to Industrial Applications
Technical University of Szczecin, Szczecin, Poland
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Communications and Journalism

Anton, Ted G.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, DePaul University, Chicago, IL 60614
Research: Games of the Mind: The Murder of Ioan Culianu
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Two months: November 1994—January 1995

Asuncion-Lande, Nobleza C.
Professor, Department of Communications Studies, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66047
Lecturing and Research: Mass Communications
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Twelve months: June 1994—June 1995

Battaglia, Skip
Associate Professor, Department of Film and Video, School of Photographic Arts and Sciences, Rochester Institute of Technology, Rochester, NY 14623
Lecturing and Research: Film Animation Production and Design
University of Guadalajara, Guadalajara, Mexico
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995
Communications and Journalism

Broome, Benjamin J.
Associate Professor, Department of Communications, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030
Lecturing and Research: Conflict Resolution Between Greek and Turkish Communities in Cyprus
Nicosia Municipality and Turkish Cypriot Community, Nicosia, Cyprus
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Cagan, Stephen M.
Independent Scholar, Cleveland, OH 44115
Lecturing: Photography and Photographic History and Theory
University of El Salvador, San Salvador, El Salvador
Nine months: July 1994—April 1995

Caristi, Dominic G.
Assistant Professor, Department of Journalism and Mass Communication, Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing: Broadcasting
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Cheers, D. Michael
Research Associate, Department of African Studies and Research, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059
Research: Transcending Stereotypes: A Study in African American and Black South African Images
University of the Western Cape, Bellville, and University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa
African Regional Research Program

Dratch, Howard B.
Filmmaker, Howard Dratch Productions, Santa Monica, CA 90402
Lecturing: American Media Studies, American Journalism
Academy of Theater, Film, and Television, Budapest, Hungary
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Gunter, Cheryl D.
Associate Professor, Department of Speech Communication, Iowa State University of Science and Technology, Ames, IA 50011
Lecturing: Communication Disorders (Speech Pathology)
University of Malta, Valletta, Malta
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Hollander, Ron
Director, Department of English, Montclair State College, Upper Montclair, NJ 07043
Lecturing: Newswriting and Reporting
China School of Journalism, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Hybels, Saundra K.
Professor, Department of English, Journalism, and Philosophy, Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania, Lock Haven, PA 17745
Lecturing: Journalism
University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Kellner, Douglas M.
Professor, Department of Philosophy, University of Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing and Research: Cultural Studies, Communications Theory, and Social Theory, Especially the Frankfurt School, British Cultural Studies, and Postmodern Theory
University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland
Five and one-half months: January 1995—June 1995

Kennamer, James D.
Associate Professor/Associate Director, School of Mass Communications, Virginia Commonwealth University, Richmond, VA 23284-2034
Lecturing: Mass Communications Theory and Public Opinion Research/Theory
National University of Cordoba, Cordoba, Argentina
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Malloy, Michael T.
Managing Editor, Dow Jones Canada, Dow Jones and Company, New York, NY 10281
Lecturing: Business Journalism
Visits to various institutions, Kazakhstan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Mayer, Doe
Associate Professor, Production Department, School of Cinema/TV, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90049-2211
Lecturing: Educational Technology, Media Studies University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji
Ten months: January 1995—November 1995

McBride, Michael H.
Professor, Department of Mass Communication, Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos, TX 78666
American University in Bulgaria, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

McEnteer, James B.
Independent Scholar, Camp Hill, PA 17011
Lecturing and Research: Evolving Role of Journalism in Contemporary Society
University of the Philippines, Manila, Philippines
Ten months: June 1994—April 1995

Navazelskis, Ina L.
Senior Lecturer, Journalism Institute, Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania (Florida)
Lecturing: Journalism
Vilnius University, Vilnius, Lithuania
Ten months: Between February 1995—February 1996

Nicholson, Barbara L.
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of Humanities, West Virginia Graduate College, Institute, WV 25112
Lecturing: Political Rhetoric
University of Uppsala, Uppsal, Sweden
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Reilly, Susan S.
Professor, Department of Communication, Miami University, Oxford, OH 45056
Research: Construction of Candidates' Political Personas During the 1994 Brazilian Presidential Election
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
American Republics Research Program
Three months: May 1995—July 1995
Communications and Journalism

Ross, James R.
Assistant Professor, School of Journalism, Northeastern University, Boston, MA 02115
Lecturing and Research: Journalism
Visits to various institutions, Ecuador
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Sabo, Mary Ann
Assistant Professor, Department of Languages and Literature, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI 49307
Lecturing and Research: Journalism: Bridging the Gap Between Newsroom and Classroom
University of Timisoara, Timisoara, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Shulman, David L.
Independent Producer, New Decade Productions, New York, NY 10012
Research: The Selling of Cyberspace/The Leadership Industry
B.B.C. Television, London, United Kingdom
U.K. Arts Fellowship in Film and Television
Six months: April 1995—October 1995

Stam, Robert P.
Professor, Cinema Studies, New York University, New York, NY 10003
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Study of Brazilian Multiculturalism in the Cinema
Federal Fluminense University, Niteroi, Brazil
Four and one-half months: February 1995—June 1995

Starck, Kenneth
Professor and Director, School of Journalism and Mass Communication, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Lecturing and Research: Journalism and Mass Communication
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Streitmatter, Rodger
Professor, School of Communication, American University, Washington, DC 20016
Lecturing: The Principles and Practices of Journalism
Shanghai International Studies University, People’s Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Taylor, John W.
Associate Professor, Department of Mass Communications, Eastern Kentucky University, Richmond, KY 40475
Lecturing: Radio/Television Production and Providing In-Service Seminars to Working Professionals in Radio/Television Journalism
University of Malta, Msida, Malta
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Trei, Lisa A.
Journalism Lecturer, New York, NY 10040
Lecturing: Journalism Ethics, Practical Skills and Techniques, News Coverage, Story Organization, and Reporting
University of Tartu, Tartu, Estonia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Vincent, Richard C.
Associate Professor, Department of Communication, University of Hawaii—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Lecturing and Research: International Communication/Telecommunication
Dublin City University, Dublin, Ireland
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Walters, Lynne M.
Associate Professor, Department of Journalism, Texas A&M University, College Station, TX 77843-4111
Lecturing: Communications and Journalism
American Journalism Center, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

White, Miriam B.
Associate Professor, Department of Radio/TV/Film, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208
Lecturing and Research: Television and Cultural Studies
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Five months: August 1994—December 1994

Wilcox, Dennis L.
Professor of Journalism/Public Relations, School of Journalism, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192-0055
Lecturing: Mass Communications: Journalism and Public Relations
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Computer Science

Eldridge, William M.
Network Administrator—COGENET, Cognitive Science Research Program, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing: Providing Practical Computer Network Information and Instruction
University of Skopje, Skopje, Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Gregory, Patricia L.
Adjunct Faculty, School of Communication, Metropolitan State University, Minneapolis, MN 55403-1897
Lecturing: Consulting with MAMPU Department of Database Management on MIS Topics
Malaysian Administrative Modernization and Management Planning Unit (MAMPU), Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Three months: October 1994—January 1995

Hafen, K. Marguerite
Lecturer, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: Computer Science
National Autonomous University of Nicaragua, Leon, Nicaragua
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995
Hu, Te C.
Professor, Department of Computer Science and Engineering, University of California—San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093
Research: Mathematical Algorithms for Computer-Aided Design
University of Bonn, Bonn, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Norton, Andrew M.
Principal Engineer, Department of Adaptive Transmission Products, Network Equipment Technologies/Adaptive, Redwood, CA 94063
Lecturing and Research: Computer Networks, Protocol and Communications, and Microcomputer Design Methods Using High-Level Description Languages
Peruvian Scientific Network, Lima, Peru
Five months: March 1995—August 1995

Todhunter, John S.
Senior Engineer, Department of Information Technology, Westinghouse Science and Technology Center, Pittsburgh, PA 15235
Lecturing: Computer Science
Kazan' State University, Kazan', Russia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Beinhart, Larry
Writer, Woodstock, NY 12498
Research: A Novel
University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom
U.K. Arts Fellowship in Detective and Spy Fiction Writing
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Giscombe, Cecil S.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Illinois State University, Normal, IL 61761
Research: B.C. Project
College of New Caledonia, Prince George, British Columbia, Canada
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Hampi, Patricia M.
Professor, Department of English, University of Minnesota—Twin Cities, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Research: Essays Based on Interviews with Czech Writers for a Book on Literary Life During the Late Communist Era and Since the 1989 Revolution
Literary Fund, Prague, Czech Republic
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Wendt, Ingrid D.
Literary Arts Consultant, Arts-in-Education Programs, Oregon Arts Commission, Eugene, OR 97405
Lecturing: Creative Writing and the Writing of Poetry in the Classroom for Teachers of English in Secondary Schools
University of Frankfurt/Main, Frankfurt/Main, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Wilson, Steven M.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Southwest Texas State University, San Marcos, TX 78666
Lecturing: Prose Poetry, Protest Literature, and Other Topics
University of Cluj, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Arrow, Kenneth J.
Joan Kenney Professor Emeritus, Department of Economics, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-6072
Lecturing: Foundations of Economic Theory
University of Siena, Siena, Italy
Siena Chair
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Christiansen, Daniel S.
Professor, Department of Economics and Management, Albion College, Albion, MI 49224
Lecturing and Research: Mathematical Economics
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Creane, Anthony J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824-1038
Lecturing: Information Economics, Industrial Organization, Game Theory, Trade Theory, or Microeconomic Theory
Center for Economic Research and Graduate Education, Prague, Czech Republic
Five months: September 1994—February 1995
Economics

Dominguez, John R.
Professor, Department of Economics, University of Wisconsin—Whitewater, Whitewater, WI 53190-1790
Lecturing: Economics and Finance in the United States
Nagoya City University, Nagoya, Japan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Elder, Robert W.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Beloit College, Beloit, WI 53511
Lecturing: Macroeconomics, Money and Banking, Industrial Organization, Econometrics, Mathematical Economics
Krakow Academy of Economics, Krakow, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Erickson, Michael G.
Associate Professor, Division of Business and Economics, Albertson College of Idaho, Caldwell, ID 83605
Lecturing: Business and Economics
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Espino, Maria D.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Florida International University, Miami, FL 33199
Lecturing and Research: Economics
University of the Andes, Bogota, Colombia
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Friedman, Joseph
Professor and Chair, Department of Finance, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Lecturing and Research: Business Finance, Macroeconomics, and Housing Vouchers
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Gowdy, John M.
Professor, Department of Economics, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180
Lecturing and Research: Environmental Economics
Vienna University of Economics, Vienna, Austria
Four months: March 1995—June 1995

Hall, John B.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Portland State University, Portland, OR 97207-0751
Lecturing and Research: Economic Development in Zambia, in Particular, Labor Markets and Manpower Training
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia
Eight months: January 1995—September 1995

Hauman, Clyde A.
Scholar-in-Residence, Commonwealth Center for the Study of American Culture, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23187
Lecturing: Director, The Hong Kong-America Center
Chinese University of Hong Kong, Shatin, Hong Kong
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Hebert, Robert E.
Russell Professor of Economics, Department of Economics, Auburn University—Main Campus, Auburn, AL 36849-5242
Research: Engineers and the Price System: The Econo-Engineering Tradition in 19th-Century France
University of Paris I, Paris, France
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Herlin, William E.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, University of the Pacific, Stockton, CA 95211
Lecturing and Research: Urban Economics and Regional Economics
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Herzog, Henry W., Jr.
Professor, Department of Economics, University of Tennessee—Knoxville, Knoxville, TN 37996-0550
Research: Economic Restructuring and Labor Market Adjustment in New Zealand
New Zealand Institute of Economic Research, Wellington, New Zealand
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Hopkins, Raymond F.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Swarthmore College, Swarthmore, PA 19081-1397
Lecturing: International Economics, Agricultural Policy, and International Organization
University of Tuscia, Viterbo, Italy
Viterbo Chair
Three months: May 1995—August 1995

Jakubauskas, Edward B.
Retired University President, Fort Collins, CO 80525
Lecturing: Economics and Establishing Business Administration Programs and English Language Centers
Kaunas Technological University, Siauliai, and Klaipeda University, Klaipeda, Lithuania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Jensen, Rolf
Associate Professor and Chair, Economics Department, Connecticut College, New London, CT 06320
Lecturing and Research: Economic Theory and Policy
University of Conakry, Conakry, Guinea
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Joyce, B. Patrick
Professor and Chair, Department of Economics and Finance, Michigan Technological University, Houghton, MI 49931
Lecturing: Market Mechanisms: An Experimental Approach
University of Rijeka, Rijeka, Croatia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Karsten, Siegfried G.
Professor, Department of Economics, West Georgia College, Carrollton, GA 30118
Lecturing: American and German Market Economics
University of Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Krawiec, Frank
Independent Energy Consultant, Wheat Ridge, CO 80033
Lecturing: Concepts and Methods of Integrated Resource Planning and Demand-Side Management for Electric and Gas Utilities
Warsaw School of Economics, Warsaw, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
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Laurence, Louise
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Towson State University, Towson, MD 21204
Lecturing: Public Finance, Macroeconomic Theory, or Labor Economics
New Bulgarian University, Sofia, Bulgaria
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Levinson, Alfred L.
President, A.L. Levinson Associates, South Orange, NJ 07079
Lecturing and Research: Development of a Graduate-Level Economic Program
Sofia University, Sofia, Bulgaria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Lidman, Russell M.
Academic Vice-President and Provost, Library 3131, Evergreen State College, Olympia, WA 98505
Lecturing and Research: Consulting in University Administration
National Council of Universities and Polytechnical Schools, Quito, Ecuador
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Martin, David W.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, Davidson College, Davidson, NC 28036
Lecturing: Environmental Economics
Bishop Heber College, Tiruchirapalli, India
Seven months: June 1994—January 1995

Miller, John A.
Professor, Department of Economics, Wheaton College, Norton, MA 02766
Research: Which Way to Grow? University of the Philippines—Diliman, Manila, and Oxfam, Manila, Philippines
Southeast Asian Regional Research Program
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Mitch, David F.
Associate Professor, Department of Economics, University of Maryland—Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD 21228
Lecturing: American Economic/Social History
London School of Economics and Political Science, London, United Kingdom
Three months: January 1995—April 1995

Moore, Michael O.
Assistant Professor, Elliott School of International Affairs, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Research: EC Steel Policy in the 1980s: Catalyst or Hindrance to Technological Innovation
Commission of the European Union, Brussels, Belgium
European Union Affairs Research Program
Ten months: August 1994—May 1995

Novak, James J.
Author, New York, NY 10038
Research: Secularism: Meaning and Democratic Institutions
Asiatic Society of Bangladesh, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Five months: October 1994—March 1995

Packard, Philip C.
Lecturer, School of Extended Education, Saint Mary's College of California, Moraga, CA 94575
Lecturing: Economics and Health Economics
University of Durban—Westville, Durban, South Africa
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Pineres, Sheila J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Lecturing and Research: The Impact of Macroeconomic Policies on the Agricultural Sector and Long-Run Growth Rates: A Case Study of Colombia
Javerian University, Bogota, and University of the North, Barranquilla, Colombia
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Schaefer, Donald E.
Professor, Department of Economics, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4860
Lecturing and Research: American Economic History
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Silver, Stephen J.
Associate Professor, Department of Business Administration, The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina, Charleston, SC 29409
Lecturing and Research: Economics
University of Yaounde, Yaounde, Cameroon
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Staller, George J.
Professor, Department of Economics, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Lecturing: Economics
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Steiner, Joyce L.
Consultant, World Bank, Tirana, Albania (Indiana)
Lecturing: Economic Theory and Development and Money and Banking
University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Strauss, Jack K.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, Saint Louis University, St. Louis, MO 63108
Lecturing: Economics
Kiev Trade and Economics Institute, Kiev, Ukraine
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Tarr, James R.
Professor, Department of Decision Sciences, College of Business Administration, University of Central Oklahoma, Edmond, OK 73034-0115
Lecturing: Market Economics
Free Burgas University, Burgas, Bulgaria
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Thoma, George A.
Professor, Center for Business and Economics, Elmhurst College, Elmhurst, IL 60126
Lecturing: International Economics
Shandong University, Jinan, People's Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995
Economics

Von Furstenberg, George M.
Assistant Professor of Economics, Department of Economics, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research: Capital Mobility and Financial Integration in North America
University of Toronto, Toronto, Ontario, Canada
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Wray, Larry R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Economics, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208
Research: The Monetary Theory of Production
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Whyte, Charles D.
Professor, Economics/Business Development Center, Virginia State University, Petersburg, VA 23806
Lecturing and Research: International Development
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Zymelman, Manuel
Senior Advisor, Africa Technical Department, World Bank, Washington, DC 20433
Lecturing: Computer Simulation Models for a Decentralized Education System
Tecnunato di Tella Institute, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Education

Aptekar, Lewis S.
Associate Dean, College of Education, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192-0071
Lecturing: Teacher Education Psychology, Special Education
University of Swaziland, Kwaluseni, Swaziland
Eleven months: January 1995—December 1995

Barazangi, Nimat H.
Visiting Fellow, Women's Studies Program, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853-7601
Research: Evaluating and Developing Educational and Instructional Modules of the Computerized "Expert System of Arabic" Language
Higher Institute of Applied Sciences and Technology, Damascus, Syria
Two months: January 1995—March 1995

Bey, Theresa M.
Associate Professor, Department of Educational Leadership, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-7171
Lecturing and Research: Inservice Education and Teacher Training
Ministry of Education, Nicosia, and Turkish Office of Education, Nicosia, Cyprus
Four months: January 1995—April 1995

Bostick, Mary T.
Regional Special Education Consultant, Department of Counseling and Special Education, Idaho State Department of Education, University of Idaho, Moscow, ID 83844
Lecturing: Special Education with an Emphasis in Severe Disabilities; Early Childhood Special Education
Mauritius Institute of Education, Reduit, Mauritius
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Branch, Robert C.
Assistant Professor, Department of Instructional Design, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-2340
Lecturing and Research: The Systematic Design of Instruction
University of Natal, Durban, South Africa
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Briedis, Anita V.
Associate Professor, Department of Natural Science, Concordia University, River Forest, IL 60305
Lecturing: Science Education: Teaching Relevant Integrated Science Courses in the General Education Curriculum to Foster Scientific Literacy
Daugavpils Pedagogical University, Daugavpils, Latvia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Cooper, Carolyn S.
Associate Professor, Department of Special Education, Eastern Illinois University, Charleston, IL 61920
Lecturing: Educating Preschool Children with Disabilities in Integrated Early Childhood Settings
Hertzen University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Courtney, E. Wayne
Professor Emeritus, College of Home Economics and Education, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Research: Validation of Vocational Education Curriculum for Priority Occupational Areas in Thailand According to an Analysis of Labor Market Needs
Ministry of Education, Department of Vocational Education, Bangkok, Thailand
Six months: August 1994—February 1995

Davis, Beth
Docent/Lecturer, Department of System Analysis, Siberian Aerospace Academy, Krasnoyarsk, Russia (Texas)
Lecturing: Public Administration, Political Science, Sociology, and University Administration
St. Petersburg State Maritime Technical University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Frantz, Nevin R.
Professor, Division of Vocational and Technical Education, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0254
Research: Factors Influencing the Adoption of Flexible Vocational Education Programs in Upper Secondary Schools and Higher Education in Finland
University of Jyvaskyla, Jyvaskyla, Finland
Two months: May 1994—July 1994
Friend, Marilyn  
Associate Professor, School of Education, Indiana  
University-Purdue University—Indianapolis,  
Indianapolis, IN 46202-5155  
Lecturing and Research: Effective Techniques for  
Professional and Parent-Teacher Collaboration  
Concerning Students with Disabilities  
Oporto Teacher Training College, Oporto, Portugal  
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Holloway, Susan D.  
Visiting Associate Professor, Department of Human  
Development, Graduate School of Education, Harvard  
University, Cambridge, MA 02138  
Research: Individualization and Internationalization  
Within the Context of Japanese Preschool Education  
Seiwa College, Osaka University of Education, Osaka,  
Japan  
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Jones, Donald W.  
Professor, Research Director, and Editor, Department of  
Secondary and Higher Education, Ball State University,  
Muncie, IN 47306  
Lecturing and Research: Multicultural Education and  
Professional Program Development  
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Kacchuck, Beatrice  
Professor, Women’s Studies Certificate Program,  
CUNY—Graduate and University Center, New York,  
NY 10036  
Lecturing: Feminist Social Theories  
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, and Punjab  
University, Chandigarh, India  
Seven months: August 1994—March 1995

Keith, Sherry  
Associate Professor, Department of Interdisciplinary  
Social Science, San Francisco State University, San  
Francisco, CA 94132  
Lecturing and Research: Education  
Federal University of Bahia, Salvador, Brazil  
Four and one-half months: March 1995—July 1995

Leja, James A.  
Associate Professor, Department of Blind Rehabilitation,  
Western Michigan University, Kalamazoo, MI  
49008-5111  
Lecturing: Special Education  
National Taiwan Normal University, Taipei, Taiwan  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Lewis, Phyllis H.  
Director, Office of Human Resources, University of  
Pennsylvania—Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA  
19104-6228  
Research: Developing Leaders for Universities in the  
United Kingdom  
Anglia Polytechnic University, Danbury, United Kingdom  
U.S.-U.K. College and University Academic  
Administrator Awards  
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Martin, John J.  
Health Education Consultant, Southington, CT 06489  
Lecturing: Health Education and the Continued  
Development of Health Education Programs in Russia  
Belarusian State Pedagogical University, Minsk, Belarus  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Martinez, Michael E.  
Assistant Professor, Department of Education, University  
of California—Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717-5500  
Lecturing and Research: Assessment for Learning in the  
South Pacific  
University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji  
Twelve months: June 1994—June 1995

McNeece, P. Brian  
Associate Professor, English Division, Imperial Valley  
College, Imperial, CA 92251  
Lecturing: Binational Writing Project: Cultures in  
Conflict and Convergence  
Autonomous University of Baja California, Mexicali,  
Mexico  
Mexico Border Lecturers Program  
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Milman, Jacqulyn  
Associate Professor, College of Education, University of  
Guam, Mangilao, GU 96923  
Lecturing: Education/TEFL  
Visits to various institutions, Colombia  
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Mitchell, Edna S.  
Professor of Education and Director of Graduate Studies,  
Mills College, Oakland, CA 94613  
Lecturing: Education  
Joszef Attila University, Szeged, Hungary  
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Olswang, Steven G.  
Vice Provost, Office of Provost, University of Washington,  
Seattle, WA 98102  
Research: An Examination of Faculty Personnel Policies  
in Institutions of Higher Education in the United  
Kingdom  
University of Reading, Reading, and University of  
Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom  
U.S.-U.K. College and University Academic  
Administrator Awards  
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Peinovich, Paula E.  
Vice-President of Academic Affairs, University of the  
State of New York—Regents College, Albany, NY  
12203  
Research: Strategies for Success: Retention of Adult  
Learners in Open and External Degree Programs  
University of Warwick, Coventry, United Kingdom  
U.S.-U.K. College and University Academic  
Administrator Awards  
Four months: November 1994—March 1995

Ping, Charles J.  
President Emeritus, Ohio University, Athens, OH  
45701-2979  
Research: The Role of the University in African Society  
University of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia, and  
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana  
African Regional Research Program  
Four months: January 1995—May 1995
Education

Reyns, Robert E.
Professor, Department of Curriculum and Instruction, University of Missouri—Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211
Lecturing and Research: Number Sense and Computational Alternatives in Mathematics Education University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Rierson, Michael D.
Associate Dean for External Affairs, Kenan-Flagler Business School, University of North Carolina—Chapel Hill, Chapel Hill, NC 27599
Research: Danish Higher Education: Establishing University/Industry/Government Research Partnerships University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark Three months: March 1995—May 1995

Robeck, Jacqueline M.
Professor and Chair, Department of Apparel, Textiles, and Design, University of Wisconsin—Stout, Menomonie, WI 54751

Rosberg, Merilee A.
Associate Professor, Department of Education, Mount Mercy College, Cedar Rapids, IA 52402
Lecturing: Early Childhood Education Universiti Brunei Darussalam, Bandar Seri Begawan, Brunei Twelve months: August 1994—July 1995

Selden, Steven
Professor, Department of Education Policy, Planning, and Administration, College of Education, University of Maryland—College Park, College Park, MD 20742

Stalker, Sylvia W.
Associate Professor, Department of Education, Clarion University of Pennsylvania, Clarion, PA 16214
Lecturing: Education Regional College of Education, Mysore, India Seven months: July 1994—February 1995

Swadener, Elizabeth B.

Swetz, Frank J.
Professor, Department of Mathematical and Computer Sciences, Pennsylvania State University: The Capital College—Harrisburg, Middletown, PA 17057-4898 Lecturing: Mathematics Education Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia Ten months: January 1995—October 1995

Twardokens, George R.

Wahab, Zaher
Professor, Department of Education, Graduate School of Professional Studies, Lewis and Clark College, Portland, OR 97219 Lecturing: Educational Reform; Race, Culture, and Power in Education; Teacher Education; Education for Democratic Pluralism; Effective Schools; Educational Theories; Comparative Education Ashgabat Pedagogical Institute, Ashgabat, Turkmenistan Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Weiler, Kathleen A.
Assistant Professor, Education Department, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155 Lecturing and Research: Women and Education University of Melbourne, Melbourne, and La Trobe University, Bundooora, Victoria, Australia Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Westling, David L.
Professor, Department of Special Education, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-3024 Research: Services for and Needs of Individuals with Mental Retardation in Austria University of Salzburg, Salzburg, Austria Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Engineering

Castanier, Louis M.
Research Associate/Lecturer, Department of Petroleum Engineering, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305-2220 Research: Experimental Studies of Foam Flow in Porous Media Rogaland Research Institute, Stavanger, Norway Four months: April 1994—August 1994

Celik, Ismail B.
Professor, Department of Mechanical Aerospace Engineering, West Virginia University, Morgantown, WV 26506 Lecturing: Predictive Tools for Emissions from Burning of Fossil Fuels Middle East Technical University, Ankara, Turkey Nine months: September 1994—June 1995
Chlamtac, Imrich
Associate Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, Amherst, MA 01003
Lecturing: High-Speed Communications
Technical University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Crawford, Kevan C.
Assistant Professor, College of Engineering, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID 83209
Lecturing: Engineering Economics and Law
Belarusian State Polytechnic Academy, Minsk, Belarus
Seven months: October 1994—May 1995

Dillaha, Theo A.
Associate Professor, Department of Agricultural Engineering, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0303
Lecturing: Environmental Modeling, Data Management, Pollution Monitoring, Management and Biology, and Waste Treatment
University of Mauritius, Reduit, Mauritius
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Dvorak, George J.
Professor, Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180
Lecturing and Research: Inelastic Behavior and Damage Mechanics of Composite Materials
Technical University of Denmark, Lyngby, Denmark
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Frank, Amalie J.
Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science and Mathematics, Widener University, Chester, PA 19013
Lecturing and Research: Adaptive Network Routing and Flow Control Using Learning Automata; Adaptive Image Coding Using Learning Automata
Technical University of Braunschweig, Braunschweig, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Glauser, Mark N.
Associate Professor, Department of Mechanical and Aeronautical Engineering, Clarkson University, Potsdam, NY 13699-5725
Research: The Role of Large-Scale Structures in Turbulent Shear Flows
University of Poitiers, Poitiers, France
Three months: May 1995—August 1995

Lau, Silvanus S.
Professor, Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of California—San Diego, San Diego, CA 92093-0407
Lecturing: Microelectronics
Asian Institute of Technology, Bangkok, Thailand
Four months: May 1994—September 1994

Martin, Jose G.
Professor and Chair, Department of Chemical and Nuclear Engineering, University of Massachusetts—Lowell, Lowell, MA 01854
Lecturing and Research: Energy and Environmental Impact
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Three months: January 1995—April 1995

Rahman, Adeb A.
Instructional Specialist, College of Engineering, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Lecturing: Engineering Mechanics
University of Aleppo, Aleppo, Syria
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Sell, Phillip C.
Professor, Department of Engineering, Highline Community College, Des Moines, WA 98198
Lecturing and Research: Computer-Aided Design; Curriculum and Instruction
Ministry of Education and Turkish Office of Education, Nicosia, Cyprus
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Stewart, James R.
Assistant Professor, Department of Technology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Lecturing: Total Quality Management (TQM) with Applications to Medium and Small Industry
University of Akureyri, Akureyri, Iceland
Five months: January 1995—May 1995

West, Ronald E.
Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, University of Colorado—Boulder, Boulder, CO 80309-0424
Lecturing: Computer-Aided Chemical Process Design and Pollution Control
Technical University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Zakin, Jacques L.
Professor, Department of Chemical Engineering, Ohio State University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Research: The Use of Cryogenic Temperature Transmission Electron Microscopy to Study the Influence of the Chemical Structure of Quaternary Ammonium Amine-Counterion Surfactants
Technion, Haifa, Israel
Six months: September 1994—March 1995
Environmental Sciences

Collins, Curtis A.
Professor, Department of Oceanography, Naval Postgraduate School, Monterey, CA 93943-5122
Lecturing and Research: Circulation at the Entrance to the Gulf of California
Autonomous University of Baja California, Mexicali, Mexico
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

DeGloria, Stephen D.
Associate Professor, Department of Soil, Crop, and Atmospheric Sciences, Cornell University, Ithaca, NY 14853
Research: Influence of Land-Use Dynamics on Soil Quality in Los Haitises Region, Dominican Republic
Pedro Henriquez Urena National University, Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic
American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Dierberg, Forrest E.
Professor, Department of Oceanography, Ocean Engineering, and Environmental Science, Florida Institute of Technology, Melbourne, FL 32901
Lecturing and Research: Coastal Resources Management
Prince of Songkla University, Hat Yai, Thailand
Nine months: July 1994—April 1995

Easley, Dale H.
Associate Professor, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of New Orleans, New Orleans, LA 70148
Lecturing and Research: Groundwater Development and Protection
University of Qatar, Doha, Qatar
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Erickson, Paul A.
President, New England Research, Inc., Worcester, MA 01605
Lecturing: Environmental Sciences
National Institute of Public Administration, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Three months: September 1994—November 1994

Fleming, William M.
Research/Adjunct Professor, Department of Architecture and Planning, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Research: Watershed Management Plan to Reduce Sedimentation/Eutrophication in a Proposed Ecuadorian Reservoir
National Polytechnic School, Quito, Ecuador
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Fowler, Bruce A.
Director, Toxicology Program, University of Maryland—Baltimore, Baltimore, MD 21227
Research: Mechanisms of III-V Semiconductor Metal Toxicity
Karolinska Institute, Stockholm, Sweden
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Hodge, Sandra S.
Adjunct Associate Professor, Department of Forestry, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0323
Lecturing and Research: The Social Issues Affecting Decisions Regarding Forest Land Use
Federal University of Santa Catarina, Florianopolis, Brazil
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Kasile, Joseph D.
Associate Professor, School of Natural Resources, Ohio State University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Lecturing and Research: Statistics and Information Management with Applications of Remote Sensing and GIS
New University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Markow, Therese A.
Professor, Department of Zoology, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287-1501
Research: Ecological Genetics
Monterrey Institute of Technology and Higher Education, Guaymas, Mexico
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Pedlosky, Joseph
Senior Scientist and Oceanographer, Department of Physical Oceanography, Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute, Woods Hole, MA 02543
Research: General Ocean Circulation Theory
Institute for the Study of Dynamics of Large Masses, Venice, and National Research Council, Venice, Italy
Six months: Between September 1994—August 1995

Richards, Arnis
Professor, Department of Pathology, School of Medicine, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90033
Lecturing: Sources, Nature, and Health Effects of Environmental Pollutants
University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

St. Omer, Lucy
Associate Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 95192-0100
Lecturing: Coastal Ecology; Global Environmental Issues
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad/Tobago
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Temple, Stanley A.
Beers-Bascom Professor in Conservation, Department of Wildlife Ecology, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Lecturing: Conservation Biology, Ecology, and Natural Resource Management
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad/Tobago
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Vali, Gabor
Professor, Department of Atmospheric Science, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071
Lecturing and Research: Cloud Physics and Ice Nucleation
University of Veszprem, Veszprem, and Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: October 1994—March 1995

VanHagaken, Richard H.
Technical Director, Oceanic Associates, Inc., Bellevue, WA 98007
Lecturing: Aquatic Resources
University of Asmara, Asmara, Eritrea
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Ayala, Reynaldo
Professor, Department of Geography, San Diego State University—Imperial Valley, Calexico, CA 92231
Lecturing: Environmental Education
National Pedagogical University, Mexico City, Mexico
Mexico Border Lecturers Program
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Berentsen, William H.
Director and Professor, Department of Geography, Center of European Studies, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT 06269-2148
Lecturing and Research: U.S. and German Regional Development
Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Clark, John R.
Research Analyst, Department of Financial Aid, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057
Lecturing: Geography and University Administration
University of Osh, Osh, Kyrgyzstan
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Curry-Roper, Janel M.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Central University of Iowa, Pella, IA 50219
Research: A Comparative Study of the Impact of the Differing Societal Philosophies of the United States and Canada on Natural Resources
University of Guelph, Guelph, Ontario, Canada
Three months: June 1995—September 1995

Forbes, Bruce C.
Independent Scholar, Wolcott, VT 05680
Lecturing and Research: Arctic/Environmental Studies
Arctic Center, University of Lapland, Rovaniemi, Finland
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Gribb, William J.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography and Recreation, University of Wyoming, Laramie, WY 82071
Lecturing and Research: Geographic Information Systems in Zimbabwe
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Haack, Barry N.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, George Mason University, Fairfax, VA 22030
Lecturing and Research: Remote Sensing, Environmental Studies, Spatial Data, Physical Geography
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Hobbs, Joseph J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Geography, University of Missouri—Columbia, Columbia, MO 65211
Research: Linking Traditional and Modern Conservation Systems in Egypt's Saint Catherine Natural Protectorate
Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
Eight months: January 1995—August 1995

Huber, Thomas P.
Professor and Chair, Department of Geography and Environmental Studies, University of Colorado—Colorado Springs, Colorado Springs, CO 80933-7150
Lecturing: Geographic Information Systems and Remote Sensing
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Knight, C. Gregory
Professor, Department of Geography, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing: Geography
American University in Bulgaria, Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Knudsen, Daniel C.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing and Research: Industrial Restructuring in Denmark and the American Midwest
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Montz, Burrell E.
Associate Professor, Department of Geology and Environmental Studies, SUNY—Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000
Research: Multiple Natural Hazards Management in New Zealand: A Methodology for Assessing Vulnerability
University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Reeder, Philip P.
Assistant Professor, Department of Physics, Astronomy, and Geology, Valdosta State University, Valdosta, GA 31698
Lecturing and Research: Environmental Education and the Protection and Development of the Metropolitan Lima Water Supply
Geographic Society of Lima, Lima, Peru
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Rice, Robert A.
Lecturer, Department of Geography, University of California—Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing and Research: Physical and Agricultural Geography
Del Valle University, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Five months: July 1994—December 1994

Richards, John B.
Associate Professor, Department of Geography, Southern Oregon State College, Ashland, OR 97520
Lecturing: Regional Economic Development Issues and Theory
Odessa Institute of Hydrometeorology, Odessa, Ukraine
Four months: September 1994—January 1995
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Geography

Spatta, Carolyn D.
Professor, Department of Geography and Environmental Studies, California State University—Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542
Lecturing: University Administration
Universiti Teknologi Malaysia, Johore Bahru, Malaysia
Six and one-half months: August 1994—February 1995

Storper, Michael C.
Professor, Graduate School of Architecture and Urban Planning, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1467
Lecturing and Research: Economic Geography: Product Qualities, Work, and Identity in Comparative Perspective
University of Copenhagen, Copenhagen, Denmark
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Geology

Abbott, Richard N., Jr.
Professor, Department of Geology, Appalachian State University, Boone, NC 28608
Lecturing: Mineralogy and Crystal Chemistry
University of the West Indies, Department of Geology, Kingston, Jamaica
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

DePaolo, Donald J.
Professor, Department of Geology and Geophysics, University of California—Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing and Research: Magmatic Processes Leading to Large Volcanic Eruptions
Australian National University, Canberra, Australia
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Rodgers, David W.
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Geology, Idaho State University, Pocatello, ID 83209-8072
Lecturing and Research: Structure, Tectonics, and Field Geology
Sultan Qaboos University, Muscat, Oman
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Smith, Christine H.
Assistant Professor, Department of Geology, Colorado College, Colorado Springs, CO 80903
Research: Closing the Gap in the Southwest U.S.-East Antarctic (SWEAT) Connection: A Detailed Petrologic Comparison of Migmatites (Melted Metamorphic Rocks) from Marie Byrd Land and North Victoria Island
University of Siena, Siena, Italy
Six months: March 1995—September 1995

Speed, Robert C.
Professor, Department of Geological Sciences, Northwestern University, Evanston, IL 60208
Research: Emergence of Barbados Island: Deformation, History, Causes, Potential Effects
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados
American Republics Research Program
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

History (non-U.S.)

Allen, Ann T.
Professor, Department of History, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292
Lecturing: Comparative History of Women’s Education
Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Brungardt, Maurice P.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Loyola University, New Orleans, LA 70118
Lecturing and Research: Latin American History
National University of Colombia, Bogota, and Pedagogical and Technological University of Colombia, Tunja, Colombia
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Costigliola, Frank C.
Professor, Department of History, University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI 02881
Research: The “NATO Spirit”: The Role of Symbolism and Ceremony in Fostering NATO Cohesion, 1949-1994
Visits to various institutions in Europe
NATO Research Fellowship Program
Dates to be determined

Daly, Martin W.
Professor, Department of History, University of Tennessee—Chattanooga, Chattanooga, TN 37403
Lecturing: Modern Sudanese History
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Dean, Carolyn J.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Research: Pornography, Censorship, and Modern French Culture
University of Paris VII, Paris, France
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Cormack, Margaret J.
Lecturer, Department of Religion, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063
Research: The Sagas of Icelandic Bishops as Sources for Cultural History
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
Three months: July 1994—October 1994
Desan, Suzanne M.
Associate Professor, Department of History, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Research: Defining Female Citizenship: Provincial Women and Politics in Revolutionary France
Bibliothèque Nationale and other archives, Paris, Bordeaux, and Dijon, France
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Dominick, Raymond H.
Professor, Department of History, Ohio State University—Mansfield, Mansfield, OH 44906
Lecturing: History of the Environmental Movement
University of Jena, Jena, Germany
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Duus, Peter
Professor, Department of History, Stanford University, Stanford, CA 94305
Research: A History of Social Change During the Era of Rapid Growth, 1956-1973
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Edgar, Robert R.
Professor, Department of African Studies, Howard University, Washington, DC 20059
University of the Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa, and National University of Lesotho, Roma, Lesotho
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Ewell, Judith
Chair, Department of History, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23187-8795
Lecturing and Research: Inter-American Studies
Catholic University of Ecuador, Quito, Ecuador
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Fischer, David H.
Warren Professor of History, Department of History, Brandeis University, Waltham, MA 02154
Lecturing: History
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
One and one-half months: August 1994—September 1994

Gervasi, Robert A.
Dean of Academic and Student Affairs, Chatfield College, St. Martin, OH 45118
Lecturing: Classics/Ancient History
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Six months: February 1995—September 1995

Gould, Jeffrey L.
Associate Professor, History Department, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing and Research: Modern Central American History
University of Costa Rica, San Jose, Costa Rica
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Gran, Peter
Associate Professor, Department of History, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Lecturing and Research: Egypt as "Italian Road": A New Paradigm for the Interpretation of Modern Egyptian History
Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
Seven months: July 1994—January 1995

Haj, Samira A.
Assistant Professor of History, Department of Near Eastern Language and Literature, New York University, New York, NY 10003
Research: Continuity and Change in Islamic Thought: Roots of 19th-Century Cultural Islamic Reform
Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Harsch, Donna T.
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Carnegie-Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA 15213-3890
Research: German Women in the Family and Urban Public Life, 1945-1955
Technische University of Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Hayes, Nicholas P.
Associate Professor, Department of History, Hamline University, St. Paul, MN 55103
Lecturing: International Media and TV University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Holloway, Joseph E.
Professor, Department of Pan African Studies, California State University—Northridge, Northridge, CA 91330
Lecturing: American and Diaspora Studies
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Leonard, Jane K.
Associate Professor, History Department, University of Akron—Main Campus, Akron, OH 44325
Research: Founding the Chapel in Shanghai: W.H. Medhurst and William Lockhart and the Protestant Mission in Shanghai, 1843-1856
University of London, London, United Kingdom
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Marashlian, Levon
Professor, Department of History, Social Science Division, Glendale Community College, Glendale, CA 91208
Lecturing: American Democracy and Mass Media American University of Armenia, Yerevan, Armenia
Three months: May 1994—August 1994

McHugh, Neil
Associate Professor, Department of History, Fort Lewis College, Durango, CO 81301-3999
Lecturing: African History
Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Ricks, Thomas M.
Director/Associate Professor, Department of International Studies and History, Villanova University, Villanova, PA 19085-1699
Archives, Jerusalem, West Bank
Three months: June 1994—September 1994
Schwartz, Rosalie  
Adjunct Lecturer, Department of History, University of  
California—San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093-0104  
Research: Tourism Industry Employment and the  
Empowerment of Women: A Comparison of the  
Bahamas and Dominican Republic  
College of the Bahamas, Nassau, Bahamas, and Catholic  
University of Madre Y Maestra, Santiago, Dominican  
Republic  
American Republics Research Program  
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Scott, Rebecca J.  
Professor, Department of History, University of  
Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109  
Lecturing: History of Slavery, Emancipation, and  
Postemancipation Societies  
Ecole des Hautes Etudes en Sciences Sociales, Paris,  
France  
Eleven months: August 1994—July 1995

Sonesson, Birgit J.  
Adjunct Assistant Professor, Department of History, New  
York University, New York, NY 10012  
Research: Outmigration from Venezuela to Puerto Rico,  
1800-1830  
John Boulton Foundation, Caracas, Venezuela  
American Republics Research Program  
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Sperling, Elliot H.  
Associate Professor, Department of Central Eurasian  
Studies, Indiana University—Bloomington,  
Bloomington, IN 47405  
Lecturing: Sino-Tibetan Relations and Tibetan History  
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, and Delhi  
University, Delhi, India  
Seven months: September 1994—April 1995

Steinberg, John W.  
Assistant Professor, Department of History, Georgia  
Southern University, Statesboro, GA 30460  
Lecturing and Research: Military Professionalism and the  
Imperial Russian General Staff, 1905-1914  
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland  
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Struve, Lynn A.  
Associate Professor, Department of History, Indiana  
University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405  
Research: Huang Zongxi, the Classic of Changes, and  
17th-Century Chinese Thought  
National Taiwan University, Taipei, Taiwan  
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Tucker, Richard F.  
Professor, Department of History, Oakland University,  
Rochester, MI 48309  
Research: A History of Wildlife Conservation in India,  
1855-1952  
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India  
Eight months: December 1994—August 1995

Welch, Steven R.  
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of History,  
University of California—Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717  
Research: Heroes of the Resistance or Traitors to the  
Reich? German Deserters in World War II and the  
Controversy over Deserter Monuments  
Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany  
Ten months: November 1994—September 1995

Winn, Peter E.  
Associate Professor, Department of History, Tufts  
University, Medford, MA 02155  
Lecturing: 19th-Century Latin American History  
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay  
Two months: July 1995—September 1995

Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Allaire, Gloria K.  
Independent Scholar, Madison, WI 53713  
Research: A Critical Edition of the Chivalric Prose  
Narrative "Le Storie di Rinaldo da Monte Albano"  
University of Florence, Florence, Italy  
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Blue, Walter A.  
Professor, Department of Modern Languages, Hamline  
University, St. Paul, MN 55104  
Lecturing: American Literature and Civilization  
University of St. Louis, St. Louis, Senegal  
Eight months: November 1994—June 1995

Davis, Leonard J.  
Assistant Professor, Department of English,  
SUNY—Binghamton, Binghamton, NY 13902-6000  
Lecturing: Colonial Encounters: Columbus as Author  
National Library of New Zealand, Wellington, New  
Zealand  
One month: August 1994—September 1994

Donegan, Patricia M.  
Assistant Professor/Visiting Poet, Department of  
English/Creative Writing, Saint Lawrence University,  
Canton, NY 13617  
Research: Chiyo-Ni: Japan's Greatest Woman Haiku Poet  
Haiku Museum, Tokyo, Japan  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Ericson, Joan E.  
Assistant Professor, Asian Studies Program, Mount  
Holyoke College, South Hadley, MA 01075  
Research: Conformity and Resistance in Japanese  
Women's Literature, 1928-32  
Meiji University, Aichi, Japan  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Fox, Edward Inman  
Professor, Department of Hispanic Studies, Northwestern  
University, Evanston, IL 60208  
Research: Spain as Castile: The Invention of a National  
Culture  
National Library, Madrid, Spain  
Four months: Between October 1994—May 1995
Gamal, Adel S.
Professor, Department of Near Eastern Studies,
University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Research: 13th-Century Arabic Literary Texts
Bayt Al-Hikma, Tunis, Tunisia, and Dar Al-Kutub, Cairo, Egypt
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional Research Program
Three months: June 1995—September 1995

Haas, Diana E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Modern Greek Language and Literature, Onassis Center for Hellenic Studies, New York University, New York, NY 10011
Lecturing and Research: Critical Edition of Autobiographical and Biographical Material from the Archives of C.P. Cavafy
Cavafy Archives, Athens, Greece
Three months: Between September 1994—June 1995

Hertz-Ohmes, Peter D.
Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, SUNY— College at Oswego, Oswego, NY 13126
Lecturing and Research: Presentation of American Popular Literature with Respect to Culture Complementarity and Minoritization
University of Osnabrueck, Osnabrueck, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Higgs, Elton D.
Professor, Department of Humanities, University of Michigan—Dearborn, Dearborn, MI 48128
Lecturing: Middle English Literature, 16th-17th Century English Literature, and English and American Poetry National Chengchi University, Taipei, Taiwan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Hildebrandt, John J., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of Literature and Humanities, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139
Research: Whose Field Day?
University College Galway, Galway, Ireland
Twelve months: September 1994—September 1995

Johnson, Lathrop P.
Professor, Department of Modern Languages and Classics, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306-0465
Lecturing and Research: Computer-Assisted Language Learning: German Baroque Literature
University of Leipzig, Leipzig, Germany
Seven months: January 1995—July 1995

Joseph, George L.
Associate Professor, Department of Modern Languages, Hobart and William Smith Colleges, Geneva, NY 14456
Research: Cultural and Linguistic Encounters in Wolof Translations of the Gospel of John
Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar, Senegal
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: November 1994—August 1995

Julien, Eileen M.
Visiting Professor, Department of Comparative Literature, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research: Literary Debates and Multinational Reception
West African Research Center, Dakar, Senegal
Seven months: January 1995—August 1995

Kelertas, Violeta K.
Associate Professor, Department of Slavic and Baltic Languages and Literatures, University of Illinois—Chicago, Chicago, IL 60680
Lecturing: Literary and Translation Theory and Practice
Vilnius Pedagogical University, Vilnius, Lithuania
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Kramer, David B.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Fulbright College, University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Lecturing: The Origins of the English Novel
Catholic University of Peru, Lima, and institutions in other cities, Peru
Five months: March 1995—August 1995

Lawner, Lynne
Independent Scholar, New York, NY 10021-4553
Research: The Origins of the Commedia Dell'arte in the Letters of Andrea Calmo (Venetian, 16th Century)
Gioiogio Cini Foundation, Venice, Italy
Six months: Between September 1994—August 1995

LeVitt, Morton P.
Professor and Editor, Department of English, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Lecturing: Comparative Literature
University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Malcolm, Cheryl A.
Adjunct Instructor, Humanities Department, Olivet College, Olivet, MI 49076
Lecturing: Oral English and Composition
University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Martens, Lorna
Associate Professor, Department of Germanic Languages and Literatures, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22906
Research: Women's Voices: Feminist Literature in the German Democratic Republic
Humboldt University Berlin, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: March 1995—January 1996

Mikhail, Mona N.
Associate Professor, Department of Near Eastern Languages and Literature, New York University, New York, NY 10012
Lecturing: Role and Status of Women in Arab/Islamic Societies
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Two months: July 1994—September 1994

Moshenberg, Daniel
Associate Professor, Department of English, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing and Research: Critical Adult Literacy
University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Paskow, Jacqueline M.
Associate Professor, Department of Arts and Letters, Saint Mary's College of Maryland, St. Mary's City, MD 20686
Lecturing: Ethnic American Literature
University of Konstanz, Konstanz, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Preto-Rodas, Richard A.
Professor, Department of Modern Languages and
Linguistics, University of South Florida, Tampa, FL
33620
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Literature
Stendhal University-Grenoble III, Grenoble, France
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Reizbaum, Marilyn B.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Bowdoin
College, Brunswick, ME 04011
Lecturing: Modern Irish Literature, Modernisms, and the
Postcolonial Context
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Six months: October 1994—April 1995

Roth, Wolfgang M.
Professor, Department of Biblical Interpretation,
Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary, Evanston, IL
60201
Lecturing: Foundational Literature of European
Civilization
Hertzen University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Sabagh, Suha
Director, Institute for Arab Women's Studies,
Washington, DC 20009
Lecturing and Research: Palestinian Women Writers and
the Role of Women in Male Writings
Birzeit University, Birzeit, West Bank
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Sadlier, Darlene J.
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese,
Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN
47405
Lecturing and Research: Feminist Literary Theory and
Criticism, Women's Popular Literature, and Brazilian
Women's Poetry
Federal University of Pernambuco, Recife, Brazil
Four and one-half months: August 1994—December 1994

Salisbury, Ralph J.
Professor Emeritus, Department of English, University of
Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Research: Sami Literature and Culture
University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Senecal, Andre J.
Professor, Department of Romance Languages,
University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405-0160
Research: An Annotated Bibliography of
Franco-Americana (1760-1910) in the Research Library
of the Musee de l'Histoire de l'Amerique Francaise,
Quebec City
Universite Laval, Quebec, Quebec, Canada
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Shereen, Faiza W.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of
Dayton, Dayton, OH 45469-2270
Research: Cross-Cultural Literature
Faculty of Letters, Mohammed V University, Rabat,
Morocco
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Silver, Philip W.
Professor, Department of Spanish and Portuguese,
Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Research: Romantic and Modern Spanish Poetry
National Library, Madrid, Spain
Four months: October 1994—February 1995

Vasvari, Louise O.
Professor, Department of Comparative Studies,
SUNY—Stony Brook, Stony Brook, NY 11794-3355
Lecturing: Literature, Cultural Studies, and Linguistics;
Higher Education Administration
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Wright, Aaron E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Germanic Languages
and Literatures, University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign, Champaign, IL 61820
Research: Latin Commentary and the German Fable,
1350-1500
Duke August Library of Wolfenbuettel, Wolfenbuettel,
Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Zarifopol-Johnston, Ilincu M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Comparative
Literature, Indiana University—Bloomington,
Bloomington, IN 47405
Research: E. M. Coran: A Portrait of the Philosopher as
a Young Man
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Law

Ainsworth, Richard T.
Senior Litigation Attorney, District Counsel, Internal
Revenue Service, Boston, MA 02222
Lecturing: American Taxation and Business Law
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Anthony, Robert A.
Professor of Law, School of Law, George Mason
University, Fairfax, VA 22030
Lecturing: Administrative Law
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Four months: August 1994—January 1995

Baer, Gregor
Lawyer, San Francisco, CA 94123
Research: German Constitutional Law Respecting the
Citizen’s Right to Travel and Freedom of Movement
Max-Planck Institute Heidelberg, Heidelberg, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Baldwin, Cynthia A.
Judge, Court of Common Pleas, Pittsburgh, PA 15219
Lecturing: American Jurisprudence and the American
Constitution
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Three months: June 1994—September 1994
Blackburn, Terence L.
Associate Professor, Seton Hall University, School of Law, Newark, NJ 07102
Lecturing: American Corporate and Securities Law and the Law of International Trade
Beijing Foreign Affairs College, Beijing, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Burton, Lloyd
Associate Professor and Director, Graduate School of Public Affairs, Program Concentration in Environmental Law and Policy, University of Colorado—Denver, Denver, CO 80202
Research: Creating a Sustainable State: A Transnational Program of Curriculum and Applied Research
University of Auckland, Auckland, New Zealand
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Cinniger, Ronald E.
Circuit and District Court Judge, Multnomah County Courts, Multnomah County Courthouse, Portland, OR 97204
Lecturing: Comparative Criminal Law and Procedure
University of Cluj, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Cinniger, Ruth M.
Assistant Attorney General, Civil Enforcement Division, Oregon Department of Justice, Portland, OR 97201
Research: The Life and Death of Business Organizations in a Newly Emerging Democracy: Changes in Commercial Law in Post-Revolutionary Romania
University of Cluj, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Cohen, Mark A.
Attorney, Windels, Marx, Davies, and Ives, Washington, DC 20006
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Law and International Trade
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, and University of Maribor, Maribor, Slovenia
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Three months: May 1995—August 1995

Cross, John T.
Associate Professor, School of Law, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292
Lecturing: Comparative Civil Rights Law
University of Turku, Turku, and Åbo Akademi University, Turku, Finland
Five and one-half months: January 1995—June 1995

Davidson, John J.
Instructor, Reves Center, Government Department, College of William and Mary, Williamsburg, VA 23185
Lecturing: Constitutional, Commercial, International Law and Legislation
Ursal State University, Yekaterinburg, Russia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Dickinson, Karen R.
Contracts Counsel, Office of General Counsel/Contracts Management, Industrial Automation and Control, Honeywell, Inc., Phoenix, AZ 85023
Research: EC Intellectual Property Law Harmonization from a Substantive and Conceptual Perspective
University of London, London, United Kingdom
U.K. Law Award
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Dillon, Sara A.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Legal Studies, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, Amherst, MA 01003
Research: Japan in the Context of Public International Law: An Evolving International Role
Waseda University, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months: June 1995—February 1996

Evans, Daniel M.
Lawyer, Pasadena, CA 91107
European University Frankfurt/Oder, Frankfurt/Oder, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Gabor, Francis A.
Professor, School of Law, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152
Lecturing: Comparative Law
Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Gill, Franklin E.
Research Professor, School of Law, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131-1431
Lecturing: International Trade and Investment Law
Rostov University, Rostov-na-Donu, Russia
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Glazer, Michael
Assistant General Counsel, Office of the General Counsel, Financial Security Assurance Inc., New York, NY 10022
Lecturing: Securities Regulation, Cross-Border Transactions, and Contracts
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Goebel, Roger J.
Professor, School of Law, Fordham University, New York, NY 10023
Research: EU Institutional Structure After Maastricht and the Accession of New States
European Commission, Council, and Court of Justice, France, Belgium, Luxembourg
European Union Affairs Research Program
Five months: February 1995—May 1995

Hoffmann, Joseph L.
Professor, School of Law, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing: Social Sciences—American Law and Society
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Jacobs, James B.
Professor and Director, Center for Research in Crime and Justice, School of Law, New York University, New York, NY 10012
Lecturing: Criminal Law and Procedure
University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa
Six months: June 1995—December 1995
Laby, Arthur B.
Attorney, Wilmer, Cutler, and Pickering, Washington, DC 20037
Lecturing: Comparative Securities Regulation Law and Related Legal Issues in Germany
University of Augsburg, Augsburg, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Muniz-Arguelles, Luis
Associate Professor, Law School, University of Puerto Rico—San Juan, Rio Piedras, PR 00931-3349
Lecturing and Research: Judicial Administration and Comparative Law
University of the Republic, Montevideo, Uruguay
Three months: May 1994—August 1994

Port, Kenneth L.
Visiting Assistant Professor, College of Law, Illinois Institute of Technology, Chicago, IL 60661
Research: Rights Consciousness of Japanese Trademark Owners and Litigants
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months: May 1995—February 1996

Riordan, Dennis P.
Attorney/Adjunct Professor, Riordan and Rosenthal, San Francisco, CA 94107
Research: The Impact of Spain's Entry into the European Community on the Legal Norms and Institutions Created by the 1978 Constitution to Guarantee Political and Civil Liberties
University of Alicante, Alicante, Spain
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Rogers, John M.
Professor, College of Law, University of Kentucky, Lexington, KY 40506-0048
Lecturing: International and Constitutional Law
Zhongshan University, Guangzhou, People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Roht-Arriaza, Naomi
Assistant Professor, Hastings College of Law, University of California—San Francisco, San Francisco, CA 94102
Research: Integration of Spain into the EC: Regulatory Harmonization, Subsidiarity, and the Role of the Regions
University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Six months: May 1995—November 1995

Schneider, Daniel S.
Attorney, Criminal Division, General Litigation Section, United States Department of Justice, Washington, DC 20001
Lecturing: White-Collar Crime and Related Legal Issues in Russia
Volga-Viastkii Center, Nizhni-Novgorod, Russia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Sive, David
Lecturer, Columbia Law School, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing: Comparative Environmental Law: United States and Australia
University of Sydney, Sydney, Australia
One and one-quarter months: June 1994—July 1994

Smearman, Claire A.
Attorney/Senior Instructor, Department of Women's Studies/Political Science, Towson State University, Towson, MD 21204
Lecturing and Research: Women's Studies; Feminist Legal Theory
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Tete, William T.
Adjunct Lecturer, Department of Comparative Law, School of Law, Loyola University, New Orleans, LA 70118
Lecturing: Legal Framework of A Free and Humane Society
Palacky University, Olomouc, Czech Republic
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Wilhelm, Suzanne L.
Adjunct Professor, Department of Business Law, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824
Lecturing: Law of Sales and/or U.S. Legal System Catholic University of Peru, Lima, and visits to other institutions, Peru
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Worthen, Kevin J.
Professor, Law School, Brigham Young University, Provo, UT 84602
Lecturing: The Rights of Minorities (Especially Indigenous Peoples) in the American and Chilean Legal Systems
Universidad de Chile, Santiago, Chile
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Zoglin, Kathryn J.
Deputy City Attorney, Department of Labor, San Francisco City Attorney's Office, San Francisco, CA 94102
Research: Transition to Democracy and the Rule of Law: Investigating Past Human Rights Abuses in Paraguay Committee of Churches for Emergency Help (CIPAE), Asuncion, Paraguay
American Republics Research Program
Six months: January 1995—July 1995
Library Science

Campbell, Vivian L.
Associate Law Librarian, Collection Development, E.B.
Williams Library, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20001-1417
Research: Development of Bibliographic Control of British Nominate Reports, 1571-1865
Oxford University, Oxford, United Kingdom
U.K. Professional Librarianship Award
Three months: May 1995—August 1995

Elman, Stanley A.
Retired Librarian, Arcadia, CA 91007-6839
Lecturing: Library Science
University of Warsaw, Warsaw, Poland
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Martin, Thomas H.
Associate Professor, School of Information Studies, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244
Lecturing and Research: Information Science
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Reid, Judith P.
Reference Specialist, Local History and Genealogy, Humanities and Social Sciences Division/Constituent Services, Library of Congress, Washington, DC 20540-5550
Research: American Genealogical Sources in the Public Record Office
Public Record Office, London, United Kingdom
U.K. Professional Librarianship Award
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Linguistics

Chung, Sandra L.
Professor, Board of Studies in Linguistics, University of California—Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Lecturing and Research: Austro-Asiatic Syntax
Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Cutler, Sue A.
Faculty, Department of Communication Arts, Kalamazoo Valley Community College, Kalamazoo, MI 49009
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language
University of Panama, Panama City, Panama
Four months: April 1995—August 1995

Doty, Kathleen L.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Humboldt State University, Arcata, CA 95521
Lecturing and Research: American Studies and Linguistics
University of Turku, Turku, and Abo Akademi University, Turku, Finland
Five and one-half months: January 1995—June 1995

Herzfeld, Anita
Associate Professor, Department of Latin American Studies, University of Kansas, Lawrence, KS 66045
Lecturing and Research: Linguistics
Mariano Galvez University, Guatemala City, Guatemala
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Kaye, Richard S.
Distinguished Professor, Department of Linguistics, CUNY—Graduate and University Center, New York, NY 10036-8099
Lecturing: Theoretical Linguistics (Syntactic Theory)
University of Venice, Venice, Italy
Venice Chair
Three months: February 1995—May 1995

Keenan, Edward L.
Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1543
Research: Generative Grammar of Malagasy
University of Antananarivo, Antananarivo, Madagascar
African Regional Research Program
Six months: April 1995—September 1995

King, Tracy H.
Research Associate, Linguistics Department, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Lecturing: Linguistics
University of Tbilisi, Tbilisi, Georgia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Kreidler, Charles W.
Retired Professor, Washington, DC 20016
Lecturing and Research: Curriculum Development in Linguistics
Catholic University, Asuncion, Paraguay
Five months: July 1994—December 1994

McCullough, Marie E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Languages and Literature, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI 49307
Lecturing: The English Language
Petrazavodsk State University, Petrazavodsk, Russia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Nicholson, Nancy S.
Associate Professor and Director, Department of Linguistics, Conference Interpretation Program, University of Delaware, Newark, DE 19716-2551
Lecturing and Research: Interpretation/Translation Theory and Practice
Aarhus School of Business, Aarhus, Denmark
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Olswang, Lesley B.
Professor, Department of Speech and Hearing Sciences, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Research: Interdisciplinary Collaboration: Investigating Heterogeneity in Children with Specific Language Impairments
University of Reading, Reading, United Kingdom
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Patton, Frederick R.
Associate Professor, Department of Foreign Languages, West Chester University of Pennsylvania, West Chester, PA 19383
Lecturing: Techniques of Russian Translation
St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995
Linguistics

Reynolds, Karl H.
Assistant Professor, Department of Modern Foreign Languages and Literature, African Studies Center, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing: Linguistics
National University of Lesotho, Roma, Lesotho
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Ringen, Catherine O.
Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Lecturing: Phonology and Phonetics
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Schmidt, Ruth L.
Field Director, Berkeley Urdu Language, Center for South Asia Studies, University of California—Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94720
Lecturing: Lexicography, Particularly as Applied to the Dictionary-Making Needs of a Multilingual Country
Jawaharlal Nehru University, New Delhi, India
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Svenonius, Peter A.
Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Lecturing and Research: English Language and Linguistics
University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Zeps, Valdis J.
Professor, Department of Linguistics, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Lecturing: Linguistics—General, Baltic, and Slavic
University of Latvia, Riga, Latvia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Mathematics

Ahmad, Ibrahim A.
Professor and Chair, Statistics Division, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Lecturing: Mathematics (Statistics)
University of Damascus, Damascus, Syria
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Ben-Israel, Adi
Professor, Rutgers Center for Operations Research, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903-5062
Research: Decision Making Under Uncertainty: Theory and Applications
Indian Statistical Institute, New Delhi, India
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Benkhalil, Rachid
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Pacific Lutheran University, Tacoma, WA 98447
Research: Delay Differential Equations
Faculty of Science Semlalia, University of Cadi Ayyad, Marrakesh, Morocco
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Berman, J. Michael
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Hampden-Sydney College, Hampden-Sydney, VA 23943
Lecturing: Mathematics
University of Malawi—The Polytechnic, Blantyre, Malawi
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Chapman, Scott T.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Trinity University, San Antonio, TX 78212-7200
Research: Factorization Properties of Integral Domains and Semigroups
University of Graz, Graz, Austria
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Dudewicz, Edward J.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-1150
Lecturing: Mathematical Statistics and Computation
National University of Comahue, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Falk, James E.
Professor and Chair, Department of Operations Research, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing and Research: Nonconvex Optimization: Methods and Applications
University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Gruendler, Joseph R.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, North Carolina Agricultural and Technical State University, Greensboro, NC 27411
Research: Homoclinic Solutions in Ordinary Differential Equations with Singular Perturbations
Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Jones, Martin L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Mathematics, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424
Lecturing: Probability and Statistics
University of the Andes, Merida, Venezuela
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Lewis, Roger T.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Alabama—Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294-2060
Lecturing and Research: Geometric Spectral Analysis
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Mee, Robert W.
Associate Professor, Department of Statistics, University of Tennessee—Knoxville, Knoxville, TN 37996-0532
Lecturing: Industrial Statistics and Quality Control
Timisoara Polytechnic University, Timisoara, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Montgomery, Richard W.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of California—Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Research: Radiative Decay and Trapping for Orbiting Monopole Pairs
University of Cambridge, Cambridge, United Kingdom
Four months: September 1994—January 1995
Mathematics

Ostaszewski, Krzysztof M.
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292
Research: Actuarial Aspects of the Transition to a Free-Market Economy
University of Lodz, Lodz, Poland
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Pfeffer, Washek F.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of California—Davis, Davis, CA 95616-9633
Lecturing: Analysis and Topology
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Seven months: September 1994—April 1995

Ratiu, Tudor S.
Professor, Department of Mathematics, University of California—Santa Cruz, Santa Cruz, CA 95064
Research: The Euler Equations in Thin Domains and Hamiltonian Dynamics Techniques in the Study of Evolution Equations

Institute of Advanced Study in the Sciences, Bures sur Yvette, France
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Sethuraman, Jayaram
Robert O. Lawton Distinguished Professor, Department of Statistics, Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL 32306-3033
Lecturing: Image Analysis
Indian Statistical Institute, Bangalore, and Indian Statistical Institute, Calcutta, India
Seven months: September 1994—April 1995

Winzenread, Marvin R.
Professor, Mathematics and Computer Science, California State University—Hayward, Hayward, CA 94542
Research: Hypermedia in Education
Naresuan University, Phitsanulok, Thailand
Six months: June 1994—December 1994

Medical Sciences

Anderson, Philip O.
Director, Drug Information Service, School of Medicine, Department of Pharmacy, University of California—San Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093
Lecturing: Clinical Pharmacy
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Two months: July 1994—September 1994

Barkauskas, Violet H.
Associate Dean and Associate Professor, School of Nursing, University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-0482
Lecturing: Curriculum Development/Reform in Nursing; Current Status of and Future Needs for Nursing as a Basis for Educational Reform
Vilnius University, Vilnius, and Kaunas Medical Academy, Kaunas, Lithuania
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Barta, Ota
Professor, Department of Pathobiology, College of Veterinary Medicine, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0442
Lecturing and Research: Clinical Immunology
Vienna University of Veterinary Medicine, Vienna, Austria
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Berhanu, Paulos
Associate Professor, Department of Medicine, Division of Endocrinology, University of Colorado Health Sciences Center, Denver, CO 80262
Lecturing and Research: Endocrinology and Diabetes Mellitus
Addis Ababa University, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Bowers, Colleen E.
Nurse, Department of Health and Human Services, U.S. Government, Baltimore, MD 21207
Lecturing: Nursing
Aga Khan University, Karachi, Pakistan
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Bryan, R. Nick
Director of Neuroradiology, Department of Radiology and Radiological Science, School of Medicine, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21287-2182
Research: Spatially Oriented Data Base for Digital Brain Images
Centre Hospitalier Regional et Universitaire de Marseille, Marseille, France
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Burns, Elizabeth M.
Professor, Department of Psychiatry, Ohio State University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Lecturing and Research: Health Science Education and Prevention/Treatment of Alcoholism and Drug Addictions
University of Cape Coast, Cape Coast, Ghana
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Canoun, Cary C.
Chief Resident, Department of Surgery, Oregon Health Sciences University, Portland, OR 97210
Research: The Role of Cellular, Retinoic Acid-Binding Protein in Limb Development
Institute of Biological Chemistry, Louis Pasteur University, Strasbourg, France
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Desowitz, Robert
Professor, Department of Tropical Medicine and Medical Microbiology, John A. Burns School of Medicine, University of Hawaii—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research: Immunopathology and Prenatal Immune Sensitization of Experimental Malaria and Trypanosomiasis (Sleeping Sickness) in the Pregnant Host
Prince Leopold Institute of Tropical Medicine, Antwerp, Belgium
Six months: September 1994—March 1995
Medical Sciences

Dracup, Kathleen A.
Professor, School of Nursing, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-6918
Lecturing and Research: The Determinants of Prehospital Delay in Australian Patients with Evolving Myocardial Infarction
University of Technology, Sydney, Australia
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Gilje, Fredricka L.
Associate Professor, Department of Nursing, University of North Dakota, Jamestown, ND 58401
Lecturing and Research: Nursing
University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Haber, Michael J.
Professor, Department of Biostatistics, School of Public Health, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30329
Research: Design of Studies for Evaluating the Efficacy of a Vaccine and the Effectiveness of Vaccination
University of London, London, United Kingdom
Three months: May 1995—August 1995

Hardison, William G.M.
Professor, Department of Medicine, University of California—San Diego, San Diego, CA 92161
Lecturing: Basic and Clinical Medical Sciences
University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Harrington, William J., Jr.
Assistant Professor, School of Medicine, University of Miami, Miami, FL 33136
Research: HTLV-1 Related Diseases in Bahia, Brazil
Federal University of Bahia, Bahia, Brazil
American Republics Research Program
Four months: July 1994—October 1994

Harris, Anthony G.
Research Assistant, Department of Biomedical Engineering, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, VA 22908
Research: Role of Leukocyte Plugging in Postischemic Reperfusion Injury
University of Munich, Munich, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—February 1995

Hoskins, Carol N.
Professor, Department of Nursing, New York University, New York, NY 10003
Lecturing: Methods of Clinical Research and Thesis Advisement
University of Athens, School of Nursing, Athens, Greece
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Jennrich, Judith A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Adult Nursing, School of Nursing, Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, IL 60626
Lecturing: Critical Care Nursing Education for Nurses in Belize
Belize School of Nursing, Belize City, Belize
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Lachapelle, Rene C.
Chair, Department of Medical Technology, University of Vermont, Burlington, VT 05405
Lecturing: Microbiology
University of Tunis, Tunis, Tunisia
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Lipton, Robert I.
Epidemiologist-Postdoctoral Fellow, Department of Alcohol Research, School of Public Health, University of California—Berkeley, Berkeley, CA 94709
Research: The Effects of Moderate Alcohol Use on Psychiatric Illness and Heart Disease
University of Tromso, Tromso, Norway
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Manary, Mark J.
Instructor, Division of Emergency Pediatrics, School of Medicine, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63110
Lecturing and Research: Tropical Pediatrics
University of Malawi, College of Medicine, Blantyre, Malawi
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Miller, Frederick DeWolfe
Associate Professor, Department of Public Health Sciences, University of Hawaii—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822
Research: Epidemiologic Investigations of Viral Hepatitis and Schistosomiasis
Cairo University, Cairo, Egypt
Seven months: July 1994—February 1995

Naegle, Madeline A.
Associate Professor, Division of Nursing, New York University, New York, NY 10012
Lecturing: Psychiatric Nursing Curriculum Development
University of Malta, Valletta, Malta
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Nehring, Virginia A.N.
Associate Professor, Department of Nursing, Wright State University, Dayton, OH 45435
Lecturing: Nursing Research, Education, Administration, Practice
University of Botswana, Gaborone, Botswana
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Sadik, Farid
Professor, Associate Dean, and Director, College of Pharmacy, University of South Carolina—Main Campus, Columbia, SC 29208
Lecturing: Pharmacetics
University of Jordan, Amman, Jordan
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Schulz, Leslie O.
Associate Professor, Department of Health Sciences, University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 53201
Lecturing and Research: Diabetes in Mexico
National Institute of Public Health, Cuernavaca, Mexico
Four months: January 1995—April 1995

Umlauf, Mary G.
Associate Professor, School of Nursing, University of Alabama—Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294-1210
Lecturing: Professional Development for Nursing Faculty
Jordan University of Science and Technology, Irbid, Jordan
Two months: April 1995—June 1995

White, Marjorie A.
Professor, College of Nursing, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32610-0187
Lecturing and Research: Nursing: Family Dynamics and Child Abuse
University of Tampere, Tampere, Finland
Four months: December 1994—April 1995
Medical Sciences

Ziegler, John L.
Professor, Department of Medicine, School of Medicine,
University of California—San Francisco, San Francisco,
CA 94143
Research: Case-Control Study of Kaposi's Sarcoma in
Uganda
Uganda Cancer Institute, Kampala, Uganda
African Regional Research Program
Nine months: June 1994—March 1995

Zlotow, Ian M.
Chief, Dental Service, Department of Surgery, Memorial
Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center, New York, NY 10021
Lecturing and Research: Maxillofacial Prosthetic
Rehabilitation: Education and Clinical Application for
Restoration of the Loss of Hard and Soft Tissues of the
Face and Oral Cavity from Congenital and Acquired
Diseases
Eastern Nigeria Medical Centre, Enugu, and University
of Lagos, Lagos, Nigeria
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Music

Bokser, Zelman
Director of Instrumental Music, Department of Music,
University of California—Irvine, Irvine, CA 92717
Lecturing: Orchestral Conducting and Chamber Music
National Sun Yet-sen University, Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Close, John E.
Associate Professor, Music Department, Concordia
College, Moorhead, MN 56562
Lecturing: Music Curriculum Design and Methods and
Materials in Vocal Music Education
University of Dar es Salaam, Dar es Salaam, Tanzania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

De Silva, Preethi I.
Professor, Music Department, Scripps College,
Claremont, CA 91711
Research: The Early 19th-Century Pianos of Johann
Lorenz Schiedmayer and Carl Dieudonne: A Study of
the Makers and Their Instruments, and an Annotated
Translation of Their Manual (1824)
State Museum of Wuerttemberg, Stuttgart, Germany
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Donovan-Jeffry, Margaret A.
Director and Professor, Department of Music, Sonoma
State University, Rohnert Park, CA 94928
Lecturing: American Opera and the American Musical
(Comedy)
Xiamen University, Xiamen, People's Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Freeman, James D.
Professor, Department of Music, Swarthmore College,
Swarthmore, PA 19081
Lecturing: 20th-Century American Music
Xian Conservatory, Xian, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Gardner, Gary D.
Conductor/Performer, Dellwood, MO 63136
Lecturing and Research: Orchestra/Band Direction,
Chamber Music, and Brass Instruction/Performance
Symphonic Orchestra of Barranquilla, Barranquilla, and
Conservatory of Tolima, Ibague, Colombia
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Gonzalez, Ruben O.
Lecturer, Preparatory Department, College Conservatory
of Music, University of Cincinnati—Main Campus,
Cincinnati, OH 45221
Lecturing and Research: Piano

National Experimental University of Tachira, San
Cristobal, Venezuela
Eight months: September 1994—May 1995

Goss, Glenda D.
Professor, School of Music, University of Georgia,
Athens, GA 30602
Research: The Influence of Jean Sibelius on American
Music
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Nine and one-half months: December 1994—September
1995

Jackson, Timothy L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Music, Connecticut
College, New London, CT 06320
Lecturing and Research: The Music of Richard Strauss
University of Erlangen-Nuernberg, Erlangen, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Keberle, Daniel C.
Associate Professor and Director, Department of Music,
Whitworth College, Spokane, WA 99251
Lecturing: Jazz Improvisation, Jazz History, Jazz
Performance
University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Lapinskas, Darius
Artistic Director/Conductor, New Opera Company of
Chicago, Chicago, IL 60643
Lecturing: Contemporary American Opera Performances
Lithuanian Music Academy, Vilnius, Lithuania
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Noll, William H.
Research Associate, Ukrainian Research Institute,
Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Lecturing: Ethnomusicology
Kiev State University, Kiev, Ukraine
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Pinkston, Russell F.
Associate Professor, Department of Music, University of
Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing and Research: Composition and Computer
Music
Federal University of Bahia, Salvador, Brazil
Three and one-half months: May 1995—September 1995
### Music

**Swafford, Jan J.**  
Independent Scholar, Tufts University, Medford, MA 02155  
Research: A Biography of Johannes Brahms  
Society of Friends of Music, Vienna, Austria  
Four months: October 1994—January 1995  

**Towne, Gary S.**  
Associate Professor, Music Department, College of Fine Arts, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58202  
Research: Musical Patronage in Renaissance Bergamo, 1400-1600  
Angelo Mai Public Library, Bergamo, Italy  
Six months: September 1994—March 1995  

**Van Deusen, Nancy E.**  
Professor, Music Department, Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, CA 91711  
Musicology Institute, Budapest, Hungary  
Three months: Between September 1994—June 1995  

### Philosophy

**Deely, John**  
Professor, Department of Philosophy, Loras College, Dubuque, IA 52001  
Lecturing: Contemporary Perspective on and History of Semiotics  
Anahuac University, Mexico City, and National Autonomous University of Mexico, Mexico City, Mexico  
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995  

**Fuller, Steve W.**  
Associate Professor, Department of Communication, University of Pittsburgh—Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA 15260  
Lecturing and Research: Social Studies of Science and Technology  
University of Gothenburg, Gothenburg, Sweden  
Five months: January 1995—June 1995  

**Kohl, Marvin**  
Professor, Department of Philosophy, SUNY—College at Fredonia, Fredonia, NY 14063  
Lecturing and Research: Caring and Beneficence: A Theory of Life and Death  
Hong Kong Baptist College, Hong Kong, Hong Kong  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995  

**Krell, David E.**  
Professor, Department of Philosophy, DePaul University, Chicago, IL 60614  
Research: Novalis and Nietzsche: Their Theories of Health, Illness, and Creativity  
University of Freiburg, Freiburg, Germany  
Six months: January 1995—July 1995  

**Levine, Michael P.**  
Senior Lecturer, Department of Philosophy, University of Western Australia, Nedlands, Australia (California)  
Lecturing: Philosophy of Religion, Philosophical Psychology, Ethics  
Russian State Humanities University, Moscow, Russia  
Eight months: October 1994—June 1995  

**Matustik, Martin J.**  
Assistant Professor, Philosophy Department, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907  
Lecturing: Existential Philosophy and Critical Social Theory  
Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic  
Five months: February 1995—July 1995  

**McCarthy, George E.**  
Professor, Department of Anthropology/Sociology, Kenyon College, Gambier, OH 43022  
Research: Justice Beyond Heaven: Comparative Analysis of U.S. and German Catholicism  
University of Kassel, Kassel, Germany  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995  

**Odin, Steve**  
Associate Professor and Associate Chair, Department of Philosophy, School of Arts and Humanities, University of Hawaii—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822  
Lecturing: American Philosophy  
Tohoku University, Sendai, Japan  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995  

**Ringen, Jon D.**  
Professor, Department of Literature, Science, and the Arts, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242  
Lecturing: Philosophy of Science  
Adam Mickiewicz University, Poznan, Poland  
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Bacon, Michael E.
Chair, Department of Physics, Thiel College, Greenville, PA 16125
Lecturing: Electronics, Waves, Optics, Mechanics, and Thermal Physics; Curriculum Development
National University of Lesotho, Roma, Lesotho
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Banavar, Jayanth R.
Professor, Department of Physics, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Research: Phase Transitions in Porous Media
University of Manchester, Manchester, United Kingdom
Three months: December 1994—March 1995

Beal, Jack W.
Associate Professor, Department of Physics, Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06430
Lecturing and Research: Radio-Analytical Techniques Applied to Environmental Analysis
Technical University of Budapest, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Buchholtz, Louis J.
Professor, Department of Physics, California State University—Chico, Chico, CA 95929-0202
Research: Evaluation of Superfluid 3He in a Weak Link
University of Bayreuth, Bayreuth, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Chandler, Colston
Professor, Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing and Research: Quantum Scattering Theory, with Applications in Atomic and Nuclear Theory
Flinders University, Adelaide, Australia
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Csonka, Paul L.
Professor, Department of Physics, University of Oregon, Eugene, OR 97403
Research: Particle-Beam Research at Moderate Energies and Intensities
Hungarian Academy of Science, Budapest, Hungary
Five months: October 1994—March 1995

Dray, Tevian
Associate Professor, Department of Mathematics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Lecturing and Research: Quantum Field Theory in Rotating Spacetimes
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Hanzely, Stephen
Professor, Physics and Astronomy Department, Youngstown State University, Youngstown, OH 44555
Lecturing: Computer-Assisted Introductory Physics and the Training of Pre-College Science Teachers
University of Veszprem, Veszprem, Hungary
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Harris, Arthur B.
Professor, Department of Physics, University of Pennsylvania—Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Research: Statistical Problems in Condensed-Matter Physics
Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Li, Yuan
Associate Professor, Department of Physics, Rutgers University—Newark, Newark, NJ 07102
Lecturing: Mathematical Physics and/or Quantum Physics and Developing a Computer-Interactive Physics Learning Environment
Kenyatta University, Nairobi, Kenya
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Manogue, Corinne A.
Associate Professor, Department of Physics, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331-6507
Research: Some Aspects of Quantum Gravity
University of Lancaster, Lancaster, United Kingdom
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

McInerney, Michael F.
Associate Professor, Department of Physics and Applied Optics, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, Terre Haute, IN 47803
Lecturing: Physics/Science Education
University of San Carlos, Cebu City, Philippines
Ten months: June 1994—April 1995

Rand, Stephen C.
Associate Professor, Division of Applied Physics/EECS, University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1120
Research: Laser-Cooled Atom Interactions
Ecole Normale Superieure, Paris, and University of Grenoble I, Grenoble, France
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Wall, Kameshwar C.
Professor, Department of Physics, Syracuse University, Syracuse, NY 13244-1130
Lecturing and Research: New Directions in Elementary Particle Theory
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Four months: January 1995—May 1995
Political Science

Agymam-Duah, Baffour
Associate Professor, Division of Social Sciences, Bennett College, Greensboro, NC 27401-3239
Lecturing and Research: International Relations
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Ahmad, Muntaz
Associate Professor, Political Science Department,
Hampton University, Hampton, VA 23668
Research: Piety and Politics: Continuity and Change in
Traditional Islamic Education and the Role of the
Ulama in Muslim South Asia
Islamic Research Academy, Dhaka, Bangladesh, and
Islamic Research Academy, Lahore, Pakistan
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional
Research Program
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Alaomlaki, Nozar
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of Political
Science, Hiram College, Hiram, OH 44243
Lecturing: Political Science
Kyrgyz State University, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

Albritton, Robert B.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Lecturing and Research: Thai Political Parties and
Elections
Chiang Mai University, Chiang Mai, Thailand
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Andrews, David M.
Assistant Professor, Department of International
Relations, Scripps College, Claremont, CA 91711-3948
Research: Widening, Deepening, and European
Monetary Relations: The Maastricht Treaty,
Community Expansion, and the Politics of Mutual
Adjustment
London School of Economics, London, United Kingdom
European Union Affairs Research Program
Four months: January 1995—July 1995

Balchunis, Mary E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, La
Salle University, Philadelphia, PA 19141
Lecturing and Research: American Government, Public
Administration, Mass Media, and Politics
Vaxjo University College, Vaxjo, Sweden
Three months: September 1994—December 1994

Banaszak, Lee A.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
Pennsylvania State University—University Park,
University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: Lectureship in Comparative
Politics and Political Methodology
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia
Six months: December 1994—June 1995

Barnes, William A.
Attorney at Law, Erickson, Beasley, Hewitt and Wilson,
Oakland, CA 94612
Research: Public Opinion Polling and Election Campaigns
in Nicaragua and El Salvador
Regional Coordinator of Social and Economic
Investigation, Managua, Nicaragua
Central American Republics Research Program
Four months: December 1994—April 1995

Brown, Nathan J.
Associate Professor and Associate Dean, Elliot School of
International Affairs, George Washington University,
Washington, DC 20052
Research: The Rule of Law in the Arab World
Kuwait University, Kuwait, Kuwait; Fulbright
Commission, Cairo, Egypt; and Qatar University, Doha,
Qatar
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional
Research Program
Four months: October 1994—February 1995

Byrne, John M.
Director and Professor, Center for Energy and
Environmental Policy, College of Urban Affairs and
Public Policy, University of Delaware, Newark, DE
19716
Lecturing and Research: Equity Considerations in the
Creation of an International Climate Change Policy:
Developed and Developing Country Perspectives
Seoul National University, Seoul, Korea
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Chang, Teh-Kuang
Professor, Department of Political Science, Ball State
University, Muncie, IN 47306
Lecturing: International Relations and American Foreign
Policy
Shanghai International Studies University, Shanghai,
People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Claude, Richard P.
Professor Emeritus, Government and Politics
Department, University of Maryland—College Park,
College Park, MD 20742
Research: Human Rights Education:
Thailand-Philippines Country Studies
University of the Philippines, Manila, Philippines, and
Chulalongkorn University, Bangkok, Thailand
Southeast Asian Regional Research Program
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Dalton, Dennis G.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Barnard
College, Columbia University, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing and Research: Democratic Theory
Tribhuvan University, Tribhuvan, Nepal
Five months: August 1994—December 1994

Farnsworth, David N.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Wichita State
University, Wichita, KS 67208
Lecturing: Strategic Studies and International Relations
University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Federspiel, Howard M.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Ohio State
University—Newark, Newark, OH 43055
Lecturing: Islam and National Development
Visits to various institutions, Indonesia
Two months: September 1994—November 1994
Flint, David R.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Moorhead State University, Moorhead, MN 56563
Lecturing: U.S. Constitutional Law
Santa Maria La Antigua University, Panama City, Panama
Nine months: October 1994—July 1995

Fram, H. Richard
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Marquette University, Milwaukee, WI 53233
Research: Immigration and Drug Control Policy in Contemporary Japan
National Research Institute of Police Science, Tokyo, Japan
Nine months: December 1994—August 1995

Ghavamshahidi, Zohreh
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Wisconsin—Whitewater, Whitewater, WI 53190
Lecturing: International Relations and Comparative Politics, International Law, International Organizations, and U.S. Foreign Policy
Tashkent State University of Economics, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Granville, Johanna C.
Professor, Liberal Studies Program, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20007
Lecturing: International Relations Theory and U.S.-C.I.S. Relations
Moscow State Institute of International Relations, Moscow, Russia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Harik, Iliya E.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Indiana University—Bloomington, Bloomington, IN 47405
Research: The Privatization of Culture
Fulbright Commission, Cairo, Egypt, and CERES, Tunis, Tunisia
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional Research Program
Seven months: January 1995—July 1995

Harles, John C.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Messiah College, Grantham, PA 17027
Lecturing and Research: Immigration and National Integration in Canada and the United States
York University, North York, Ontario, Canada
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Hawes, Gary A.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701
Research: Patterns of Political Participation in the Philippines
University of the Philippines, Manila, Philippines
Seven months: July 1994—January 1995

Hibbing, John R.
Professor and Chair, Department of Political Science, University of Nebraska—Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0328
Lecturing and Research: U.S. Government and Comparative Parliaments
Affiliation to be determined, Spain
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Iyob, Ruth
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Missouri—St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63121-4499
Lecturing: Political Science
Asmara University, Asmara, Eritrea
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Kapsch, Stefan J.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Reed College, Portland, OR 97202-8199
Lecturing: Constitutional Law and Civil Rights and Liberties; Criminal Justice Process; American Government and Institutions; Social Science Methods and Philosophy
University of Ljubljana, Ljubljana, Slovenia
Eight months: September 1994—May 1995

King, Ronald E.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70118
Lecturing: Helping Develop Programs at Academic Institutions in Eastern Europe
University of Cluj-Napoca, Cluj-Napoca, Romania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Lashley, Marilyn E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Afro-American Studies, University of Maryland—College Park, College Park, MD 20742
Research: Parallel Development of Postwar Minority Policy in New Zealand and the United States
Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand
Nine months: June 1994—March 1995

LeLoup, Lance T.
Director and Professor, Public Policy Research Centers, University of Missouri—St. Louis, St. Louis, MO 63121
Lecturing: Political Science
Budapest University of Economics, Budapest, Hungary
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Lehman, Howard P.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Utah, Salt Lake City, UT 84112
Lecturing: International Relations
Comenius University, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Nine months: September 1994—May 1995

Leichter, Howard M.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Linfield College, McMinnville, OR 97128
Research: The Changing Role of Doctors in Health Policy-Making in Great Britain: Negotiation, Consultation, or Exclusion?
University of Bath, Bath, United Kingdom
Seven months: February 1995—September 1995

Longley, Lawrence D.
Professor, Department of Government, Lawrence University, Appleton, WI 54912
Lecturing: Political Science
Budapest University of Economics, Budapest, Hungary
John Marshall Chair
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
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Political Science

Luke, Timothy W.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061-0130
Lecturing and Research: Communication Studies
Victoria University, Wellington, New Zealand
Six months: February 1995—August 1995

MacDonald, Michael D.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
Williams College, Williamstown, MA 01267
Lecturing and Research: International Relations and Comparative Politics
University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Magstadt, Thomas M.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Nebraska—Kearney, Kearney, NE 68849
Lecturing: International Politics/American Foreign Policy
West Bohemia University, Pilzen, Czech Republic
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Markovich, Stephen C.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of North Dakota, Grand Forks, ND 58202
Lecturing: Comparative Politics, International Politics, American Politics
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Martinez, Michael D.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-2036
Lecturing and Research: American and Canadian Politics
University of Calgary, Calgary, Alberta, Canada
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

McCalla, Robert B.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science,
University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Research: NATO and the End of the Cold War: Future Directions for the Alliance and American Foreign Policy
NATO Research Fellowship Program
Dates to be determined

McCleary, Rachel M.
Program Officer, Grants and Education and Training,
United States Institute of Peace, Washington, DC 20005
Research: The Constitutional Crisis in Guatemala: Its Resolution and the Opening of Political Space
Central American Republics Research Program
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

McHenry, Dean E., Jr.
Associate Professor, Center for Politics and Policy,
Claremont Graduate School, Claremont, CA 91711-6163
Lecturing: Political Science
University of Kerala, Trivandrum, India
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Mendenhall, Kurt L.
Lecturer, Department of Political Science, University of Texas—Pan American, Edinburg, TX 78539-2999
Research: Political Movements in the Syrian Jazira Under the French Mandate
University of Damascus, Damascus, Syria
Three months: May 1994—August 1994

Michta, Andrew A.
Associate Professor, Department of International Studies, Rhodes College, Memphis, TN 38112
Research: Poland in the Post-Cold War Security System in Europe
Polish Institute of International Affairs, Warsaw, Poland
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Moog, Robert S.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science,
North Carolina State University, Raleigh, NC 27695-8102
Research: The State, Society, and Courts in India
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Morris, Michael A.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634-1509
Lecturing: South American Security
University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Ollman, Bertel
Professor, Department of Politics, New York University,
New York, NY 10011
Research: Japanese Marxist Scholarship on the Capitalist State
Yale University, New Haven, CT 06520
Six months: December 1994—June 1995

Plutzer, Eric
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: American Social Studies
Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Six months: December 1994—June 1995

Power, Timothy J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science,
Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, LA 70803-5433
Lecturing and Research: American Studies
University of Brasilia, Brasilia, Brazil
Four and one-half months: August 1994—December 1994

Richani, Nazih F.
Assistant Professor, Political Science Department,
George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Political Economy
University of Cartagena, Cartagena, and University of the Andes, Bogota, Colombia
Three months: July 1994—October 1994
Political Science

Ross, Robert S.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science,
Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
Lecturing: American Foreign Policy, International Relations, East Asian International Relations,
U.S.-China Relations
Beijing Foreign Affairs College, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Schraeder, Peter J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science,
Loyola University Chicago, Chicago, IL 60626
Lecturing: Political Science (International Relations and Comparative Politics)
Cheikh Anta Diop University, Dakar, Senegal
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Shaffer, William R.
Professor, Department of Political Science, Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN 47907
Lecturing and Research: Parties, Politics, and Parliament: Norway in Political Transition
University of Bergen, Bergen, Norway
Four months: September 1994—December 1994

Skidmore, Max J.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Missouri—Kansas City, Kansas City, MO 64110
Lecturing: American Studies
University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong, Hong Kong
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Stolz, Barbara A.
Senior Evaluator/Specialist, General Government
Division/Justice, U.S. General Accounting Office, Washington, DC 20002
Lecturing: Democracy, American Government Theory, Evolution, and Practice and Political Change
Yaroslavl State University, Yaroslavl, Russia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Strauss, Julia C.
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of East Asian Studies, Washington University, St. Louis, MO 63130
Research: Bureaucracy, Civil Service and the 20th-Century Chinese State: Longue Duree and Great Transformation
Academia Sinica, Institute of Modern History, Taipei, Taiwan
Five months: April 1995—August 1995

Strum, Philippa
Professor, Department of Political Science, CUNY—Brooklyn College, Brooklyn, NY 11210
Lecturing: American Government and Constitutionalism
Bogazici University, Istanbul, Turkey
Four and one-half months: February 1995—June 1995

Syed, Anwar H.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, Amherst, MA 01003
Lecturing: American Political Thought
Area Study Centre, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Tsaganea, Doru
Fellow, Center for European Studies, CUNY—Graduate and University Center, New York, NY 10036-8099
Lecturing: Developing a Program in International Relations (Basic Concepts and Theories in IR; Mathematical Models for IR Analysis)
Academy of Economic Studies, Bucharest, Romania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

White, Gregory W.
Assistant Professor, Department of Government, Smith College, Northampton, MA 01063
Research: Developing Countries on the Periphery of Regional Integration: Morocco’s Pursuit of Partnership with the European Community
Faculty of Law, Mohammed V University, Rabat, Morocco
Three months: July 1994—October 1994

Wilson, Bradford P.
Professor and Deputy Director, Department of History and Political Science, Ashbrook Center for Public Affairs, Ashland University, Ashland, OH 44805
Lecturing: Constitutionalism, American Constitutional Law, and Political Theory and the Tradition of Western Political Philosophy
Moscow International Law Academy, Moscow, Russia
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Wilson, Harry L.
Associate Professor and Director, Department of Political Science, Roanoke College, Salem, VA 24153
Lecturing: Public Opinion and Criminal Justice
Volny University, Pskov, Russia
Twelve months: January 1995—December 1995

Winkel, Eric A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131
Lecturing and Research: American Studies/Political Science
Area Study Centre, Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Wrange, Stephen D.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, United States Naval Academy, Annapolis, MD 21402
Lecturing: American Foreign Policy
National University of Singapore, Singapore
Twelve months: July 1994—June 1995

Ziegler, Charles E.
Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY 40292
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Politics, Russian Domestic and Foreign Policies, Russian-East Asian Relations
Pusan National University, Pusan, Korea
Four months: March 1995—June 1995

Zinn, Howard
Professor Emeritus, Department of Political Science, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing: Political and Constitutional Systems
University of Bologna, Bologna, Italy
Bologna Chair
Three months: February 1995—May 1995
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Bass, Scott A.
Director and Professor, Gerontology Institute, University of Massachusetts—Boston, Boston, MA 02125-3393
Research: A National Survey of the Japanese Silver Human Resource Centers
Yokohama City University, Yokohama, Japan
Six months: August 1994—January 1995

Becker, Selwyn W.
Professor, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
Lecturing: Organizational Behavior
Technical University of Lisbon, Lisbon, Portugal
FLAD Chair in Market Globalization
Three and one-quarter months: October 1994—January 1995

Bemak, Fred P.
Chair, Department of Counseling and Human Services, Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD 21218
Lecturing and Research: Cross-Cultural, Adolescent, and Community Psychology
Federal University of Rio Grande do Sul, Porto Alegre, Brazil
Four and one-half months: February 1995—June 1995

Chava, Louise T.
Associate Professor, Whitney Young College, Kentucky State University, Frankfort, KY 40601
Lecturing and Research: Children's Community Learning and Participation
Norwegian Centre for Child Research, University of Trondheim, Trondheim, Norway
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Cohn, Marion U.
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, Ohio Dominican College, Columbus, OH 43219
Lecturing: Health Psychology: A Biopsychosocial Approach
Tartu University, Tartu, Estonia
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Colarelli, Stephen M.
Professor, Department of Psychology, Central Michigan University, Mount Pleasant, MI 48859
Lecturing and Research: Organizational Psychology
University of Zambia, Lusaka, Zambia
Eight months: January 1995—September 1995

Cole, Pamela M.
Senior Staff Fellow, Department of Psychology, Pennsylvania State University, University Park, PA 16802
Research: Emotional Development in Young Nepali Village Children
Institute of Medicine, Tribhuvan University, Tribhuvan, Nepal
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Dodds, Josiah B.
Professor, Graduate School of Professional Psychology, University of Denver, Denver, CO 80208
Lecturing: Psychology
Gadjah Mada University, Yogyakarta, Indonesia
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Duffy, Karen G.
Professor, Department of Psychology, SUNY—College at Geneseo, Geneseo, NY 14454
Lecturing: Social and Community Psychology
St. Petersburg State University, St. Petersburg, Russia
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Fishbein, Harold D.
Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Cincinnati—Main Campus, Cincinnati, OH 45221
Lecturing: Developmental Psychology and Family Therapy
S.N.D.T. Women's University, Bombay, India
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

French, Doran C.
Director and Professor, Department of Counseling Psychology, Lewis and Clark College, Portland, OR 97219
Lecturing: Child Development
Padjadjaran University, Bandung, Indonesia
Four months: August 1994—December 1994

Harris, Richard J.
Professor, Department of Psychology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506-5302
Lecturing and Research: Applied Cognitive Psychology
Catholic University of Uruguay, Montevideo, Uruguay
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Hoffman, Robert R.
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, Adelphi University, Garden City, NY 11530
Lecturing and Research: The Cognitive Psychology of Expertise
University of Nottingham, Nottingham; University of Bath, Bath; and University of Stirling, Stirling, United Kingdom
Four months: May 1995—September 1995

Holowinski, Ivan Z.
Professor and Associate Dean, Graduate School of Education, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903
Lecturing: Development of School Psychology Training Programs and Assessment of Exceptional Learners
Kiev Pedagogical Institute, Kiev, Ukraine
Three months: April 1995—July 1995

Kaplan, Matthew S.
Assistant Professor, Department of Arts and Sciences, Hawaii Pacific University, Honolulu, HI 96813
Research: Prospects for the Emergence of an Intergenerational Programming Movement in Japan
Tohoku University, Miyagi, Japan
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Kennedy, Katherine P.
Research Affiliate, Program on International Conflict Analysis and Resolution, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138
Lecturing and Research: Training Program in Conflict Resolution
Institute for Labor and Business Sciences, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months: April 1995—July 1995
Kimmel, Douglas C.
Professor, Department of Psychology, CUNY—City College, New York, NY 10031
Lecturing: Psychosocial Aspects of Adult Development and Aging
Tokyo Women’s Christian University, Tokyo, and University of Tokyo, Tokyo, Japan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Klayman, Joshua
Professor, Department of Behavioral Science, Graduate School of Business, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
Lecturing and Research: The Psychology of Learning, Hypothesis Testing, and Decision Making
University of Melbourne, Melbourne, Australia
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Metzger, Mary Ann
Associate Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Maryland—Baltimore County, Baltimore, MD 21228
Research: Mathematical Models of Behavioral Processes in Hyperactive Rats
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Munczek, Debra S.
Psychology Intern, Department of Psychiatry, Columbia-Presbyterian Medical Center, New York, NY 10032
Lecturing: Mental Health and Human Rights
National Autonomous University of Honduras, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Three months: July 1995—October 1995

Page, Richard C.
Professor, Department of Counseling and Human Development Services, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-7142
Lecturing and Research: Addictions Counseling and Cross-Cultural Comparisons
University College Cork, Cork, Ireland
Five months: September 1994—January 1995

Patterson, JoEllen
Director, Assistant Professor, Marriage and Family Therapy Program, Department of Education, University of San Diego, San Diego, CA 92110
Research: The Effects of Combining Psychopharmacotherapy and Family Therapy to Treat Depressed Children/Adolescents
University of Oslo, Oslo, Norway
Ten months: August 1994—June 1995

Sloan, Tod S.
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Tulsa, Tulsa, OK 74104
Lecturing and Research: Psychology
Central American University, Managua, Nicaragua
Four months: Between July 1994—June 1995

Valenstein, Elliot S.
Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1887
Research: Psychoactive Drugs and the Conception of Mental Illness
University of Rome La Sapienza, Rome, Italy
Four months: October 1994—February 1995

West, Robin L.
Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology, University of Florida, Gainesville, FL 32611-2065
Lecturing: Memory, Aging, and Memory Self-Evaluation
University of Haifa, Haifa, Israel
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Willis, Sherry L.
Professor, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: Cognitive Aging: Longitudinal Studies in Sweden and the United States
University of Lund, Lund, Sweden
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

---

Public Administration

Brudney, Jeffrey L.
Director and Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Georgia, Athens, GA 30602-1615
Lecturing and Research: Boards That Make A Difference
York University, North York, Ontario, Canada
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Fallon, Pamela D.
Administrator, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Cornell University Medical College, New York, NY 10021
Lecturing: Health Care/Hospital Management
Social Welfare Board of Guayaquil, Guayaquil, Ecuador
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Hinton, Hugh F.
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science/Public Administration, University of Toledo, Toledo, OH 43606
Lecturing: Public Administration and Local Government Management

Kiev Institute of Public Administration and Local Government, Kiev, Ukraine
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Saint-Germain, Michelle A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Political Science, University of Texas—El Paso, El Paso, TX 79968
Lecturing: Public Management in a Binational Context
Autonomous University of Juarez, Ciudad Juarez, Mexico
Mexico Border Lecturers Program
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Tiffin, Charles M.
Police Lieutenant, Durham Police Department, Duke University, Durham, NC 27701
Research: Violence and Police Gender Integration
University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom
U.K. Professional Police Studies Award
Six months: October 1994—April 1995
Public Administration

Willingham, Mark A.
Captain/District Commander, Florida Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco, Jacksonville, FL 32211
Research: Law Enforcement Perspective and Approach to Underaged Drinking in the United Kingdom
University of Exeter, Exeter, United Kingdom
U.K. Professional Police Studies Award
Three months: March 1995—June 1995

Yuracko, Katherine L.
President, Yuracko & Associates, Inc., Las Vegas, NV 89108
Lecturing: Public Administration
Academia Istropolitana, Bratislava, Slovak Republic
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Religious Studies

Flueckiger, Joyce B.
Assistant Professor, Department of Religion, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
Research: Gender and Religious Boundaries in the Practice and Rhetoric of Female Healers in South India
University of Hyderabad, Hyderabad, India
Nine months: December 1994—September 1995

Hermansen, Marcia K.
Associate Professor, Department of Religious Studies, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182-0304
Lecturing: Special Program in Islamic Studies
Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Two months: June 1994—August 1994

Holladay, Carl R.
Professor, Candler School of Theology, Emory University, Atlanta, GA 30322
Research: Fragments from Hellenistic Jewish Authors: Aristo, Pseudo-Orpheus, and the Pseudo-Greek Poets
University of Tuebingen, Tuebingen, Germany
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Olson, Alan M.
Professor, Department of Religion, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Research: Epochal Consciousness and the Philosophy of History
Institute for Human Science, Vienna, Austria
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Raines, John C.
Professor, Department of Religion, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA 19122
Research: Islamic Fundamentalism: What Contrasting Views of a Malaysian Youth Movement Means
Universiti Malaya, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Smith, Frederick M.
Assistant Professor, School of Religion, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA 52242
Research: Translation and Study of the Sodasagranthah of Vallabhacarya
Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Pune, India
Nine months: December 1994—September 1995

Sociology and Social Work

Abbott, Douglas A.
Associate Professor, Department of Family and Consumer Science, University of Nebraska—Omaha, Omaha, NE 68182
Lecturing: Human Development and Family Studies
Government Home Science College, Chandigarh, India
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Adamchak, Donald J.
Professor, Department of Sociology, Kansas State University, Manhattan, KS 66506
Lecturing and Research: Demography, Population, and Regional and International Development
University of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia
Eleven months: January 1995—December 1995

Baker, Susan G.
Assistant Professor/Research Scientist, Mexican-American Studies and Research Center, School of Public Administration and Policy, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Research: Crossing Borders, Building Communities: Immigration and Immigrant Settlement Policy in Spain and the United States
Institute of Demographic Studies, Madrid, Spain
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

Barry, Kathleen L.
Associate Professor, Department of Human Development and Family Studies, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: Gender Theory: International Human Rights and Women’s Biography
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Bhattacharyya, Deborah P.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, Wittenberg University, Springfield, OH 45501
Research: Being Foreign and Female: Experiences of Western Women in India
Center for Studies in Social Science, Calcutta University, Calcutta, India
Indo-American Fellowship Program
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995
Sociology and Social Work

Burgos, Nilsa M.
Associate Professor, Graduate School of Social Work, University of Puerto Rico—San Juan, Rio Piedras, PR 00931
Lecturing: Teaching Women's Studies Courses in Dominican Republic
Catholic University Madre Y Maestra, Women's Studies Center, Santiago, Dominican Republic
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

Cagan, Elizabeth J.
Associate Professor, Department of Social Work and First College, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115
Lecturing: Social Work and Women's Studies
University of El Salvador, San Salvador, El Salvador
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Courtless, Thomas F.
Professor, Department of Sociology, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Lecturing: The Development of Criminological Theory and Criminal Correction
Airlangga University, Surabaya, Indonesia
Six months: September 1994—March 1995

De Albuquerque, Klaus
Professor, Department of Sociology/Anthropology, College of Charleston, Charleston, SC 29424
Lecturing: Sociology and Social Work
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill, Barbados
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Downs, William R.
Director, Center for the Study of Adolescence, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0401
Research: The Relationship Between Childhood Family Violence and Substance Abuse: An International Comparison
University of Hull, Hull, United Kingdom
Four and one-half months: August 1994—December 1994

Etting, Arlen W.
Associate Professor, Department of Agriculture and Extension Education, Pennsylvania State University—University Park, University Park, PA 16802
Lecturing and Research: The Preparation of Community-Based Educators
University of Monterrey, Monterrey, Mexico
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Fichter, Michael E.
Associate Professor, Criminal Justice Department, Southeast Missouri State University, Cape Girardeau, MO 63701
Lecturing and Research: Corrections/Penology Institute for Applied Research, Zagreb, Croatia
Five months: September 1994—February 1995

Fox, Renee C.
Annenberg Professor, Sociology Department, University of Pennsylvania—Philadelphia, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6399
Lecturing: Bioethics and Public Health Ethics
University of Adelaide, Adelaide, Australia
One month: April 1994—May 1994

Gallagher, Sally K.
Instructor, Department of Sociology, Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR 97331
Research: Crafting Lives: Women's Work and Family Life in Damascus
American Cultural Center and Area Libraries, Damascus, Syria
Four months: March 1995—July 1995

Gross, Edith B.
Assistant Professor and Chair, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Beaver College, Glenside, PA 19038
Research: Sources of Occupational Stress Among Finnish Physicians
University of Helsinki, Helsinki, Finland
Three and one-half months: September 1994—January 1995

Humphries, Harry L.
Associate Professor, Department of Social Science, Pittsburg State University, Pittsburg, KS 66762
Lecturing: Sociological Methods of Research and the Sociological Perspective on Deviance and Criminology
Kazan' State University, Kazan', Russia
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Jobes, Patrick C.
Professor, Department of Sociology, Montana State University, Bozeman, MT 59717
Lecturing and Research: Theory and Population Studies
University of Bucharest, Bucharest, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Jones, Constance A.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology and Anthropology, Mills College, Oakland, CA 94613
Lecturing: Sociology of Religion and Women's Studies
Varanasi College for Women, Varanasi, India
Seven months: July 1994—February 1995

Karger, Howard J.
Professor, Graduate School of Social Work, University of Houston—Central Campus, Houston, TX 77204-6371
Lecturing and Research: Refugee Policy in Zimbabwe
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe
Eight months: January 1995—September 1995

Lang, Kurt
Professor Emeritus, Department of Sociology, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195
Research: Achievement and Commemoration: The Effect of Changes in Political Regime on the Survival of Reputations
Technical University of Dresden, Dresden, Germany
Four months: September 1994—January 1995

Lewis, Edith A.
Associate Professor, Department of Social Work, University of Michigan—Ann Arbor, Ann Arbor, MI 48109-1285
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
African Regional Research Program
Four months: September 1995—December 1995
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Maguire, Gail H.
Professor, Department of Occupational Therapy, Florida International University, Miami, FL 33199
Lecturing: Curriculum Development and Planning for an Occupational Therapy Program
University of Iceland, Reykjavik, Iceland
Five months: January 1995—June 1995

McGowan, Thomas G.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology/Sociology, Rhodes College, Memphis, TN 38112
Lecturing: Sociology and Oral History
University of Trnava, Trnava, Slovak Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

McKelvey, Charles E.
Associate Professor, Department of Sociology, Presbyterian College, Clinton, SC 29325
Lecturing and Research: Comparative Development
National Autonomous University of Honduras, Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Meezan, William A.
Professor, School of Social Work, University of Southern California, Los Angeles, CA 90089-0411
Lecturing: Child Welfare Services and Research and Evaluation; Consulting on the Design of Social Services to Families
Vyt着眼as Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania
Four months: Between September 1994—March 1995

Moroney, Robert M.
Professor, School of Social Work, Arizona State University, Tempe, AZ 85287
Lecturing and Research: Social Work
University College Dublin, Dublin, Ireland
Ten months: September 1994—June 1995

Pena, Milagros
Assistant Professor, Department of Ethnic Studies, Bowling Green State University, Bowling Green, OH 43403
Research: The Latin American Women's Movement and the Emergence of Feminist Christian Organizations in Latin America
Vasco de Quiroga Research and Training Center of Michoacan, Morelia, Mexico
Six months: January 1995—June 1995

Potter, Joseph E.
Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Texas—Austin, Austin, TX 78712
Lecturing and Research: Health Demography
State University of Campinas, Campinas, Brazil
Eight months: Between August 1994—December 1995

Resnick, Rosa P.
Distinguished Visiting Professor, Department of Social Work, Seton Hall University, South Orange, NJ 07079
Catholic University of Uruguay, Montevideo, Uruguay
Three months: August 1994—November 1994

Rothman, Barbara Katz
Professor, Department of Sociology, CUNY—Bernard M. Baruch College, New York, NY 10010
Lecturing and Research: Prenatal Diagnosis in the Netherlands
University of Groningen, Groningen, Netherlands
Four months: February 1995—June 1995

Shannon, Patricia J.
Assistant Professor, Department of Social Work, College of Human and Community Services, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003
Lecturing and Research: Community Counseling and Social Work Program for Paraprofessionals in Schools and Social Services
Pride Belize, Belize City, Belize
Ten months: July 1994—May 1995

Snyder, Margaret C.
Independent Scholar, New York, NY 10017
Lecturing: Women and Development
Makerere University, Kampala, Uganda
Six months: January 1995—July 1995

Taber, Merlin A.
Professor Emeritus, School of Social Work, University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL 61801
Lecturing: Program Evaluation, Information Management
Rajagiri College of Social Science, Kalamassery, and Delhi School of Social Work, Delhi, India
Seven months: September 1994—April 1995

Telles, Edward E.
Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024-1551
Lecturing and Research: Quantitative Analysis and Race Relations in Bahia, Brazil
Federal University of Bahia, Salvador, Brazil
Four and three-quarter months: August 1994—December 1994
Badalamenti, Victoria R.
Assistant Director, The English Language Center, CUNY—Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, NY 11101
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language Arturo Prat University, Iquique, Chile
Five months: March 1995—August 1995

Beaudette, Michele J.
Graduate Assistant, Department of English, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language University of Sibiu, Sibiu, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Blanchette, Joyce A.
Lecturer, Center for Advanced Study/Education, CUNY—Graduate and University Center, New York, NY 10036
Lecturing and Research: TEFL in Bilingual Settings; Language Policy
Department of Education, Culture, and Sports, Manila, Philippines
Twelve months: June 1994—June 1995

Bosher, Susan D.
Instructor, American Studies Department, University of Munich, Munich, Germany (Minnesota)
Lecturing: TEFL/Applied Linguistics Bilken University, Ankara, Turkey
Twelve months: September 1994—September 1995

Brennecke, Patricia W.
Senior Lecturer, Center for English Language and Orientation Programs, Boston University, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language—All Skills Charles University, Prague, Czech Republic
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Breslin, Shirley
Associate Professor, Department of Modern Languages, Ursinus College, Collegeville, PA 19426
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language: Teaching Methodology, Phonetics, and Literature Technological University, San Salvador, El Salvador
Eight months: Between September 1994—December 1995

Eliason, Walter J.
Associate Professor, School of Education, Undergraduate Division, Rider College, Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
Lecturing and Research: Foreign Language Teaching National Autonomous University, Heredia, Costa Rica
Six months: July 1994—January 1995

Gex, Judith C.
Lecturer, Department of English as a Second Language, CUNY—Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College, Long Island City, NY 11101
Lecturing: TEFL/Applied Linguistics University of Benin, Cotonou, Benin
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Giurgea, Juli S.
Independent Scholar, Roseville, CA 95661
Lecturing: English for Business Bucharest Polytechnic University, Bucharest, Romania
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Guice, Stephen A.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, University of Memphis, Memphis, TN 38152
Lecturing: TEFL Methodology, Testing, Reading, and Writing University of Iasi, Iasi, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Haas, Teri S.
Associate Professor, Department of Academic Skills, CUNY—Hunter College, New York, NY 10021
Lecturing: ESL/EFL Teacher Training Bilken University, Ankara, Turkey
Twelve months: September 1994—September 1995

Hayward, Nancy M.
Assistant Professor, Department of English, Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA 15705
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language University of the Americas, Puebla, Mexico
Nine months: August 1994—May 1995

Hoekje, Barbara J.
Associate Director, English Language Center, Drexel University, Philadelphia, PA 19104
Lecturing: Sociolinguistics, Oral Proficiency Testing, ESP, ESL Curriculum
University of Colima, Colima, Mexico
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Kurlandski, Gerald D.
Adjunct Professor, Department of ESL/Community Services, Westchester Community College, Valhalla, NY 10595
Lecturing and Research: TEFL/Materials Writing for EFL Reader Faculty of Letters, Sidi Mohammed Ben Abdellah University, Fez, Morocco
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Lamming, Robert M.
Professor, Intensive English Program, Saint Mary’s College of California, Moraga, CA 94575
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language University of Galati, Galati, Romania
Ten months: October 1994—August 1995

Lim, Phyllis L.
Adjunct Lecturer, Center for English as a Second Language, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721
Lecturing: Director of Graduate Program in Teaching English as a Foreign Language Bilken University, Ankara, Turkey
Twelve months: August 1994—August 1995

Lopez, Margaret A.
Independent Scholar, Albuquerque, NM 87107
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language, Program and Curriculum Development and Teacher Training University of Conakry, Conakry, Guinea
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Marchick, Gloria B.
Instructor/ESL Coordinator, Department of Adult Education, Acalanes Adult School, Walnut Creek, CA 94595
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language: Focus on Communicative Competency Matej Bel University, Banska Bystrica, Slovak Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995
TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Moskowitz, Stephen
Instructor, Department of Adult ESL, Riverside Language Program, New York, NY 10027
Lecturing: English as a Second Language
University of Tirana, Tirana, Albania
Six months: August 1994—February 1995

Santora, Ronald A.
Professor, English Department, California State University—Sacramento, Sacramento, CA 95819
Lecturing: English Language
Paul Sabatier University, Toulouse, France
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Stoffer, Thomas K.
English Language Instructor, Intensive English Program, Ferris State University, Big Rapids, MI 49307
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language
Higher School of Pedagogy, Opole, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Torkelson, Kristina M.
Teaching Specialist, Minnesota English Center, University of Minnesota—Twin Cities, Minneapolis, MN 55455
Lecturing: Learning Styles, Teaching Styles, Temperaments (Myers-Briggs), and Nonverbal Communication of Central Asian Students
Kyrgyz State University, Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Verplaetse, Loretta S.
Program Director, College Now/Alternative Admissions, University of Massachusetts—Dartmouth, N. Dartmouth, MA 02747
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language
University of West Bohemia, Pilsen, Czech Republic
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Voge, Wilfried M.
Director and Lecturer, Department of Germanic Languages, University of California—Los Angeles, Los Angeles, CA 90024
Lecturing: Foreign Language Education: Training German and EFL Instructors in Ukraine
Kiev Mohyla Academy, Kiev, Ukraine
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Theater and Dance

Angirolli, Mary C.
Instructor, Department of Drama and Speech, American University of Paris, Paris, France (New York)
Lecturing: Contemporary American Dramatic Literature with Combined Conversation; Approach to Text Through Scenework
Academy of Performing Arts, Prague, Czech Republic
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Barnhill, James O.
Professor Emeritus, Department of Theater Arts, Brown University, Providence, RI 02912
Lecturing and Research: Urban Street Theater Forms in Pakistan
University of the Punjab, Lahore, Pakistan
Nine months: September 1994—June 1995

Bergmann, Elizabeth H.
Chair, Department of Dance, Shenandoah University, Winchester, VA 22601
Lecturing: Modern Dance in the Country of Trinidad
Trinidad Theatre Workshop, Port of Spain, Trinidad/Tobago
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program
Three months: January 1995—April 1995

Brennan, Mary A.
Professor, Dance Program, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Research: The Movement Analysis of the Stylistic Differences in the Four Major Schools of Bharatanatyam
M.S. University of Baroda, Vadodara, India
Four months: December 1994—April 1995

Bruin, L. Terry
Professor, Department of Dance, University of Arkansas—Fayetteville, Fayetteville, AR 72701
Lecturing: Dance History
University of Durban—Westville, Durban, South Africa
Eleven months: February 1995—January 1996

Cleveland, Elbin L.
Professor, Department of Theatre, Speech, and Dance, University of South Carolina—Main Campus, Columbia, SC 29208
Lecturing: Scenic Technology (Construction, Rigging, and Mechanics) and Design Motifs
Academy of Chinese Traditional Drama, Beijing, People’s Republic of China
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Goatley, Cynthia A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Communication and Theater Arts, University of Northern Iowa, Cedar Falls, IA 50614-0357
Lecturing: Women’s Studies and American Drama
University of Gdansk, Gdansk, Poland
Ten months: September 1994—July 1995

Hofland, John A.
Assistant Professor/Department Chair, Theatre Arts Department, Dordt College, Sioux Center, IA 51250
Lecturing: Creative Dramatics as a Teaching Method in English as a Foreign Language and in Scenography
Kharkiv Pedagogical Institute, Kharkiv, Ukraine
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

King, Floyd A.
Acting Company Member, The Shakespeare Theatre, Washington, DC 20003
Research: The Acting and Performance of Shakespeare in Regional Theaters in the United Kingdom
Birmingham Repertory Theatre, Birmingham, and Oxford Stage Company, Oxford, United Kingdom
Seven months: May 1995—December 1995

Kleeberg, Johanna D.
Assistant Professor, Department of Theater/Dance, Gustavus Adolphus College, Saint Peter, MN 56082
Lecturing: American Drama and Theater History
University of Waikato, Hamilton, New Zealand
Six months: June 1994—December 1994
Kruger, Loren A.
Associate Professor, Department of English, University of Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637
Research: Theater, Nation, and Alternative Public Spheres in South Africa
University of Witwatersrand, Johannesburg, South Africa
African Regional Research Program
Six months: June 1994—December 1994

Levey, Karen A.B.
Faculty, Department of Dance, Sarah Lawrence College, Bronxville, NY 10708
Lecturing: Dance (Technique, Composition, Improvisation)
University College of Dance, Stockholm, Sweden
Four months: January 1995—May 1995

Melrose, Claudia A.
Associate Professor, Department of Dance, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Research: What Traditional Ghanaian Performing Arts and Modern Western Dance Theater Can Contribute to Each Other: A Creative and Collaborative Exploration
University of Ghana, Legon, Ghana
African Regional Research Program
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Pena, Mario E.
Director, Training Department, Latin American Theatre Ensemble, New York, NY 10029
Lecturing: Directing and Acting in Theater
University of Panama, Panama City, Panama
Six months: July 1994—December 1994

Pottitler, Joanne
Visiting Professor, Theater Department, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701
Lecturing and Research: Arts and Democracy: The Chilean Legacy
University of Chile, Santiago, Chile
Five months: August 1994—January 1995

Sanchez, George
Writer/Performer/Educator, Brooklyn, NY 11215
Lecturing and Research: Pre-Inca Cultures and Their Role in Contemporary Views of Identity; Contemporary Theater in Peru
Information and Education Center for the Prevention of Drug Abuse, Lima, and the Peruvian-North American Cultural Institute, Lima, Peru
Three months: October 1994—January 1995

Sayre, Jessica
Dance Faculty, Dance Division, Boston Conservatory, Boston, MA 02215
Lecturing: Modern Dance
Higher School of Dance, Lisbon, and Polytechnic Institute, Lisbon, Portugal
Three months: January 1995—April 1995

Shafer, Yvonne
Associate Professor, Department of Theatre and Dance, University of Colorado—Boulder, Boulder, CO 80306
Lecturing: Theater
Free University of Brussels (French), Brussels, and Free University of Brussels (Flemish), Brussels, Belgium
Five months: February 1995—July 1995

Walker, Norman A.
Director, Department of Performing Arts, Adelphi University, Garden City, NY 11530
Lecturing: Modern Dance
New Zealand School of Dance, Wellington, New Zealand
One and one-half months: May 1994—July 1994
Seminar Programs
U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
April 1994 — May 1994

Bowling, Thomas L.
Associate Vice-President, Department of Student and Educational Services, Frostburg State University, Frostburg, MD 21532

Brazzell, Johnetta C.
Vice-President, Department of Student Affairs, Spelman College, Atlanta, GA 30314

Brown, Betsy E.
Associate Vice-President, Department of Academic Affairs, Winthrop University, Rock Hill, SC 29733

Cheshire, Donna K.
Assistant Director, Office of International Programs, Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green, KY 42101-3576

Clark, Mary E.
Director, Study Abroad Programs, Chapman University, Orange, CA 92866

Eaton, John L.
Associate Dean, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Blacksburg, VA 24061

Elsabernd, Helen A.
Vice President and Academic Dean, Teikyo Marycrest University, Davenport, IA 52804

Flory, Joseph W.
Assistant Director, Center for International Education, University of Tennessee—Knoxville, Knoxville, TN 37996

Garrison, Raymond J.
Vice-President for Academic Affairs, Delgado Community College, New Orleans, LA 70119

Gauld, Virginia D.
Vice-President, Department of Student Affairs, University of Alabama—Birmingham, Birmingham, AL 35294-1150

Hauser, Gregory M.
Vice Provost for Student Affairs, Department of Student Affairs, Roosevelt University, Chicago, IL 60605-1394

Huff, Betty J.
Director, Enrollment Services, California State University—San Marcos, San Marcos, CA 92090-0001

Keitges, David J.
Associate Director, Department of International Studies and Programs, University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203-3795

Knipfing, Vincent P.
Vice-President, Department of Student Affairs, Loyola University, New Orleans, LA 70118

Leslie, Bruce H.
President, Onondaga Community College, Syracuse, NY 13215

Miller, Charles H.
Dean, School of Humanities and Social Sciences, St. Mary's University of San Antonio, San Antonio, TX 78228-8548

Morgan, Laura L.
Director, Department of International Scholar Services, University of Miami, Coral Gables, FL 33124-5565

O'Neill, Sally H.
Assistant Director, Office of International Programs, University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, NM 87131

Pitts, Beverley J.
Associate Provost, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306

Schuh, John H.
Associate Vice-President, Department of Student Affairs, Wichita State University, Wichita, KS 67260-0008

Sexton, Charlene A.
Assistant Director, International Center, St. Norbert College, De Pere, WI 54115-2099

Wallman, George H.
Vice-President, North Dakota State University, Fargo, ND 58105

White, Dawn L.
Director, Department of International Exchange Programs, Portland State University, Portland, OR 97207

U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
June 1994 — July 1994

Bird, Susan A.
Director, Office of International Education, SUNY—College at Oswego, Oswego, NY 13126

Carroll, William J.
Director of Professional Development, NAFSA: Association of International Educators, Washington, DC 20009

Gehlar, James N.
Director, Center for International Education, University of Tennessee—Knoxville, Knoxville, TN 37996-0620

Kahn, Beverly L.
Assistant Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, Fairfield University, Fairfield, CT 06430

Sashti, Rajgopal
Director of International Studies, Department of Academic Affairs, Columbus College, Columbus, GA 31907

Weingarden, Ronit M.
Associate Director, International Student Center, Tulane University, New Orleans, LA 70118
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Abbott, Douglas A.; Sociology and Social Work
Abbott, Louise C.; Biological Sciences
Abbott, Richard N., Jr.; Geology
Adamchak, Donald J.; Sociology and Social Work
Adams, Richard N.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Agyeman-Duah, Baffour; Political Science
Ahmad, Ibrahim A.; Mathematics
Ahmad, Muntaaz; Political Science
Ainsworth, Richard T.; Law
Aloalmolk, Nozar; Political Science
Albritton, Robert B.; Political Science
Allaire, Gloria K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Allen, Ann T.; History (non-U.S.)
Allen, Edward H.; American Literature
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Anderson, Terry H.; American History
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Arrow, Kenneth J.; Economics
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Ayala, Reynaldo; Geography
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B
Backes, Joan; Art
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Baer, Gregor; Law
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Bostick, Mary T.; Education
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Cormack, Margaret J.; History (non-U.S.)
Costiglio, Frank C.; History (non-U.S.)
Court, Thomas F.; Sociology and Social Work
Courtney, E. Wayne; Education
Coulaquet, Carmen; Art
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Crabtree, Claire M.; American Literature
Crawford, Kevan C.; Engineering
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Cripps, Jeremy G.; Business Administration
Cross, John T.; Law
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Curry-Roper, Janel M.; Geography
Cutler, Sue A.; Linguistics

D
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Davidson, Cathy N.; American History
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Davis, Beth; Education
Davis, Leonard J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
De Albuquerque, Klaus; Sociology and Social Work
De Silva, Preethi I.; Music
De Gloria, Stephen D.; Environmental Sciences
DePaolo, Donald J.; Geology
Dean, Carolyn J.; History (non-U.S.)
Deely, John; Philosophy
Degi, Bruce J.; American Literature
Denton, Branwen E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Desan, Suzanne M.; History (non-U.S.)
Desfosses, Louis R.; Business Administration
Desowitz, Robert; Medical Sciences
Dickinson, Karen R.; Law
Dickson, Donald B., Jr.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Dienst, Richard W.; American Literature
Dierberg, Forrest E.; Environmental Sciences
Dillaha, Theo A.; Engineering
Dillon, Sara A.; Law
Dodds, Josiah B.; Psychology
Doherty, Dornith; Art
Domínguez, John R.; Economics
Dominick, Raymond H.; History (non-U.S.)
Donegan, Patricia M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Donovan-Jeffry, Margaret A.; Music
Doty, Kathleen L.; Linguistics
Downs, William R.; Sociology and Social Work
Doyne, Don H.; American History
Dolly, Robert C.; American History
Dracup, Kathleen A.; Medical Sciences
Dratch, Howard B.; Communications and Journalism
Dray, Tyevan; Physics and Astronomy
Dudewicz, Edward J.; Mathematics
Duffy, Karen G.; Psychology
Duus, Peter; History (non-U.S.)
Dvorak, George J.; Engineering

E
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Eaton, John L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Eaton, Shirley; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Edgar, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Ehlers, Tracy B.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Elder, Robert W.; Economics
Eldridge, William M.; Computer Science
Eliaison, Walter J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Elkins, Marilyn R.; American Literature
Elliot, Jarrell R., Jr.; Chemistry
Elman, Stanley A.; Library Science
Elshaband, Helen A.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Engels, Basil G.; Business Administration
Erickson, Michael G.; Economics
Erickson, Paul A.; Environmental Sciences
Ericson, Joan E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Erlenkotter, Donald; Business Administration
Erskine, Thomas L.; American Literature
Espino, Maria D.; Economics
Etling, Arlen W.; Sociology and Social Work
Evangelou, Vasiliou P.; Agriculture
Evans, Daniel M.; Law
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Ewell, Judith; History (non-U.S.)

F
Falk, Armand E.; American Literature
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Farnsworth, David N.; Political Science
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Fichter, Michael E.; Sociology and Social Work
Findlay, John M.; American History
Finlay, Jimmie L.; Business Administration
Fischer, David H.; History (non-U.S.)
Fishbein, Harold D.; Psychology
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frantz, Nevin R.</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Freeman, James D.</td>
<td>Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>French, Doran C.</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friedman, Joseph</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend, Marilyn</td>
<td>Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friman, H. Richard</td>
<td>Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller, Beverly R.</td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuller, Steve W.</td>
<td>Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Funcke, April G.</td>
<td>Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gabor, Francis A.</td>
<td>Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallagher, Sally K.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
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<td>Guice, Stephen A.</td>
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<td>Guizic, Frank S., Jr.</td>
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<td>Haack, Barry N.</td>
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<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haj, Samira A.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haley, Charles W.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hall, John B.</td>
<td>Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hallgren, Kenneth G.; Business Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Halperin, Sanford B.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hanx, Stephen</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardison, Nancy M.</td>
<td>Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hardison, William G.M.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harak, Illya F.; Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harles, John C.; Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harrington, William J., Jr.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Arthur B.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harris, Richard J.; Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harsch, Donna; History (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haskell, Halford W.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haulman, Clyde A.; Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauser, Gregory M.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hauss, Jon M.; American Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hawes, Gary A.; Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayes, Nicholas P.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hayward, Nancy M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hebert, Robert F.; Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hellstern, Mark E.; American History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry, Edward O.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henry, Gordon D., Jr.; American Literature</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hermansen, Marcia K.; Religious Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herrin, William E.; Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertz-Oehnes, Peter D.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herzfeld, Anita; Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Herzog, Henry W.; Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hibbing, John R.; Political Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Higgs, Elton D.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hildebidle, John J., Jr.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilliard, Hattie J.; Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinckley, Ted C.; American History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hinton, Hugh F.; Public Administration</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hjerpe, Charles A.; Agriculture</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hobbs, Joseph J.; Geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodge, Sandra S.; Environmental Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoekje, Barbara J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, Robert R.; Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffmann, Joseph L.; Law</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotland, John A.; Theater and Dance</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holladay, Carl R.; Religious Studies</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holland, Ron; Communications and Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holloway, Joseph E.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holloway, Susan D.; Education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holowinski, Ivan Z.; Psychology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hopkins, Raymond F.; Economics</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horne, Gerald C.; American History</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoskins, Carol N.; Medical Sciences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu, Te C.; Computer Science</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huber, Thomas P.; Geography</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huebner, Carol L.; Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huff, Betty J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Humphries, Harry L.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huntington, Susan L.; Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybels, Sandra K.; Communications and Journalism</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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I
Inn, Andres; Business Administration
Iyoj, Ruth; Political Science

J
Jackson, Timothy L.; Music
Jacobs, James B.; Law
Jain, Subodh K.; Biological Sciences
Jakaitis, John M.; American Literature
Jakubauskas, Edward B.; Economics
Jakubowska, Longina A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Jenkins, David B.; American Literature
Jennrich, Judith A.; Medical Sciences
Jensen, Rolf; Economics
Jobes, Patrick C.; Sociology and Social Work
Johnston, Lathrop P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Johnson, Patricia L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Jones, Constance A.; Sociology and Social Work
Jones, Donald W.; Education
Jones, Julie; Art
Jones, Martin L.; Mathematics
Jones, Myrl G.; American Literature
Joseph, George L.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Joyce, B. Patrick; Economics
Julien, Eileen M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

K
Kachuck, Beatrice; Education
Kahn, Beverly L.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
Kalb, Laurie B.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Kallunki, Jacquelyn A.; Biological Sciences
Kapchan, Deborah A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Kaplan, Matthew S.; Psychology
Kapsh, Stefan J.; Political Science
Karger, Howard J.; Sociology and Social Work
Karsten, Siegfried G.; Economics
Kasile, Joseph D.; Environmental Sciences
Kaye, Frances W.; American Literature
Kaye, Richard S.; Linguistics
Keberle, Daniel C.; Music
Keenan, Edward J.; Linguistics
Keight, David J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Keith, Sherry; Education
Kelertas, Violeta K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Kellner, Douglas M.; Communications and Journalism
Kennamer, James D.; Communications and Journalism
Kennedy, Brigid M.; Art
Kennedy, Katherine P.; Psychology
Kimmel, Douglas C.; Psychology
King, Floyd A.; Theater and Dance
King, Ronald F.; Political Science
King, Tracy H.; Linguistics
Klaman, Joshua; Psychology
Kleberg, Johanna D.; Theater and Dance
Klein, Douglas J.; Chemistry
Kligman, Gail; Anthropology and Archaeology
Knight, C. Gregory; Geography
Knipping, Vincent P.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Knudsen, Daniel C.; Geography
Koester, David C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Kohl, Marvin; Philosophy
Koo, Edward; Business Administration
Koppman, Debra; Art
Kramer, David B.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Krawiec, Frank; Economics
Kreidler, Charles W.; Linguistics
Krekel, Elizebeth M.; American Literature
Krell, David F.; Philosophy
Kruger, Loren A.; Theater and Dance
Kullig, David D.; Business Administration
Kurnachski, Gerald D.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Kurt, Laszlo; Anthropology and Archaeology

L
Laby, Arthur B.; Law
Lachapelle, Rene C.; Medical Sciences
Lamming, Robert M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Landrum, Leslie R.; Biological Sciences
Lang, Kurt; Sociology and Social Work
Lang, William A.; American Literature
Lapinskas, Darius; Music
Lashley, Marilyn E.; Political Science
Lau, Silvanus S.; Engineering
Laurence, Louise; Economics
Lawless, Harry T.; Agriculture
Lawner, Lynne; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
LeLou, Lance T.; Political Science
LeRoy, Stephen F.; Business Administration
LeVitt, Morton P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Lehman, Howard P.; Political Science
Leichter, Howard M.; Political Science
Leja, James A.; Education
Leonard, Jane K.; History (non-U.S.)
Leslie, Bruce H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Levey, Karen A.B.; Theater and Dance
Levine, Michael P.; Philosophy
Levine, Stuart G.; American Literature
Levinson, Alfred L.; Economics
Lewis, Edith A.; Sociology and Social Work
Lewis, Phyllis H.; Education
Lewis, Roger T.; Mathematics
Li, Yuan; Physics and Astronomy
Lidman, Russell M.; Economics
Liebs, Chester H.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Lipton, Robert I.; Medical Sciences
Listokin, David; Architecture and Urban Planning
Lobert, Beata M.; Business Administration
Lofaro, Michael A.; American Literature
Longley, Lawrence D.; Political Science
Lopez, Margaret A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Luce, Timothy W.; Political Science

M
MacDonald, Michael D.; Political Science
Magstadt, Thomas M.; Political Science
Maguire, Gail H.; Sociology and Social Work
Malcolm, Cheryl A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Malloy, Michael T.; Communications and Journalism
Malmgren, Carl D.; American Literature
Maloney, Patricia D.; Art
Manary, Mark J.; Medical Sciences
Maney, Margaret S.; American Literature
Manogue, Corinne A.; Physics and Astronomy
Mansbach, Steven A.; Art History
Mantis, Nicholas J.; Biological Sciences
Marashlian, Levon; History (non-U.S.)
Marchick, Gloria B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Marcic, Dorothy A.; Business Administration
Marcuse, Peter; Architecture and Urban Planning
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Markell, William; Business Administration
Markovich, Stephen C.; Political Science
Markow, Therese A.; Environmental Sciences
Martens, Lorna; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Martin, David W.; Economics
Martin, Gary J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Martin, John J.; Education
Martin, Jose G.; Engineering
Martin, Thomas H.; Library Science
Martinez, Michael D.; Political Science
Martinez, Michael E.; Education
Mascio, Afeworki A.; Biological Sciences
Matustik, Martin J.; Philosophy
Mayer, Doc; Communications and Journalism
McBride, Michael H.; Communications and Journalism
McCalla, Robert B.; Political Science
McCarthy, George E.; Philosophy
McCleary, Rachel M.; Political Science
McCullough, Marie E.; Linguistics
McEnteer, James B.; Communications and Journalism
McEvilley, Thomas; Art History
McCowan, Thomas G.; Sociology and Social Work
McHenry, Dean E., Jr.; Political Science
McHugh, Neil; History (non-U.S.)
McInerney, Michael F.; Physics and Astronomy
Mckay, Larry L.; Agriculture
Mckelvey, Charles E.; Sociology and Social Work
McNamara, Kevin R.; American Literature
McNeese, P. Brian; Education
McNichols, Charles W.; Business Administration
Mee, Robert W.; Mathematics
Meezan, William A.; Sociology and Social Work
Melrose, Claudia A.; Theater and Dance
Menachof, David A.; Business Administration
Mendenhall, Kurt L.; Political Science
Menton, Allen W.; American Literature
Metzger, Mary Ann; Psychology
Micha, Andrew A.; Political Science
Mikhail, Mona N.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Miller, Charles H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Miller, Frederick DeWolfe; Medical Sciences
Miller, John A.; Economics
Miller, John C.; American Literature
Mills, Ronald D.; Art
Milman, Jacqueylyn; Education
Mitch, David F.; Economics
Mitchell, Edna S.; Education
Mitchell, Irvon S.; Business Administration
Mitchell, Lee C.; American Literature
Molinaro, Joseph H.; Art
Momberger, Philip; American Literature
Montgomery, David; American History
Montgomery, Richard W.; Mathematics
Montz, Burrell E.; Geography
Moog, Robert S.; Political Science
Moore, Michael O.; Economics
Morgan, Laura L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Moroney, Robert M.; Sociology and Social Work
Morris, Michael A.; Political Science
Moshenberg, Daniel; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Moskowitz, Stephen; TEFL/App lied Linguistics
Moulton, Gary E.; American History
Munczek, Debora S.; Psychology
Muniz-Aguelles, Luis; Law

N
Naegle, Madeline A.; Medical Sciences
Nagy, Kenneth A.; Biological Sciences
Navazelskis, Ina L.; Communications and Journalism
Naylor, Winford C.; Business Administration
Nehring, Virginia A.N.; Medical Sciences
Niblett, Charles L.; Agriculture
Nicholson, Barbara L.; Communications and Journalism
Nicholson, John K.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Nicholson, Nancy S.; Linguistics
Nobles, Gregory H.; American History
Noll, William H.; Music
Norton, Andrew M.; Computer Science
Novak, James J.; Economics

O
O'Brien, Patricia J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
O'Neill, Sally H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program

P
Pach, Chester J., Jr.; American History
Packard, Philip C.; Economics
Page, Richard C.; Psychology
Parkin, David W.; Chemistry
Paskow, Jacqueline M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Patterson, JoEllen; Psychology
Patton, Frederick R.; Linguistics
Pearce, John A., II; Business Administration
Pedosky, Joseph; Environmental Sciences
Peinovich, Paula E.; Education
Pena, Mario E.; Theater and Dance
Pena, Milagros; Sociology and Social Work
Pfeffer, Washek F.; Mathematics
Pineres, Sheila J.; Economics
Ping, Charles J.; Education
Pinkston, Russell F.; Music
Pitts, Beverley J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Plotz, Judith A.A.; American Literature
Plutzer, Eric; Political Science
Pohl, Mary D.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Pook, Laszlo A.; Business Administration
Port, Kenneth L.; Law
Post, Constance J.; American Literature
Potter, Joseph E.; Sociology and Social Work
Pottlitzer, Joanne; Theater and Dance
Power, Timothy J.; Political Science
Preloran, Jorge R.; Art
Preto-Rodas, Richard A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Price, Marian W.; American Literature
Priem, Richard L.; Business Administration
Quinby, Rowena L.; American Literature
Alphabetical Index

**R**
- Rafter, David O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Rahman, Adelle A.; Engineering
- Raines, John C.; Religious Studies
- Ralph, James R.; American History
- Rand, Stephen C.; Physics and Astronomy
- Ratiu, Tudor S.; Mathematics
- Reeder, Philip P.; Geography
- Reeves-Ellington, Richard H.; Business Administration
- Reid, Judith P.; Library Science
- Reilly, Susan S.; Communications and Journalism
- Reizbaum, Marilyn B.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Rembert, James A.W.; American Literature
- Remnick, Ronald A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Renne, Elisha P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Resnick, Rosa P.; Sociology and Social Work
- Reynolds, Karl H.; Linguistics
- Reys, Robert E.; Education
- Rice, Robert A.; Geography
- Richani, Nazih F.; Political Science
- Richards, Connie L.; American Literature
- Richards, John B.; Geography
- Richardson, Harry W.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Richters, Arnis; Environmental Sciences
- Ricks, Thomas M.; History (non-U.S.)
- Ridley, Chaucye M.; American Literature
- Rihner, Michael D.; Education
- Rindge, Deborah A.; Art History
- Ringen, Catherine O.; Linguistics
- Ringen, Jon D.; Philosophy
- Riordan, Dennis P.; Law
- Robbins, David L.; American Literature
- Robeck, Jacqueline M.; Education
- Roberts, Leonard R.; American Literature
- Robertson, James O.; American History
- Rocha, Mark W.; American Literature
- Rodeiro, Jose M.; Art
- Rodgers, David W.; Geology
- Rogers, John M.; Law
- Roht-Arriaza, Naomi; Law
- Rolater, Fred S.; American History
- Roller, Duane W.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Romanos, Michael C.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Rosberg, Merilee A.; Education
- Rosenstone, Robert A.; American History
- Ross, James R.; Communications and Journalism
- Ross, Robert S.; Political Science
- Roth, Wolfgang M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Rothman, Barbara Katz; Sociology and Social Work
- Rowe, Henry A.; Biological Sciences
- Russo, Anthony R.; Biological Sciences
- Ryan, Leo V.; Business Administration
- Sabbagh, Suha; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Sabo, Mary Ann; Communications and Journalism
- Sadik, Farid; Medical Sciences
- Sadler, Darlene J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Saenger, Michelle A.; Public Administration
- Salisbury, Ralph J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Sanchez, George E.; Theater and Dance
- Sands, Kathleen M.; American Literature
- Sangren, Paul S.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Santora, Ronald A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Sashiri, Rajoigal; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
- Satterlee, Richard A.; Biological Sciences
- Sayre, Jessica; Theater and Dance
- Schaefer, Donald F.; Economics
- Schill, Roland J.; Business Administration
- Schimm, David; Art
- Schirmeister, Pamela J.; American Literature
- Schlegel, Alice E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Schleuning, Neala J.; American History
- Schmidt, Ruth L.; Linguistics
- Schneider, Daniel S.; Law
- Schortman, Edward M.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Schraeder, Peter J.; Political Science
- Schuh, John H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Schulz, Leslie O.; Medical Sciences
- Schwartz, Rosalie; History (non-U.S.)
- Scofield, Ingrid Winter; American History
- Scott, C. Richard; Business Administration
- Scott, Rebecca J.; History (non-U.S.)
- Selden, Steven; Education
- Sell, Phillip C.; Engineering
- Senecal, Andre J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Sernett, Milton C.; American History
- Sethuraman, Jayaram; Mathematics
- Sexton, Charlene A.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Shaffer, Yvonne; Theater and Dance
- Shaffer, William R.; Political Science
- Shannon, Patricia J.; Sociology and Social Work
- Shea, Russell E.; Biological Sciences
- Shadrinsky, Alexander M.; Chemistry
- Shereen, Faiza W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Shulman, David L.; Communications and Journalism
- Sidney, George R.; American Literature
- Silver, Philip W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Silver, Stephen J.; Economics
- Simmons, Laurette P.; Business Administration
- Simmons, LeRoy F.; Business Administration
- Simpson, Brooks D.; American History
- Sive, David; Law
- Skidmore, Max J.; Political Science
- Sloan, Tod S.; Psychology
- Slusky, Ludwig; Business Administration
- Smearman, Claire A.; Law
- Smiley, Pamela M.; American Literature
- Smith, Abigail L.; Biological Sciences
- Smith, Christine H.; Geology
- Smith, Frederick M.; Religious Studies
- Snyder, Margaret C.; Sociology and Social Work
- Sonesson, Birgit I.; History (non-U.S.)
- Spatta, Carolyn D.; Geography
- Speed, Robert C.; Geology
- Spencer, Harold G.; Chemistry
- Sperling, Elliot H.; History (non-U.S.)
- Spence, Leslie E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- St. Omer, Lucy; Environmental Sciences
- Stalker, Sylvia W.; Education
- Staller, George J.; Economics
- Stam, Robert P.; Communications and Journalism
- Stanback, Mark T.; Biological Sciences
- Starch, Kenneth; Communications and Journalism
- Stauffer, Jay R.; Biological Sciences
- Steinberg, John W.; History (non-U.S.)
- Steiner, Joyce L.; Economics
- Stewart, James R.; Engineering
- Stillman, Yedida K.; Art History
- Stoffler, Thomas K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Stolz, Barbara A.; Political Science
- Storrer, Michael C.; Geography
- Strauss, Jack K.; Economics
Alphabetical Index

Strauss, Julia C.; Political Science
Streitmatter, Rodger;
Communications and Journalism
Strum, Philippa; Political Science
Struve, Lynn A.; History (non-U.S.)
Svenonius, Peter A.; Linguistics
Swadener, Elizabeth B.; Education
Swofford, Jan J.; Music
Swartout, Robert R., Jr.; American History
Swetcharnik, William N.; Art
Swetz, Frank J.; Education
Syed, Anwar H.; Political Science

T
Taber, Merlin A.; Sociology and Social Work
Tarr, James R.; Economics
Taylor, John W.; Communications and Journalism
Telles, Edward E.; Sociology and Social Work
Temple, Stanley A.; Environmental Sciences
Terry, Christopher T.; Art
Tete, William T.; Law
Thoma, George A.; Economics
Tiffin, Charles M.; Public Administration
Titus, Paul B.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Todhunter, John S.; Computer Science
Torborg, Richard H.; Business Administration
Torkelson, Kristina M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Towne, Gary S.; Music
Tre, Lisa A.; Communications and Journalism
Tsaganiea, Dorus; Political Science
Tucker, Richard P.; History (non-U.S.)
Turner, Jon A.; Business Administration
Twardokens, George R.; Education

U
Ulmf, Mary G.; Medical Sciences
Usser, Daniel H., Jr.; American History
Ussowicz, Thaddeus W.; Business Administration

V
Valenstein, Elliot S.; Psychology
Vali, Gabor; Environmental Sciences
Van Arsdale, Nancy P.; American Literature
Van Deusen, Nancy E.; Music
Van Haagen, Richard H.; Environmental Sciences
Vasvari, Louise O.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Verplaetse, Loretta S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Vickers, William T.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Vincent, Richard C.; Communications and Journalism
Visweswaran, Kamala; Anthropology and Archaeology
Voge, Wilfried M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Von Furstenberg, George M.; Economics

W
Wahab, Zaher; Education
Wall, Kameshwara C.; Physics and Astronomy
Walker, Norman A.; Theater and Dance
Wallman, George H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
Walters, Linda J.; Biological Sciences
Walters, Lynne M.; Communications and Journalism
Waniek, Marilyn R.; American Literature
Weber, Darrell J.; Biological Sciences
Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture
Weiler, Kathleen A.; Education
Weingarden, Ronit M.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program
Welch, Steven R.; History (non-U.S.)
Wendt,奋战 D.; Creative Writing
West, Lani A.; Biological Sciences
West, Robin L.; Psychology
West, Ronald E.; Engineering
Westling, David L.; Education
Westra, Helen P.; American Literature
Wheelersburg, Robert P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Wheelwright, Nathaniel T.; Biological Sciences
Whisenhunt, Donald W.; American History
White, Dawn L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
White, Gregory W.; Political Science
White, Marjorie A.; Medical Sciences
White, Miriam B.; Communications and Journalism
Whyte, Charles D.; Economics
Wiedenhoeft, Ronald V.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Wiggins, David A.; Biological Sciences
Wilcox, Dennis L.; Communications and Journalism
Wiley, James B.; Business Administration
Wilhelm, Suzanne L.; Law
Willingham, Mark A.; Public Administration
Willis, Sherry L.; Psychology
Wilson, Bradford P.; Political Science
Wilson, Harry L.; Political Science
Wilson, Steven M.; Creative Writing
Winkel, Eric A.; Political Science
Winn, Peter E.; History (non-U.S.)
Winzenread, Marvin R.; Mathematics
Wolf, Sara J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Wolken, Lawrence C.; Business Administration
Worthen, Kevin J.; Law
Wragge, Stephen D.; Political Science
Wray, Larry R.; Economics
Wright, Aaron E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Wynd, William R.; Business Administration

X
Xenakis, Thomas; Art

Y
Yates, Steven A.; Art History
Yuracko, Katherine L.; Public Administration

Z
Zack, Joel A.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Zaerr, Joe B.; Agriculture
Zakin, Jacques L.; Engineering
Zarifopol-Johnston, Ilincu M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Zepp, Valdis J.; Linguistics
Ziegler, Charles E.; Political Science
Ziegler, John L.; Medical Sciences
Zinn, Howard; Political Science
Zlotolow, Ian M.; Medical Sciences
Zogl, Kathryn J.; Law
Zymelman, Manuel; Economics
Host Geographic Area Index
### Host Geographic Area Index

#### Albania
- Clark, Edward W.; American Literature
- Hardison, Nancy M.; Business Administration
- Hardison, William G.M.; Medical Sciences
- Hybel, Saundra K.; Communications and Journalism
- Moskowitz, Stephen; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Steiner, Joyce L.; Economics

#### Bangladesh
- Novak, James J.; Economics

#### Barbados
- De Albuquerque, Klaus; Sociology and Social Work
- Speed, Robert C.; Geology

#### Belarus
- Crawford, Kevan C.; Engineering
- Martin, John J.; Education

#### Belgium
- Antush, John V.; American Literature
- Block, Jane; Art History
- Desowitz, Robert; Medical Sciences
- Moore, Michael O.; Economics
- Shafer, Yvonne; Theater and Dance

#### Armenia
- Marashlian, Levon; History (non-U.S.)

#### Australia
- Chandler, Colston; Physics and Astronomy
- Davidson, Cathy N.; American History
- DePaolo, Donald J.; Geology
- Dracup, Kathleen A.; Medical Sciences
- Dray, Teyvan; Physics and Astronomy
- Fox, Renee C.; Sociology and Social Work
- Klayman, Joshua; Psychology
- Sieve, David; Law
- Smith, Abigail L.; Biological Sciences
- Wali, Kameswar C.; Physics and Astronomy
- Weiler, Kathleen A.; Education
- West, Lani A.; Biological Sciences

#### Austria
- Barta, Ota; Medical Sciences
- Brauer, Kinley; American History
- Chapman, Scott T.; Mathematics
- Gowdy, John M.; Economics
- Lofaro, Michael A.; American Literature
- Olson, Alan M.; Religious Studies
- Swafford, Jan J.; Music
- Westling, David L.; Education
- Wiedenhoff, Ronald V.; Architecture and Urban Planning

#### Azerbaijan
- Denton, Branwen E.; Anthropology and Archaeology

#### Bulgaria
- Folks, Jeffrey J.; American Literature
- Friedman, Joseph; Economics
- Greenberg, Ellen R.; Business Administration
- Jenkins, David B.; American Literature
- Knight, C. Gregory; Geography
- Laurence, Louise; Economics
- Levinson, Alfred L.; Economics
- McBride, Michael H.; Communications and Journalism
- Reeves-Ellington, Richard H.; Business Administration
- Tarr, James R.; Economics
- Wynd, William R.; Business Administration

#### Burkina Faso
- Falk, Armand E.; American Literature

#### Cameroon
- Silver, Stephen J.; Economics

#### Canada
- Brudney, Jeffrey L.; Public Administration
- Curry-Roper, Janet M.; Geography
- Giscombe, Cecil S.; Creative Writing
- Harles, John C.; Political Science
- Kaye, Frances W.; American Literature
- Martinez, Michael D.; Political Science
- Senecal, Andre J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Von Furstenberg, George M.; Economics
Host Geographic Area Index

Chile
Anderson, Philip O.; Medical Sciences
Backes, Joan; Art
Badalamenti, Victoria R.; TELF/Applied Linguistics
Kennedy, Brigid M.; Art
Morris, Michael A.; Political Science
Potthitzer, Joanne; Theater and Dance
Worthen, Kevin J.; Law

China, People's Republic of
Amos, Daniel Miles; Anthropology and Archaeology
Anderson, Terry H.; American History
Barbeau, Arthur E.; American History
Blackburn, Terence L.; Law
Campbell, David; Business Administration
Chang, Teh-Kuang; Political Science
Chen, Son-Nan; Business Administration
Cleveland, Elbin L.; Theater and Dance
Cooper, M. Thomas; American Literature
Donovan-Jeffry, Margaret A.; Music
Fleming, William M.; Environmental Sciences
Hollandon, Ron; Communications and Journalism
Jakaitis, John M.; American Literature
Post, Constance J.; American Literature
Rembert, James A.W.; American Literature
Ross, John M.; Law
Schirmeister, Pamela J.; American Literature
Selden, Steven; Education
Simmons, Laurette P.; Business Administration
Simmons, LeRoy F.; Business Administration
Streatmatter, Rodger; Communications and Journalism
Thoma, George A.; Economics
Whisenhunt, Donald W.; American History
Wolken, Lawrence C.; Business Administration

Costa Rica
Cowen, Barrett S.; Agriculture
Ehlers, Tracy B.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Eliason, Walter J.; TELF/Applied Linguistics
Gould, Jeffrey L.; History (non-U.S.)
Mills, Ronald D.; Art

Croatia
Bennett, Brian C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Christner, Ron C.; Business Administration
Fichter, Michael E.; Sociology and Social Work
Glazer, Michael; Law
Hayes, Nicholas P.; History (non-U.S.)
Jones, Myrl G.; American Literature
Joyce, B. Patrick; Economics
Markovich, Stephen C.; Political Science

Cyprus
Bey, Theresa M.; Education
Broome, Benjamin J.; Communications and Journalism
Robek, Jacqueline M.; Education
Ruoso, Anthony R.; Biological Sciences
Sell, Phillip C.; Engineering

Czech Republic
Angioldino, Mary C.; Theater and Dance
Brennecke, Patricia W.; TELF/Applied Linguistics
Creane, Anthony J.; Economics
Goldgeln, Leslie A.; Business Administration
Hampf, Patricia M.; Creative Writing
Hauss, Jon M.; American Literature
Magstadt, Thomas M.; Political Science
Marcic, Dorothy A.; Business Administration
Mastutik, Martin J.; Philosophy
McNamara, Kevin R.; American Literature
Menten, Allen W.; American Literature
Pfeffer, Washek F.; Mathematics
Robbins, David L.; American Literature
Staller, George J.; Economics
Tete, William T.; Law
Verplaatse, Loretta S.; TELF/Applied Linguistics

Denmark
Dvorak, George J.; Engineering
Johnson, Patricia L.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Knudsen, Daniel C.; Geography
Nicholson, Nancy S.; Linguistics
Rierson, Michael D.; Education
Robertson, James O.; American History
Storper, Michael C.; Geography
Turner, Jon A.; Business Administration

Dominican Republic
Burgos, Nilsa M.; Sociology and Social Work
DeGloria, Stephen D.; Environmental Sciences

Ecuador
Ewell, Judith; History (non-U.S.)
Fallon, Pamela D.; Public Administration
Fleming, William M.; Environmental Sciences
Lidman, Russell M.; Economics
Molinaro, Joseph H.; Art
Ross, James R.; Communications and Journalism
Vickers, William T.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Egypt
Cantor, Mira; Art
Gran, Peter; History (non-U.S.)
Haj, Samira A.; History (non-U.S.)
Hobbs, Joseph J.; Geography
Miller, Frederick DeWolfe; Medical Sciences

El Salvador
Cagan, Elizabeth J.; Sociology and Social Work
Cagan, Stephen M.; Communications and Journalism
Eaton, Shirley; TELF/Applied Linguistics

Eritrea
Iyob, Ruth; Political Science
Mascio, Afeworki A.; Biological Sciences
VanHaagen, Richard H.; Environmental Sciences

Estonia
Cohn, Marion U.; Psychology
Inn, Andres; Business Administration
Torborg, Richard H.; Business Administration
Tre, Lisa A.; Communications and Journalism

Colombia
Brungard, Maurice P.; History (non-U.S.)
Espino, Maria D.; Economics
Gardner, Gary D.; Music
Miller, John C.; American Literature
Milman, Jacqueline; Education
Pineres, Sheila J.; Economics
Richant, Nazih F.; Political Science
### Host Geographic Area Index

#### Ethiopia
- Berhanu, Paulos; Medical Sciences
- McHugh, Neil; History (non-U.S.)
- Reminick, Ronald A.; Anthropology and Archaeology

#### Fiji
- Martinez, Michael E.; Education
- Mayer, Doc; Communications and Journalism

#### Finland
- Brinkmeyer, Robert H., Jr.; American Literature
- Cross, John T.; Law
- Doty, Kathleen L.; Linguistics
- Eversole, Arnold G.; Biological Sciences
- Forbes, Bruce C.; Geography
- Franz, Nevin R.; Education
- Goss, Glenda D.; Music
- Gross, Edith B.; Sociology and Social Work
- Kellner, Douglas M.; Communications and Journalism
- Lawless, Harry T.; Agriculture
- Roberts, Leonard R.; American Literature
- Steinberg, John W.; History (non-U.S.)
- White, Marjorie A.; Medical Sciences
- White, Miriam B.; Communications and Journalism

#### France
- Abbott, Louise C.; Biological Sciences
- Andreotti, Libero; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Bryan, R. Nick; Medical Sciences
- Canoun, Cary C.; Medical Sciences
- Dean, Carolyn J.; History (non-U.S.)
- Desan, Suzanne M.; History (non-U.S.)
- Elkins, Marilyn R.; American Literature
- Glazer, Mark N.; Engineering
- Hebert, Robert F.; Economics
- LeRoy, Stephen F.; Business Administration
- Mantis, Nicholas J.; Biological Sciences
- Prouti-Rodas, Richard A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Rand, Stephen C.; Physics and Astronomy
- Ratiu, Tudor S.; Mathematics
- Santora, Ronald A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Scott, Rebecca J.; History (non-U.S.)
- Waniak, Marilyn R.; American Literature
- Johnson, Lathrop P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Karsten, Siegfried G.; Economics
- Keitges, David J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Knipfing, Vincent P.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Krell, David F.; Philosophy
- Laby, Arthur B.; Law
- Lang, Kurt; Sociology and Social Work
- Leslie, Bruce H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Mansbach, Steven A.; Art History
- Martens, Lorna; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- McCarthy, George E.; Philosophy
- Miller, Charles H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Mitchell, Lee C.; American Literature
- Morgan, Laura L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Moulton, Gary E.; American History
- Nicholson, John K.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- O'Brien, Patricia J.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- O'Neill, Sally H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Paskow, Jacqueline M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Pits, Beverley J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Price, Marian W.; American Literature
- Schlegel, Alice E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Schuh, John H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Sennett, Milton C.; American History
- Sexton, Charlene A.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Terry, Christopher T.; Art
- Usner, Daniel H., Jr.; American History
- Wallman, George H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Welch, Steven R.; History (non-U.S.)
- Wendt, Ingrid D.; Creative Writing
- White, Dawn D.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program
- Wright, Aaron E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Zaerr, Joe B.; Agriculture
Host Geographic Area Index

Ghana
Agbeyan-Duah, Baffour; Political Science
Burns, Elizabeth M.; Medical Sciences
Clark, Gracia C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Halperin, Sanford B.; Business Administration
Lewis, Edith A.; Sociology and Social Work
Malone, Patricia D.; Art
Melrose, Claudia A.; Theater and Dance
Whyte, Charles D.; Economics

Greece
Evangelou, Vasiliou P.; Agriculture
Haas, Diana E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Haskell, Halford W.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Hoskins, Carol N.; Medical Sciences
Quinby, Rowena L.; American Literature
Xenakis, Thomas; Art

Guatemala
Adams, Richard N.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Herzfeld, Anita; Linguistics
McCleary, Rachel M.; Political Science
Rice, Robert A.; Geography

Guinea
Jensen, Rolf; Economics
Lopez, Margaret A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Guyana
Mitchell, Ivor S.; Business Administration

Honduras
McKelvey, Charles E.; Sociology and Social Work
Munczek, Debora S.; Psychology
Short, M. Edward M.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Swetchemik, William N.; Art

Hong Kong
Haulman, Clyde A.; Economics
Kohl, Marvin; Philosophy
Skidmore, Max J.; Political Science

Hungary
Beal, Jack W.; Physics and Astronomy
Chiantar, Imrich; Engineering
Cohen, Neil G.; Business Administration
Csonka, Paul L.; Physics and Astronomy
Degg, Bruce J.; American Literature
Desfosses, Louis R.; Business Administration
Dratch, Howard B.; Communications and Journalism
Gabor, Francis A.; Law
Garay, Andrew S.; Biological Sciences
Hanzely, Stephen; Physics and Astronomy
Kurti, Laszlo; Anthropology and Archaeology
LeLoup, Lance T.; Political Science
Longley, Lawrence D.; Political Science
Mitchell, Edna S.; Education
Pook, Laszlo A.; Business Administration
Vali, Gabor; Environmental Sciences
Van Deusen, Nancy E.; Music
Vasvari, Louise O.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Walters, Lynne M.; Communications and Journalism
West, Ronald E.; Engineering

Iceland
Cormack, Margaret J.; History (non-U.S.)
Darovskikh, Jane C.; Art
Maguire, Gail H.; Sociology and Social Work
Smeamon, Claire A.; Law
Stewart, James R.; Engineering

Indonesia
Courtless, Thomas F.; Sociology and Social Work
Dodds, Josiah B.; Psychology
Feder, Howard M.; Political Science
French, Doran C.; Psychology
Hinckley, Ted C.; American History
Romanos, Michael C.; Architecture and Urban Planning

Ireland
Barry, Kathleen L.; Sociology and Social Work
Hildebide, John J., Jr.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Huber, Thomas P.; Geography
Moroney, Robert M.; Sociology and Social Work
Page, Richard C.; Psychology
Rafter, David O.; Architecture and Urban Planning
Scobie, Ingrid Winther; American History
Vincent, Richard C.; Communications and Journalism

Israel
Daly, Martin W.; History (non-U.S.)
Hahn, Peter L.; American History
Harris, Arthur B.; Physics and Astronomy
Orna, Mary V.; Chemistry
Reizbaum, Marilyn B.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
West, Robin L.; Psychology
Zakin, Jacques L.; Engineering
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institutions/Fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Italy</strong></td>
<td>Allaire, Gloria K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Arrow, Kenneth J.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Doyle, Don H.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hopkins, Raymond F.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Huebner, Carol L.; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kayne, Richard S.; Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lawner, Lynne; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levine, Stuart G.; American Language and Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pedlosky, Joseph; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smith, Christine H.; Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Towne, Gary S.; Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Valenstein, Elliot S.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wray, Larry R.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zinn, Howard; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jamaica</strong></td>
<td>Abbott, Richard N., Jr.; Geology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Japan</strong></td>
<td>Ainsworth, Richard T.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bass, Scott A.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bird, Susan A.; U.S.-Japan International Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bluestein, Gene; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Brady, Owen E.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carroll, William J.; U.S.-Japan International Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dillon, Sara A.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dominguez, John R.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Donegan, Patricia M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Duus, Peter; History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ericson, Joan E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ford-Shimizu, Barbara B.; Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Friman, H. Richard; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gehh, James N.; U.S.-Japan International Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoffmann, Joseph L.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holloway, Susan D.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kahn, Beverly L.; U.S.-Japan International Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kaplan, Matthew S.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kimmel, Douglas C.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liebs, Chester H.; Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Liston, David; Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Jordan</strong></td>
<td>Colton, Nora A.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sadik, Farid; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shea, Russell E.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Umlauf, Mary G.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kazakhstan</strong></td>
<td>Chang, Claudia; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chatterjee, Samprit; Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malloy, Michael T.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kenya</strong></td>
<td>Dickson, Donald B., Jr.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li, Yuan; Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Parkin, David W.; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Korea</strong></td>
<td>Byrne, John M.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cochran, Robert B.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Okim, Komelia H.; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richardson, Harry W.; Architecture and Urban Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rolater, Fred S.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sidney, George R.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Smiley, Pamela M.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swartout, Robert R., Jr.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kuwait</strong></td>
<td>Krekeler, Elizabeth M.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Kyrgyzstan</strong></td>
<td>Alaoimloki, Nozar; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clark, John R.; Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Torkelson, Kristina M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Latvia</strong></td>
<td>Briedis, Anita V.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richters, Arnis; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Zeps, Valdis J.; Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lithuania</strong></td>
<td>Barkauskas, Violet H.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Jakubauskas, Edward B.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kelertas, Violeta K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lapinskis, Darius; Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Meezan, William A.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Navazelskis, Ina L.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Macedonia</strong></td>
<td>Eldridge, William M.; Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malawi</strong></td>
<td>Keenan, Edward L.; Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malaysia</strong></td>
<td>Berman, J. Michael; Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Graham, Glennon; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manary, Mark J.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stauffer, Jay R.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malaysia</strong></td>
<td>Banaszak, Lee A.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bassing, Allen; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erickson, Paul A.; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gregory, Patricia L.; Computer Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hermansen, Marcia K.; Religious Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Kalb, Laurie B.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Maney, Margaret S.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mikhail, Mona N.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pearce, John A., II; Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Plutzer, Eric; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Raines, John C.; Religious Studies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spatta, Carolyn D.; Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Swetz, Frank J.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mali</strong></td>
<td>Goldner, Janet; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Malta</strong></td>
<td>Gunter, Cheryl D.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Naegle, Madeleine A.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Taylor, John W.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Mauritius
Bostick, Mary T.; Education
Dillaha, Theo A.; Engineering

Mexico
Ayala, Reynaldo; Geography
Battaglia, Skip; Communications and Journalism
Collins, Curtis A.; Environmental Sciences
Deely, John; Philosophy
Doherty, Dornith; Art
Ething, Arlen W.; Sociology and Social Work
Foster, Michael S.; Biological Sciences
Hayward, Nancy M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hoekje, Barbara J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Markow, Therese A.; Environmental Sciences
McNeece, P. Brian; Education
Pena, Milagros; Sociology and Social Work
Saint-Germain, Michelle A.; Public Administration
Schulz, Leslie O.; Medical Sciences

Morocco
Benkhalti, Rachid; Mathematics
Kapchan, Deborah A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Kurlanski, Gerald D.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Nagy, Kenneth A.; Biological Sciences
Sherreen, Faiza W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Stillman, Yedida K.; Art History
White, Gregory W.; Political Science

Namibia
Adamchak, Donald J.; Sociology and Social Work
Naylor, Winford C.; Business Administration
Stanback, Mark T.; Biological Sciences

Nepal
Cole, Pamela M.; Psychology
Dalton, Dennis G.; Political Science
Erlenkotter, Donald; Business Administration
Westra, Helen P.; American Literature

Netherlands
Anbinder, Tyler G.; American History
Ayers, Edward L.; American History
Frank, Harry A.; Chemistry
Gibson, Thomas P.; Anthropology and Archaeology

Montgomery, David; American History
Rothman, Barbara Katz; Sociology and Social Work
Simpson, Brooks D.; American History

New Zealand
Burton, Lloyd; Law
Chung, Sandra L.; Linguistics
Clayton, Bruce L.; American History
Davis, Leonard J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Farnsworth, David N.; Political Science
Findlay, John M.; American History
Fischer, David H.; History (non-U.S.)
Herzog, Henry W., Jr.; Economics
Kleeberg, Johanna D.; Theater and Dance
Lashley, Marilyn E.; Political Science
Luke, Timothy W.; Political Science
McEvilley, Thomas; Art History
McKay, Larry L.; Agriculture
Montz, Burrell E.; Geography
Nobles, Gregory H.; American History
Pach, Chester J., Jr.; American History
Walker, Norman A.; Theater and Dance

Nicaragua
Barnes, William A.; Political Science
Hafan, K. Marguerite; Computer Science
Rodeiro, Jose M.; Art
Sloan, Tod S.; Psychology

Nigeria
Hilliard, Hattie J.; Art
Renne, Elisha P.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Zlotow, Ian M.; Medical Sciences

Norway
Burduck, Michael L.; American Literature
Castanier, Louis M.; Engineering
Chawla, Louise T.; Psychology
Christiansen, Daniel S.; Economics
Falk, James E.; Mathematics
Feffer, Andrew; American History
Gill, Fredricka L.; Medical Sciences
Hellstern, Mark E.; American History
Jones, Donald W.; Education
Koester, David C.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Lewis, Roger T.; Mathematics
Lipton, Robert I.; Medical Sciences
Metzger, Mary Ann; Psychology

Patterson, JoEllen; Psychology
Salisbury, Ralph J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Shaffer, William R.; Political Science
Svenonius, Peter A.; Linguistics

Oman
Rodgers, David W.; Geology

Pakistan
Barnhill, James O.; Theater and Dance
Bowers, Colleen E.; Medical Sciences
Syed, Anwar H.; Political Science
Turis, Paul B.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Winkel, Eric A.; Political Science

Panama
Bird, John W.; Biological Sciences
Cutler, Sue A.; Linguistics
Flint, David P.; Political Science
Pena, Mario E.; Theater and Dance

Papua New Guinea
Biersack, Aletta; Anthropology and Archaeology

Paraguay
Kreidler, Charles W.; Linguistics
Zoglin, Kathryn J.; Law

Peru
Cook, Anita G.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Koppman, Debra; Art
Kramer, David B.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Norton, Andrew M.; Computer Science
Reeder, Philip P.; Geography
Sanchez, George E.; Theater and Dance
Wilhelm, Suzanne L.; Law

Philippines
Blanchette, Joyce A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
Hawes, Gary A.; Political Science
McEntee, James B.; Communications and Journalism
McInerney, Michael F.; Physics and Astronomy
Miller, John A.; Economics
Ridley, Chauncey A.; American Literature
### Host Geographic Area Index

#### Poland
- Allen, Edward H.; American Literature
- Bilger, Cameron C.; Business Administration
- Elder, Robert W.; Economics
- Elman, Stanley A.; Library Science
- Goatley, Cynthia A.; Theater and Dance
- Gottlieb, Max M.; Business Administration
- Jakubowska, Longina A.; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Krawiec, Frank; Economics
- Kulig, David D.; Business Administration
- Lang, William A.; American Literature
- Lober, Beata M.; Business Administration
- Malcolm, Cheryl A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Michta, Andrew A.; Political Science
- Ostaszewski, Krzysztof M.; Mathematics
- Ringen, Catherine O.; Linguistics
- Ringen, Jon D.; Philosophy
- Ryan, Leo V.; Business Administration
- Spencer, Harold G.; Chemistry
- Stoffer, Thomas K.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Tvardokens, George R.; Education
- Usowicz, Thaddeus W.; Business Administration

#### Portugal
- Becker, Selwyn W.; Psychology
- Friend, Marilyn; Education
- Hjerpe, Charles A.; Agriculture
- Kasile, Joseph D.; Environmental Sciences
- Kennedy, Katherine P.; Psychology
- LeVitt, Morton P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- McNichols, Charles W.; Business Administration
- Sands, Kathleen M.; American Literature
- Sayre, Jessica; Theater and Dance

#### Qatar
- Easley, Dale H.; Environmental Sciences

#### Romania
- Anton, Ted G.; Communications and Journalism
- Beaudette, Michele J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Cinniger, Ronald E.; Law
- Cinniger, Ruth M.; Law
- Crabtree, Claire M.; American Literature
- Finlay, Jimmie L.; Business Administration
- Giurgea, Juli S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Guice, Stephen A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Haley, Charles W.; Business Administration
- Halgren, Kenneth G.; Business Administration
- Jobes, Patrick C.; Sociology and Social Work
- King, Ronald F.; Political Science
- Kligman, Gail; Anthropology and Archaeology
- Lamming, Robert M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Mee, Robert W.; Mathematics
- Sabo, Mary Ann; Communications and Journalism
- Starck, Kenneth; Communications and Journalism
- Tsaganea, Doru; Political Science
- Wilson, Steven M.; Creative Writing
- Zack, Joel A.; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Zarifopol-Johnston, Ilincia M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

#### Russia
- Armitage, Susan H.; American History
- Cooper, Carolyn S.; Education
- Davidson, John J.; Law
- Davis, Beth; Education
- Duffy, Karen G.; Psychology
- Fuller, Beverly R.; Business Administration
- Funcke, April G.; Art
- Gill, Franklin E.; Law
- Granville, Johanna C.; Political Science
- Humphries, Harry L.; Sociology and Social Work
- Levine, Michael P.; Philosophy
- McCullough, Marie E.; Linguistics
- Patton, Frederick R.; Linguistics
- Roth, Wolfgang M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Schleuning, Neala J.; American History
- Schneider, Daniel S.; Law
- Shedrinsky, Alexander M.; Chemistry
- Shusky, Ludwig; Business Administration
- Stolz, Barbara A.; Political Science
- Todhunter, John S.; Computer Science
- Wilson, Bradford P.; Political Science
- Wilson, Harry L.; Political Science
- Yates, Steven A.; Art History

#### Senegal
- Blue, Walter A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Glomset, Peter J.; American Literature

#### Sierra Leone
- Cochrane, Jeffrey A.; Economics

#### Singapore
- Asuncion-Lande, Nobleza C.; Communications and Journalism
- Blanning, Robert W.; Business Administration
- Wrage, Stephen D.; Political Science

#### Slovak Republic
- Gruendl, Joseph R.; Mathematics
- Lehman, Howard P.; Political Science
- Marchick, Gloria B.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- Markell, William; Business Administration
- McGowan, Thomas G.; Sociology and Social Work
- Mombberger, Philip; American Literature
- Wiley, James B.; Business Administration
- Yuracko, Katherine L.; Public Administration

#### Slovenia
- Anthony, Robert A.; Law
- Bates, Robin R.; American Literature
- Caristi, Dominic G.; Communications and Journalism
- Cohen, Mark A.; Law
- Erickson, Michael G.; Economics
- Kapsch, Stefan J.; Political Science

#### South Africa
- Branch, Robert C.; Education
- Brusstar, L. Terry; Theater and Dance
- Cheers, D. Michael; Communications and Journalism
- Jacobs, James B.; Law
- Keberle, Daniel C.; Music
- Kruger, Loren A.; Theater and Dance
- MacDonald, Michael D.; Political Science
- Marcuse, Peter; Architecture and Urban Planning
- Moshenberg, Daniel; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Packard, Philip C.; Economics
- Scott, C. Richard; Business Administration
- Weber, Darrell J.; Biological Sciences
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Institutions and Fields</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Baker, Susan G.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fox, Edward Inman; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gladstein, Mimi R.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Henry, Gordon D., Jr.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hibbing, John R.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Niblett, Charles L.; Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richards, Constance L.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Riordan, Dennis P.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Roht-Arriaza, Naomi; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rosenstone, Robert A.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Silver, Philip W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Rowe, Henry A.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Schirm, David; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. Lucia</td>
<td>Fay, Patricia J.; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swaziland</td>
<td>Aptekar, Lewis S.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Balchunis, Mary E.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Carter, Carol Ann; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>English, Basil G.; Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fowler, Bruce A.; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fuller, Steve W.; Philosophy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Levey, Karen A.B.; Theater and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nicholson, Barbara L.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reys, Robert E.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wheelersburg, Robert P.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willis, Sherry L.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Fisher-Wirth, Ann W.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syria</td>
<td>Ahmad, Ibrahim A.; Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Barazangi, Nimat H.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Gallagher, Sally K.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mendenhall, Kurt L.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rahman, Adeeb A.; Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taiwan</td>
<td>Bokser, Zelman; Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Higgs, Elton D.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leja, James A.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sangren, Paul S.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strauss, Julia C.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Struve, Lynn A.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania</td>
<td>Close, John E.; Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haack, Barry N.; Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Weil, Raymond R.; Agriculture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Albritton, Robert B.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bailes, Jack C.; Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beath, Cynthia M.; Business</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Courtney, E. Wayne; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dierberg, Forrest E.; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Erskine, Thomas L.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lau, Silvanus S.; Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sponsel, Leslie E.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winzenread, Marvin R.; Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trinidad/Tobago</td>
<td>Bergmann, Elizabeth H.; Theater and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>St. Omer, Lucy; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Temple, Stanley A.; Environmental Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>Lachapelle, Rene C.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Bertholf, Robert J.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bosher, Susan D.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Celik, Ismail B.; Engineering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Elliott, Jarrell R., Jr.; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haas, Teri S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lim, Phyllis L.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strun, Philippa; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Wolf, Sara J.; Anthropology and Archaeology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkmenistan</td>
<td>Wahab, Zaher; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>Herrin, William E.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Snyder, Margaret C.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ziegler, John L.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Hinton, Hugh F.; Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hofland, John A.; Theater and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Holowinsky, Ivan Z.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Koos, Edward; Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Menachof, David A.; Business Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Noll, William H.; Music</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Richards, John B.; Geography</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Strauss, Jack K.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Voge, Wilfried M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Andrews, David M.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Banavar, Jayanth R.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bates, Mary P.; Art</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Beinhart, Larry; Creative Writing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Campbell, Vivian L.; Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Dickinson, Karen R.; Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Downs, William R.; Sociology and Social Work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Guziec, Frank S., Jr.; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Haber, Michael J.; Medical Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hoffman, Robert R.; Psychology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>King, Floyd A.; Theater and Dance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Klein, Douglas J.; Chemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leichter, Howard M.; Political Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Leonard, Jane K.; History (non-U.S.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Lewis, Phyllis H.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Malmgren, Carl D.; American Literature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Manogue, Corinne A.; Physics and Astronomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Mitch, David F.; Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Montgomery, Richard W.; Mathematics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olswang, Lesley B.; Linguistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Olswang, Steven G.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peinovich, Paula E.; Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ralph, James R.; American History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reid, Judith P.; Library Science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rindge, Debora A.; Art History</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Satterlie, Richard A.; Biological Sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shulman, David L.; Communications and Journalism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tiffin, Charles M.; Public Administration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Willingham, Mark A.; Public Administration</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Host Geographic Area Index

Uruguay
Harris, Richard J.; Psychology
Muniz-Arquelles, Luis; Law
Resnick, Rosa P.; Sociology and Social Work
Winn, Peter E.; History (non-U.S.)

Uzbekistan
Ghavamshahidi, Zohreh; Political Science

Venezuela
Gonzalez, Ruben O.; Music
Jones, Martin L.; Mathematics
Rocha, Mark W.; American Literature
Sonesson, Birgit L.; History (non-U.S.)

West Bank
Ricks, Thomas M.; History (non-U.S.)
Sabbagh, Suha; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

Zambia
Colarelli, Stephen M.; Psychology
Hall, John B.; Economics

Zimbabwe
Baldwin, Cynthia A.; Law
Cripps, Jeremy G.; Business Administration
Gervasi, Robert A.; History (non-U.S.)
Gribb, William J.; Geography
Horne, Gerald C.; American History
Karger, Howard J.; Sociology and Social Work
Schaefer, Donald F.; Economics

Multicountry
Ahmad, Mumtaz; Political Science
Brown, Nathan J.; Political Science
Claude, Richard P.; Political Science
Coustaut, Carmen; Art
Costigliola, Frank C.; History (non-U.S.)
Edgar, Robert R.; History (non-U.S.)
Gamal, Adel S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
Goebel, Roger J.; Law
Goldring, Nancy D.; Art
Harik, Iliya F.; Political Science
Huntington, Susan L.; Art
Landrum, Leslie R.; Biological Sciences
McCalla, Robert B.; Political Science
Ping, Charles J.; Education
Schwartz, Rosalie; History (non-U.S.)
Swadener, Elizabeth B.; Education
Van Arsdale, Nancy P.; American Literature
Wiggins, David A.; Biological Sciences
Alabama

Gauld, Virginia D.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; University of Alabama—Birmingham
Hebert, Robert F.; Economics; Auburn University—Main Campus
Lewis, Roger T.; Mathematics; University of Alabama—Birmingham
Umlauf, Mary G.; Medical Sciences; University of Alabama—Birmingham

Arizona

Baker, Susan G.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Arizona
Betancourt, Julio L.; Biological Sciences; U.S. Geological Survey
Dickinson, Karen R.; Law; Honeywell, Inc.
Gamal, Adel S.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Arizona
Landrum, Leslie R.; Biological Sciences; Arizona State University
Lang, William A.; American Literature; University of Arizona
Lim, Phyllis L.; TESL/Applied Linguistics; University of Arizona
Markow, Therese A.; Environmental Sciences; Arizona State University
Moroney, Robert M.; Sociology and Social Work; Arizona State University
Sands, Kathleen M.; American Literature; Arizona State University
Satterlie, Richard A.; Biological Sciences; Arizona State University
Schlegel, Alice E.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of Arizona
Simpson, Brooks D.; American History; Arizona State University

Arkansas

Brustar, L. Terry; Theater and Dance; University of Arkansas—Fayetteville
Cochran, Robert B.; American Literature; University of Arkansas—Fayetteville
Kramer, David B.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Arkansas—Fayetteville
Pinezes, Sheila J.; Economics; University of Arkansas—Fayetteville
Wiggins, David A.; Biological Sciences

California

Anderson, Philip O.; Medical Sciences; University of California—San Diego
Andrews, David M.; Political Science; Scripps College
Aptekar, Lewis S.; Education; San Jose State University
Arrow, Kenneth J.; Economics; Stanford University
Ayala, Reynaldo; Geography; San Diego State University—Imperial Valley
Baer, Gregor; Law
Barnes, William A.; Political Science; Erickson, Beasley, Hewitt and Wilson
Bates, Mary P.; Art; Sonoma State University
Bliger, Cameron C.; Business Administration; Golden Gate University
Bluestein, Gene; American Literature; California State University—Fresno
Bokser, Zelman; Music; University of California—Irvine
Buchholtz, Louis J.; Physics and Astronomy; California State University—Chico
Castanier, Louis M.; Engineering; Stanford University
Chung, Sandra L.; Linguistics; University of California—Santa Cruz
Clark, Mary E.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Chapman University
Collins, Curtis A.; Environmental Sciences; Naval Postgraduate School
De Silva, Preethi I.; Music; Scripps College
DePaolo, Donald J.; Geology; University of California—Berkeley
Donovan-Jeffry, Margaret A.; Music; Sonoma State University
Doty, Kathleen L.; Linguistics; Humboldt State University
Dracup, Kathleen A.; Medical Sciences; University of California—Los Angeles
Dratch, Howard B.; Communications and Journalism; Howard Dratch Productions
Duus, Peter; History (non-U.S.); Stanford University
Eldridge, William M.; Computer Science; University of California—Los Angeles
Elkins, Marilyn R.; American Literature; California State University—Los Angeles
Elman, Stanley A.; Library Science
Erlenkotter, Donald; Business Administration; University of California—Los Angeles
Evans, Daniel M.; Law
Foster, Michael S.; Biological Sciences; San Jose State University
Funcke, April G.; Art; University of California—Santa Barbara
Giurgea, Juli S.; TESL/Applied Linguistics
Goldgehn, Leslie A.; Business Administration; University of San Francisco
Hardison, Nancy M.; Business Administration; Point Loma Nazarene College
Hardison, William G.M.; Medical Sciences; University of California—San Diego
Henry, Edward O.; Anthropology and Archaeology; San Diego State University
Hermansen, Marcia K.; Religious Studies; San Diego State University
Herrin, William E.; Economics; University of the Pacific
Hierpe, Charles A.; Agriculture; University of California—Davis
Holloway, Joseph E.; History (non-U.S.); California State University—Northridge
Horne, Gerald C.; American History; University of California—Santa Barbara
Hu, Te C.; Computer Science; University of California—San Diego
Huff, Betty J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; California State University—San Marcos
Jain, Subodh K.; Biological Sciences; University of California—Davis
Jakubowska, Longina A.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of the Pacific
Jones, Constance A.; Sociology and Social Work; Mills College
Keenan, Edward I.; Linguistics; University of California—Los Angeles
Keith, Sherry; Education; San Francisco State University
Koppman, Debra; Art; Los Medanos College
Lamming, Robert M.; TESL/Applied Linguistics; Saint Mary’s College of California
Lau, Silvanus S.; Engineering; University of California—San Diego
Levine, Michael P.; Philosophy
Lipton, Robert I.; Medical Sciences; University of California—Berkeley
Marashlian, Levon; History (non-U.S.); Glendale Community College
Marchick, Gloria B.; TESL/Applied Linguistics; Acalanes Adult School
Martin, Gary J.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of California—Berkeley
Martinez, Michael E.; Education; University of California—Irvine
Mayer, Dee; Communications and Journalism; University of Southern California

84
McHenry, Dean E., Jr.; Political Science; Claremont Graduate School
McNamara, Kevin R.; American Literature; University of California—Irvine
McNiece, P. Brian; Education; Imperial Valley College
Meek, William A.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Southern California
Mitchell, Edna S.; Education; Mills College
Montgomery, Richard W.; Mathematics; University of California—Santa Cruz
Nagy, Kenneth A.; Biological Sciences; University of California—Los Angeles
Naylor, Winford C.; Business Administration; Santa Barbara City College
Norton, Andrew M.; Computer Science; Network Equipment Technologies/Adaptive
Packard, Philip C.; Economics; Saint Mary's College of California
Patterson, JoEllen; Psychology; University of San Diego
Pfeffer, Washke F.; Mathematics; University of California—Davis
Prelor, Jorge R.; Art; University of California—Los Angeles
Ratti, Tudor S.; Mathematics; University of California—Santa Cruz
Rice, Robert A.; Geography; University of California—Berkeley
Richardson, Harry W.; Architecture and Urban Planning; University of Southern California
Richters, Arnis; Environmental Sciences; University of Southern California
Ridley, Chauncey A.; American Literature; California State University—Sacramento
Riordan, Dennis P.; Law; Riordan and Rosenthal
Rocha, Mark W.; American Literature; California State University—Northridge
Robt-Ariza, Naomi I.; Law; University of California—San Francisco
Rosenstone, Robert A.; American History; California Institute of Technology
Santora, Ronald A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; California State University—Sacramento
Schmidt, Ruth L.; Linguistics; University of California—Berkeley
Schwartz, Rosalie; History (non-U.S.); University of California—San Diego
Slusky, Ludwig; Business Administration; California State University—Los Angeles
Spatta, Carolyn D.; Geography; California State University—Hayward
St. Omer, Lucy; Environmental Sciences; San Jose State University
Storper, Michael C.; Geography; University of California—Los Angeles
Szenoni, Peter A.; Linguistics
Telles, Edward E.; Sociology and Social Work; University of California—Los Angeles
Titus, Paul B.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of California—Riverside
Usowicz, Thaddeus W.; Business Administration; San Francisco State University
Van Deusen, Nancy E.; Music; Claremont Graduate School
Vogel, Wilfried M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; University of California—Los Angeles
Welch, Steven R.; History (non-U.S.); University of California—Irvine
West, Lani A.; Biological Sciences; Stanford University
Wilson, Dennis L.; Communications and Journalism; San Jose State University
Winzenread, Marvin R.; Mathematics; California State University—Hayward
Ziegler, John L.; Medical Sciences; University of California—San Francisco
Zuglin, Kathryn J.; Law; San Francisco City Attorney's Office
Shaffer, Yvonne; Theater and Dance; University of Colorado—Boulder
Smith, Christine H.; Geology; Colorado College
West, Ronald E.; Engineering; University of Colorado—Boulder
Wiedehoef, Ronald V.; Architecture and Urban Planning; Colorado School of Mines
Wray, Larry R.; Economics; University of Denver

Connecticut
Beal, Jack W.; Physics and Astronomy; Fairfield University
Berentzen, William H.; Geography; University of Connecticut
Frank, Harry A.; Chemistry; University of Connecticut
Jackson, Timothy L.; Music; Connecticut College
Jensen, Rolf; Economics; Connecticut College
Kahn, Beverly L.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; Fairfield University
Kennedy, Bridget M.; Art; Eastern Connecticut State University
Martin, John J.; Education; Montgomery, David; American History; Yale University
Robertson, James O.; American History; University of Connecticut
Smith, Abigail L.; Biological Sciences; Yale University
Wanek, Marilyn R.; American Literature; University of Connecticut

Delaware
Byrne, John M.; Political Science; University of Delaware
Markell, William; Business Administration; University of Delaware
Nicholson, Nancy S.; Linguistics; University of Delaware

District of Columbia
Bassing, Allen; Anthropology and Archaeology; Smithsonian Institution
Brown, Nathan J.; Political Science; George Washington University
Campbell, Vivian L.; Library Science; Georgetown University
Carroll, William J.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; NAFAA: Association of International Educators
Cheeks, D. Michael; Communications and Journalism; Howard University
Florida
Dierberg, Forrest E.; Environmental Sciences; Florida Institute of Technology
Espino, Maria D.; Economics; Florida International University
Harrington, William J., Jr.; Medical Sciences; University of Miami
Maguire, Gail H.; Sociology and Social Work; Florida International University
Maney, Margaret S.; American Literature
Martinez, Michael D.; Political Science; University of Florida
Momberger, Philip; American Literature; University of West Florida
Morgan, Laura L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; University of Miami
Navazelskis, Ina L.; Communications and Journalism
Niblett, Charles L.; Agriculture; University of Florida
Pohl, Mary D.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Florida State University
Preto-Rodas, Richard A.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of South Florida
Price, Marian W.; American Literature; University of Central Florida
Sethuraman, Jayaram; Mathematics; Florida State University
Vickers, William T.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Florida International University
West, Robin L.; Psychology; University of Florida
Westling, David L.; Education; Florida State University
White, Marjorie A.; Medical Sciences; University of Florida
Willingham, Mark A.; Public Administration; Florida Division of Alcoholic Beverages and Tobacco

Georgia
Andreotti, Libero; Architecture and Urban Planning; Georgia Institute of Technology
Bey, Theresa M.; Education; University of Georgia
Brazzell, Johnetta C.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Spelman College
Budney, Jeffrey L.; Public Administration; University of Georgia
Campbell, David; Business Administration; Valdosta State University

Flueckiger, Joyce B.; Religious Studies; Emory University
Goss, Glenda D.; Music; University of Georgia
Haber, Michael J.; Medical Sciences; Emory University
Holladay, Carl R.; Religious Studies; Emory University
Karsten, Siegfried G.; Economics; West Georgia College
Mitchell, Ivor S.; Business Administration; Clark Atlanta University
Nobles, Gregory H.; American History; Georgia Institute of Technology
Page, Richard C.; Psychology; University of Georgia
Reeder, Philip P.; Geography; Valdosta State University
Renne, Elisha F.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Emory University
Sashti, Rajgopal; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; Columbus College
Steinberg, John W.; History (non-U.S.); Georgia Southern University

Guam
Milman, Jacquelyn; Education; University of Guam

Hawaii
Desowitz, Robert; Medical Sciences; University of Hawaii—Manoa
Kaplan, Matthew S.; Psychology; Hawaii Pacific University
Miller, Frederick D.; Medical Sciences; University of Hawaii—Manoa
Odin, Steve; Philosophy; University of Hawaii—Manoa
Russo, Anthony R.; Biological Sciences; University of Hawaii—Leeward Community College
Sponser, Leslie E.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of Hawaii—Manoa
Vincent, Richard C.; Communications and Journalism; University of Hawaii—Manoa
Walters, Linda J.; Biological Sciences

Idaho
Bostick, Mary T.; Education; University of Idaho
Crawford, Kevan C.; Engineering; Idaho State University
Erickson, Michael G.; Economics; Albertson College of Idaho
Rodgers, David W.; Geology; Idaho State University
Illinois
Abbott, Louise C.; Biological Sciences; University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign
Ahmad, Ibrahim A.; Mathematics; Northern Illinois University
Albritton, Robert B.; Political Science; Northern Illinois University
Anton, Ted G.; Communications and Journalism; DePaul University
Becker, Selwyn W.; Psychology; University of Chicago
Block, Jane; Art History; University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign
Bredis, Anita V.; Education; Concordia University
Cooper, Carolyn S.; Education; Eastern Illinois University
Finlay, Jimmie L.; Business Administration; Western Illinois University
Fox, Edward Jnman; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Northwestern University
Giscombe, Cecil S.; Creative Writing; Illinois State University
Graham, Glennon; American History; Columbia College
Hauser, Gregory M.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Roosevelt University
Jennrich, Judith A.; Medical Sciences; Loyola University Chicago
Keletrás, Violeta K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Illinois—Chicago
Klayman, Joshua; Psychology; University of Chicago
Krell, David F.; Philosophy; DePaul University
Kruger, Loren A.; Theater and Dance; University of Chicago
Lapinskas, Darius; Music; New Opera Company of Chicago
Port, Kenneth L.; Law; Illinois Institute of Technology
Roth, Wolfgang M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Garrett-Evangelical Theological Seminary
Ryan, Leo V.; Business Administration; DePaul University
Schaeder, Peter J.; Political Science; Loyola University Chicago
Speed, Robert C.; Geology; Northwestern University
Stewart, James R.; Engineering; Northern Illinois University
Taber, Merlin A.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign
Thoma, George A.; Economics; Elmhurst College
White, Miriam B.; Communications and Journalism; Northwestern University
Wright, Aaron E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Illinois—Urbana-Champaign
Indiana
Chang, Teh-Kuang; Political Science; Ball State University
Dienst, Richard W.; American Literature; Purdue University
Doherty, Dornith; Art; Indiana University-Purdue University—Indianapolis
Friend, Marilyn; Education; Indiana University-Purdue University—Indianapolis
Gould, Jeffrey L.; History (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
Harik, Illya F.; Political Science; Indiana University—Bloomington
Hoffmann, Joseph L.; Law; Indiana University—Bloomington
Jakaitis, John M.; American Literature; Indiana State University
Johnson, Lathrop P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Ball State University
Jones, Donald W.; Education; Ball State University
Julien, Eileen M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
King, Tracy H.; Linguistics; Indiana University—Bloomington
Knudsen, Daniel C.; Geography; Indiana University—Bloomington
Matustik, Martin J.; Philosophy; Purdue University
McInerney, Michael F.; Physics and Astronomy; Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology
Pitts, Beverley J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Ball State University
Sadler, Darlene J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
Shaffer, William R.; Political Science; Purdue University
Sperling, Elliot H.; History (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
Steiner, Joyce L.; Economics
Stuwe, Lynn A.; History (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
Von Furstenberg, George M.; Economics; Indiana University—Bloomington
Zarifopol-Clinton, Illica M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Indiana University—Bloomington
Iowa
Caristi, Dominic G.; Communications and Journalism; Iowa State University
Curry-Roper, Janel M.; Geography; Central University of Iowa
Deely, John; Philosophy; Loras College
Elsäbernd, Helen A.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Teikyo Marycrest University
Goatley, Cynthia A.; Theater and Dance; University of Northern Iowa
Gunter, Cheryl D.; Communications and Journalism; Iowa State University
Gunter, Cheryl D.; Communications and Journalism; Iowa State University
Hofland, John A.; Theater and Dance; Dordt College
Post, Constance J.; American Literature; Iowa State University of Science and Technology
Ringen, Catherine O.; Linguistics; University of Iowa
Ringen, Jon D.; Philosophy; University of Iowa
Rosberg, Merilee A.; Education; Mount Mercy College
Smith, Frederick M.; Religious Studies; University of Iowa
Starck, Kenneth; Communications and Journalism; University of Iowa
Kansas
Adamchak, Donald J.; Sociology and Social Work; Kansas State University
Asuncion-Lande, Nobleza C.; Communications and Journalism; University of Kansas
Farnsworth, David N.; Political Science; Wichita State University
Harris, Richard J.; Psychology; Kansas State University
Herzfeld, Anita; Linguistics; University of Kansas
Humphries, Harry L.; Sociology and Social Work; Pittsburg State University
Levine, Stuart G.; American Literature; University of Kansas
O'Brien, Patricia J.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Kansas State University
Schuh, John H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Wichita State University
### Home State Index

#### Kentucky
- Allen, Ann T.; History (non-U.S.); University of Louisville
- Chawla, Louise T.; Psychology; Kentucky State University
- Cheshire, Donna K.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Western Kentucky University
- Cross, John T.; Law; University of Louisville
- Evangelou, Vasilios P.; Agriculture; University of Kentucky
- Molinaro, Joseph H.; Art; Eastern Kentucky University
- Ostaszewski, Krzysztof M.; Mathematics; University of Louisville
- Rogers, John M.; Law; University of Kentucky
- Taylor, John W.; Communications and Journalism; Eastern Kentucky University
- Ziegler, Charles E.; Political Science; University of Louisville

#### Louisiana
- Brungradt, Maurice P.; History (non-U.S.); Loyola University
- Christner, Ron C.; Business Administration; Loyola University
- Easley, Dale H.; Environmental Sciences; University of New Orleans
- Garrity, Raymond J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Delgado Community College
- Halperin, Sanford B.; Business Administration; Northeast Louisiana University
- King, Ronald F.; Political Science; Tulane University
- Knippling, Vincent P.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Loyola University
- Malmgren, Carl D.; American Literature; University of New Orleans
- Power, Timothy J.; Political Science; Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College
- Tete, William T.; Law; Loyola University
- Weingarden, Ronit M.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; Tulane University

#### Maryland
- Bates, Robin R.; American Literature; Saint Mary's College of Maryland
- Bemak, Fred P.; Psychology; Johns Hopkins University
- Bowers, Colleen E.; Medical Sciences; U.S. Department of Health and Human Services
- Bowling, Thomas L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Frostburg State University
- Bryan, R. Nick; Medical Sciences; Johns Hopkins University
- Chen, Son-Nam; Business Administration; University of Maryland—College Park
- Claude, Richard P.; Political Science; University of Maryland—College Park
- Coustaut, Carmen; Art; University of Maryland—College Park
- Erskine, Thomas L.; American Literature; Salisbury State College
- Fowler, Bruce A.; Environmental Sciences; University of Maryland—Baltimore
- Lashley, Marilyn E.; Political Science; University of Maryland—College Park
- Laurence, Louise; Economics; Towson State University
- Metzger, Mary Ann; Psychology; University of Maryland—Baltimore County
- Mitch, David F.; Economics; University of Maryland—Baltimore County
- Okim, Komelia H.; Art; Montgomery College—Rockville
- Paskow, Jacqueline M.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Saint Mary's College of Maryland
- Richards, Connie L.; American Literature; Salisbury State College
- Selden, Steven; Education; University of Maryland—College Park
- Sidney, George R.; American Literature; University of Maryland (European Division)
- Simmons, Laurette P.; Business Administration; Loyola College
- Simmons, LeRoy F.; Business Administration; Loyola College
- Smeearman, Claire A.; Law; Towson State University
- Swetchinak, William N.; Art; Hood College
- Wells, Raymond R.; Agriculture; University of Maryland—College Park
- Wrage, Stephen D.; Political Science; United States Naval Academy

#### Massachusetts
- Ainsworth, Richard T.; Law; Internal Revenue Service
- Backes, Joan; Art
- Bass, Scott A.; Psychology; University of Massachusetts—Boston
- Brennecke, Patricia W.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Boston University
- Cantor, Mira; Art; Northeastern University
- Chalmat, Imrich; Engineering; University of Massachusetts—Amherst
- Coale, Samuel C.; American Literature; Wheaton College
- Cormack, Margaret J.; History (non-U.S.); Smith College
- Dillon, Sara A.; Law; University of Massachusetts—Amherst
- Erickson, Paul A.; Environmental Sciences; New England Research, Inc.
- Ericson, Joan E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Mount Holyoke College
- Fay, Patricia J.; Art
- Fischer, David H.; History (non-U.S.); Brandeis University
- Greenberg, Ellen R.; Business Administration; University of Massachusetts—Boston
- Hildebidle, John J., Jr.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Massachusetts Institute of Technology
- Holloway, Susan D.; Education; Harvard University
- Kalb, Laurie B.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Middlesex Community College
- Kennedy, Katherine P.; Psychology; Harvard University
- MacDonald, Michael D.; Political Science; Williams College
- Martin, Jose G.; Engineering; University of Massachusetts—Lowell
- Miller, John A.; Economics; Wheaton College
- Noll, William H.; Music; Harvard University
- Olson, Alan M.; Religious Studies; Boston University
- Pedlosky, Joseph; Environmental Sciences; Woods Hole Oceanographic Institute
- Reynolds, Karl H.; Linguistics; Boston University
- Robbins, David L.; American Literature; Suffolk University
- Ross, James R.; Communications and Journalism; Northeastern University
- Ross, Robert S.; Political Science; Boston College
Missouri
Fichter, Michael E.; Sociology and Social Work; Southeast Missouri State University
Gardner, Gary D.; Music
Hobbs, Joseph J.; Geography; University of Missouri—Columbia
Iyob, Ruth; Political Science; University of Missouri—St. Louis
Krekeler, Elizabeth M.; American Literature; St. Louis Community College—Forest Park
LeLoup, Lance T.; Political Science; University of Missouri—St. Louis
Manary, Mark J.; Medical Sciences; Washington University
Reys, Robert E.; Education; University of Missouri—Columbia
Skidmore, Max J.; Political Science; University of Missouri—Kansas City
Strauss, Jack K.; Economics; Saint Louis University
Strauss, Julia C.; Political Science; Washington University

Montana
Jobs, Patrick C.; Sociology and Social Work; Montana State University
Swartout, Robert R., Jr.; American History; Carroll College

Nebraska
Abbott, Douglas A.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Nebraska—Omaha
Hallgren, Kenneth G.; Business Administration; Wayne State College
Hibbing, John R.; Political Science; University of Nebraska—Lincoln
Kaye, Frances W.; American Literature; University of Nebraska—Lincoln
Magstadt, Thomas M.; Political Science; University of Nebraska—Kearney
Moulton, Gary E.; American History; University of Nebraska—Lincoln

Nevada
Twardokens, George R.; Education; University of Nevada—Reno
Yuracko, Katherine L.; Public Administration; Yuracko & Associates, Inc.

New Jersey
Ben-Israel, Adi; Mathematics; Rutgers University—New Brunswick
Bird, John W.; Biological Sciences; Rutgers University—New Brunswick
Blackburn, Terence L.; Law; Seton Hall University, School of Law
### Home State Index

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Institution</th>
<th>Address</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Colton, Nora A.</td>
<td>Economics; Drew University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elison, Walter J.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Rider College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English, Basil G.</td>
<td>Business Administration; Rutgers University</td>
<td>New Brunswick</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goldring, Nancy D.</td>
<td>Art; Montclair State College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hollander, Ron</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism; Montclair State College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Holowinsky, Ivan Z.</td>
<td>Psychology; Rutgers University-New Brunswick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurti, Laszlo</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology; Rutgers University—New Brunswick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levinson, Alfred L.</td>
<td>Economics; A.L. Levinson Associates</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li, Yuan</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy; Rutgers University—Newark</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Listokin, David</td>
<td>Architecture and Urban Planning; Rutgers University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mascio, Afework A.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences; Drew University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mitchell, Lee C.</td>
<td>American Literature; Princeton University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resnick, Rosa P.</td>
<td>Sociology and Social Work; Seton Hall University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rodeiro, Jose M.</td>
<td>Art; Jersey City State College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Badalamenti, Victoria R.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; CUNY—Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barazangi, Nimat H.</td>
<td>Education; Cornell University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Battaglia, Skip</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism; Rochester Institute of Technology</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beinhart, Larry</td>
<td>Creative Writing</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bertholf, Robert J.</td>
<td>American Literature; SUNY—Buffalo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bird, Susan A.</td>
<td>U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; SUNY—College at Oswego</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blancheau, Joyce A.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; CUNY—Hunter College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Borneman, John W.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology; Cornell University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brady, Owen E.</td>
<td>American Literature; Clarkson University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch, Robert C.</td>
<td>Education; Syracuse University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burton, Sigrid A.</td>
<td>Art; Chatterjee, Samprit; Business Administration; New York University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cooper, M. Thomas</td>
<td>American Literature; Monroe Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dalton, Dennis G.</td>
<td>Political Science; Barnard College, Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darovskikh, Jane C.</td>
<td>Art; Davis, Leonard J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); SUNY—Binghamton</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DeGloria, Stephen D.</td>
<td>Environmental Sciences; Cornell University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desfosses, Louis R.</td>
<td>Business Administration; SUNY—College at Brockport</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Donegan, Patricia M.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Saint Lawrence University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dudewicz, Edward J.</td>
<td>Mathematics; Syracuse University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duffy, Karen G.</td>
<td>Psychology; SUNY—College at Geneseo</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dvorak, George J.</td>
<td>Engineering; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fallon, Pamela D.</td>
<td>Public Administration; Cornell University Medical College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feffer, Andrew</td>
<td>American History; Union College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford-Shimezu, Barbara B.</td>
<td>Art History; Metropolitan Museum of Art</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gex, Judith C.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; CUNY—Fiorello H. LaGuardia Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gibson, Thomas P.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology; University of Rochester</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glauser, Mark N.</td>
<td>Engineering; Clarkson University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glazer, Michael</td>
<td>Law; Financial Security Assurance Inc.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goebel, Roger J.</td>
<td>Law; Fordham University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gottlieb, Max M.</td>
<td>Business Administration; CUNY—College of Staten Island</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gowdy, John M.</td>
<td>Economics; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haas, Diana E.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.); New York University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haas, Teri S.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; CUNY—Hunter College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haj, Samira A.</td>
<td>History (non-U.S.); New York University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hertz-Ohmes, Peter D.</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.); SUNY—College at Oswego</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hilliard, Hattie J.</td>
<td>Art; Mohawk Valley Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoffman, Robert R.</td>
<td>Psychology; Adelphi University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoskins, Carol N.</td>
<td>Medical Sciences; New York University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Huebner, Carol L.</td>
<td>Art; Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacobs, James B.</td>
<td>Law; New York University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jones, Julie</td>
<td>Art; Bess Cutler Gallery Joseph, George L.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Hobart and William Smith Colleges</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kachuck, Beatrice</td>
<td>Education; CUNY—Graduate and University Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kallunki, Jacquelyn A.</td>
<td>Biological Sciences; New York Botanical Garden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kame, Richard S.</td>
<td>Linguistics; CUNY—Graduate and University Center</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kemp, Douglas C.</td>
<td>Psychology; CUNY—City College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koester, David C.</td>
<td>Anthropology and Archaeology; Columbia University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kohl, Marvin</td>
<td>Philosophy; SUNY—College at Fredonia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kurlandski, Gerald D.</td>
<td>TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Westminster Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lawless, Harry T.</td>
<td>Agriculture; Cornell University</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Llawner, Lynne</td>
<td>Language and Literature (non-U.S.)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie, Bruce H.</td>
<td>U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Onondaga Community College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levey, Karen A.B.</td>
<td>Theater and Dance; Sarah Lawrence College</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lober, Beata M.</td>
<td>Business Administration; Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malloy, Michael T.</td>
<td>Communications and Journalism; Dow Jones and Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### New Mexico

- Chandler, Colston; Physics and Astronomy; University of New Mexico
- Fleming, William M.; Environmental Sciences; University of New Mexico
- Gill, Franklin E.; Law; University of New Mexico
- Guzie, Frank S., Jr.; Chemistry; New Mexico State University
- Lopez, Margaret A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics
- O'Neill, Sally H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; University of New Mexico
- Rindge, Debora A.; Art History; New Mexico State University
- Shannon, Patricia J.; Sociology and Social Work; New Mexico State University
- Winkel, Eric A.; Political Science; University of New Mexico
- Yates, Steven A.; Art History; Museum of Fine Arts, Museum of New Mexico

### New York

- Aisen, Eberhard; American Literature; SUNY—College at Cortland
- Angiolillo, Mary C.; Theater and Dance
- Antush, John V.; American Literature; Fordham University
- Glazer, Michael; Law; Financial Security Assurance Inc.
- Goebel, Roger J.; Law; Fordham University
- Goldner, Janet; Art
- Gottlieb, Max M.; Business Administration; CUNY—College of Staten Island
- Gowdy, John M.; Economics; Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
- Haas, Diana E.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); New York University
- Haas, Teri S.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; CUNY—Hunter College
- Haj, Samira A.; History (non-U.S.); New York University
- Hertz-Ohmes, Peter D.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); SUNY—College at Oswego
- Hilliard, Hattie J.; Art; Mohawk Valley Community College
- Hoffman, Robert R.; Psychology; Adelphi University
- Hoskins, Carol N.; Medical Sciences; New York University
- Huebner, Carol L.; Art; Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus
- Jacobs, James B.; Law; New York University
- Jones, Julie; Art; Bess Cutler Gallery Joseph, George L.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Hobart and William Smith Colleges
- Kachuck, Beatrice; Education; CUNY—Graduate and University Center
- Kallunki, Jacquelyn A.; Biological Sciences; New York Botanical Garden
- Kame, Richard S.; Linguistics; CUNY—Graduate and University Center
- Kemp, Douglas C.; Psychology; CUNY—City College
- Koester, David C.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Columbia University
- Kohl, Marvin; Philosophy; SUNY—College at Fredonia
- Kurlandski, Gerald D.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Westminster Community College
- Lawless, Harry T.; Agriculture; Cornell University
- Llawner, Lynne; Language and Literature (non-U.S.)
- Leslie, Bruce H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Onondaga Community College
- Levey, Karen A.B.; Theater and Dance; Sarah Lawrence College
- Lober, Beata M.; Business Administration; Long Island University—C.W. Post Campus
- Malloy, Michael T.; Communications and Journalism; Dow Jones and Company
Stillman, Yedida K.; Art History; SUNY—Binghamton
Strum, Philippa; Political Science; \textcircled{CUNY}—Brooklyn College
Tray, Lisa A.; Communications and Journalism
Tsagana, Doru; Political Science; \textcircled{CUNY}—Graduate and University Center
Turner, Jon A.; Business Administration; New York University
Usner, Daniel H., Jr.; American History; Cornell University
Vasvari, Louise O.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); SUNY—Stony Brook
Visweswaran, Kamala; Anthropology and Archaeology; New School for Social Research
Wali, Kameshwar C.; Physics and Astronomy; Syracuse University
Walker, Norman A.; Theater and Dance; Adelphi University
Zack, Joel A.; Architecture and Urban Planning; Michael Fieldman and Partners
Zlotolow, Ian M.; Medical Sciences; Memorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center

Ohio
Aalholm, Frank; Political Science; Hiram College
Bhattacharyya, Deborah P.; Sociology and Social Work; Wittenberg University
Burns, Elizabeth M.; Medical Sciences; Ohio State University—Main Campus
Cagan, Elizabeth J.; Sociology and Social Work; Cleveland State University
Cagan, Stephen M.; Communications and Journalism
Cohn, Marion U.; Psychology; Ohio Dominican College
Cripps, Jeremy G.; Business Administration; Heidelberg College
Dominick, Raymond H.; History (non-U.S.); Ohio State University—Mansfield
Elliott, Jarrell R., Jr.; Chemistry; University of Akron—Main Campus
Federico, Howard M.; Political Science; Ohio State University—Newark
Fishbein, Harold D.; Psychology; University of Cincinnati—Main Campus
Gervasi, Robert A.; History (non-U.S.); Chatfield College
Gonzalez, Ruben O.; Music; University of Cincinnati—Main Campus
Hahn, Peter L.; American History; Ohio State University—Main Campus
Hanzley, Stephen; Physics and Astronomy; Youngstown State University
Hawes, Gary A.; Political Science; Ohio University
Hinton, Hugh F.; Public Administration; University of Toledo
Huntington, Susan L.; Art; Ohio State University—Main Campus
Kasie, Joseph D.; Environmental Sciences; Ohio State University—Main Campus
Leonard, Jane K.; History (non-U.S.); University of Akron—Main Campus
McCarthy, George E.; Philosophy; Kenyon College
Nehring, Virginia A.N.; Medical Sciences; Wright State University
Pack, Chester J., Jr.; American History; Ohio University
Pena, Milagros; Sociology and Social Work; Bowling Green State University
Ping, Charles J.; Education; Ohio University
Pottlitzer, Joanne; Theater and Dance; Ohio University
Reilly, Susan S.; Communications and Journalism; Miami University
Home State Index

Reminick, Ronald A.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Cleveland State University
Roller, Duane W.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Ohio State University—Lima
Romanos, Michael C.; Architecture and Urban Planning; University of Cincinnati—Main Campus
Schortman, Edward M.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Kenyon College
Shereen, Faiza W.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Dayton
Swadener, Elizabeth B.; Education; Kent State University
Wilson, Bradford P.; Political Science; Ashland University
Zakin, Jacques L.; Engineering; Ohio State University—Main Campus

Oklahoma
Allen, Edward H.; American Literature; University of Central Oklahoma
Hellstern, Mark E.; American History; Tulsa Junior College
Sloan, Tod S.; Psychology; University of Tulsa
Tarr, James R.; Economics; University of Central Oklahoma

Pennsylvania
Bacon, Michael E.; Physics and Astronomy; Thiel College
Balchunis, Mary E.; Political Science; La Salle University
Baldwin, Cynthia A.; Law
Banazak, Lee A.; Political Science; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Banavar, Jayanth R.; Physics and Astronomy; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Barry, Kathleen L.; Sociology and Social Work; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Clayton, Bruce L.; American History; Allegheny College
Cole, Pamela M.; Psychology; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Cowan, Barrett S.; Agriculture; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Denton, Branwen E.; Anthropology and Archaeology
Doyle, Robert C.; American History; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Eaton, Shirley; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Ursinus College
Eting, Arlen W.; Sociology and Social Work; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Fox, Renee C.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Pennsylvania—Philadelphia
Frank, Amalie J.; Engineering; Widener University
Freeman, James D.; Music; Swarthmore College
Friedman, Joseph; Economics; Temple University
Fuller, Steve W.; Philosophy; University of Pittsburgh—Pittsburgh
Gran, Peter; History (non-U.S.); Temple University
Gross, Edith B.; Sociology and Social Work; Beaver College
Hafen, K. Marguerite; Computer Science; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Harles, John C.; Political Science; Messiah College
Harris, Arthur B.; Physics and Astronomy; University of Pennsylvania—Philadelphia
Harsch, Donna T.; History (non-U.S.); Carnegie-Mellon University
Hayward, Nancy M.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Indiana University of Pennsylvania
Hoekje, Barbara J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; Drexel University
Hopkins, Raymond F.; Economics; Swarthmore College
Hybels, Saundra K.; Communications and Journalism; Lock Haven University of Pennsylvania
Johnson, Patricia L.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Knight, C. Gregory; Geography; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
LeVitt, Morton P.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); Temple University
Lewis, Phyllis H.; Education; University of Pennsylvania—Philadelphia
Maloney, Patricia D.; Art; Washington and Jefferson College
McEnteer, James B.; Communications and Journalism
Parkin, David W.; Chemistry; Chestnut Hill College
Patton, Frederick R.; Linguistics; West Chester University of Pennsylvania
Plutzer, Eric; Political Science; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Raines, John C.; Religious Studies; Temple University
Ricks, Thomas M.; History (non-U.S.); Villanova University
Roberts, Leonard R.; American Literature; Northampton County Area Community College
Stalker, Sylvia W.; Education; Clarion University of Pennsylvania
Stauffer, Jay R.; Biological Sciences; Pennsylvania State University—University Park
Swetz, Frank J.; Education; Pennsylvania State University: The Capital College—Harrisburg
Todhunter, John S.; Computer Science; Westinghouse Science and Technology Center
Home State Index

Tennessee
Beaudette, Michele J.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; University of Memphis
Blanning, Robert W.; Business Administration; Vanderbilt University
Burdick, Michael L.; American Literature; Tennessee Technological University
Daly, Martin W.; History (non-U.S.); University of Tennessee—Chattanooga
Doyle, Don H.; American History; Vanderbilt University
Flory, Joseph W.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; University of Tennessee—Knoxville
Folks, Jeffrey J.; American Literature; Tennessee Wesleyan College
Gabor, Francis A.; Law; University of Memphis
Gehlhar, James N.; U.S.-Japan International Education Administrators Program; University of Tennessee—Knoxville
Guice, Stephen A.; TEFL/Applied Linguistics; University of Memphis
Herzog, Henry W., Jr.; Economics; University of Tennessee—Knoxville
Lofaro, Michael A.; American Literature; University of Tennessee—Knoxville
McGowan, Thomas G.; Sociology and Social Work; Rhodes College
Mee, Robert W.; Mathematics; University of Tennessee—Knoxville
Micha, Andrew A.; Political Science; Rhodes College
Rolater, Fred S.; American History; Middle Tennessee State University

Texas
Adams, Richard N.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of Texas—Austin
Anderson, Terry H.; American History; Texas A&M University
Beath, Cynthia M.; Business Administration; Southern Methodist University
Chapman, Scott T.; Mathematics; Trinity University
Davis, Beth; Education
Dickson, Donald B., Jr.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Texas A&M University
Garay, Andrew S.; Biological Sciences; Texas A&M University
Gladstein, Mimi R.; American Literature; University of Texas—El Paso
Haskell, Halford W.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Southwestern University

Utah
Lehman, Howard P.; Political Science; University of Utah
Nicholson, John K.; Architecture and Urban Planning; Utah State University
Schill, Ronald L.; Business Administration; Brigham Young University
Terry, Christopher T.; Art; Utah State University
Weber, Darrell J.; Biological Sciences; Brigham Young University
Worthen, Kevin J.; Law; Brigham Young University

Van Arsdale, Nancy P.; American Literature; East Stroudsburg University of Pennsylvania
Wheelerburg, Robert P.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Elizabethtown College
Willis, Sherry L.; Psychology; Pennsylvania State University—University Park

Puerto Rico
Burgos, Nilsa M.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Puerto Rico—San Juan
Muniz-Aguelues, Luis; Law; University of Puerto Rico—San Juan

Rhode Island
Barnhill, James O.; Theater and Dance; Brown University
Costigliola, Frank C.; History (non-U.S.); University of Rhode Island
Dean, Carolyn J.; History (non-U.S.); Brown University
Huss, Jon M.; American Literature; Rhode Island College

South Carolina
Brown, Betsy E.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Winthrop University
Clark, Edward W.; American Literature; Winthrop University
Cleveland, Elbin L.; Theater and Dance; University of South Carolina—Main Campus
De Albuquerque, Klaus; Sociology and Social Work; College of Charleston
Eversole, Arnold G.; Biological Sciences; Clemson University
Jones, Martin L.; Mathematics; College of Charleston
McKelvey, Charles E.; Sociology and Social Work; Presbyterian College
Menachof, David A.; Business Administration; College of Charleston
Morris, Michael A.; Political Science; Clemson University
Rembert, James A.W.; American Literature; The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina
Saddik, Farih; Medical Sciences; University of South Carolina—Main Campus
Silver, Stephen J.; Economics; The Citadel, The Military College of South Carolina
Spencer, Harold G.; Chemistry; Clemson University

Jenkins, David B.; American Literature; University of Texas—Austin
Kapchan, Deborah A.; Anthropology and Archaeology; University of Texas—Austin
Karger, Howard J.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Houston—Central Campus
Keitges, David J.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; University of North Texas
Kellner, Douglas M.; Communications and Journalism; University of Texas—Austin
Klein, Douglas J.; Chemistry; Texas A&M at Galveston
McBride, Michael H.; Communications and Journalism; Southwest Texas State University
McErlane, Thomas; Art History; Rice University
Mendenhall, Kurt L.; Political Science; University of Texas—Pan American
Miller, Charles H.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; St. Mary's University of San Antonio
Pinkston, Russell F.; Music; University of Texas—Austin
Potter, Joseph E.; Sociology and Social Work; University of Texas—Austin
Pril, Richard L.; Business Administration; University of Texas—Arlington
Saint-Germain, Michelle A.; Public Administration; University of Texas—El Paso
Scobie, Ingrid Winther; American History; Texas Woman's University
Walters, Lynne M.; Communications and Journalism; Texas A&M University
Wilson, Steven M.; Creative Writing; Southwest Texas State University
Wolken, Lawrence C.; Business Administration; Texas A&M University
**Vermont**

Forbes, Bruce C.; Geography
Lachapelle, Rene C.; Medical Sciences; University of Vermont
Liebs, Chester H.; Architecture and Urban Planning; University of Vermont
Ralph, James R.; American History; Middlebury College
Senecal, Andre J.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Vermont

**Virginia**

Ahmad, Mumtaz; Political Science; Hampton University
Anthony, Robert A.; Law; George Mason University
Avon, Edward L.; American History; University of Virginia
Barta, Ota; Medical Sciences; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Bergmann, Elizabeth H.; Theater and Dance; Shenandoah University
Berman, J. Michael; Mathematics; Hampden-Sydney College
Broome, Benjamin J.; Communications and Journalism; George Mason University
Chang, Claudia; Anthropology and Archaeology; Sweet Briar College
Davidson, John J.; Law; College of William and Mary
Dillaha, Theo A.; Engineering; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Eaton, John L.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Ewell, Judith; History (non-U.S.); College of William and Mary
Frantz, Nevin R.; Education; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Haack, Barry N.; Geography; George Mason University
Harris, Anthony G.; Medical Sciences; University of Virginia
Haulman, Clyde A.; Economics; College of William and Mary
Hodge, Sandra S.; Environmental Sciences; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Inn, Andres; Business Administration; Rapport/ICS
Jones, Myrl G.; American Literature; Radford University
Kanamar, James D.; Communications and Journalism; Virginia Commonwealth University
Kuig, David D.; Business Administration; George Mason University
Luke, Timothy W.; Political Science; Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University
Martens, Lorna; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Virginia
McNichols, Charles W.; Business Administration; Radford University
Pearce, John A., II; Business Administration; George Mason University
Rowe, Henry A.; Biological Sciences; Norfolk State University
Shea, Russell E.; Biological Sciences; Randolph-Macon College
Whyte, Charles D.; Economics; Virginia State University
Wilson, Harry L.; Political Science; Roanoke College
Xenakis, Thomas; Art; Old Dominion University

**Washington**

Armitage, Susan H.; American History; Washington State University
Benkhalti, Rachid; Mathematics; Pacific Lutheran University
Findlay, John M.; American History; University of Washington
Gilliam, Angela M.; Anthropology and Archaeology; Evergreen State College
Glomset, Peter J.; American Literature; University of Washington
Haley, Charles W.; Business Administration; University of Washington
Hinckley, Ted C.; American History; Western Washington University
Keberle, Daniel C.; Music; Whitworth College
Lang, Kurt; Sociology and Social Work; University of Washington
Lidman, Russell M.; Economics; Evergreen State College
Olszwang, Lesley B.; Linguistics; University of Washington
Olszwang, Steven G.; Education; University of Washington
Schafer, Donald F.; Economics; Washington State University
Sell, Phillip C.; Engineering; Highline Community College
Stanback, Mark T.; Biological Sciences; University of Washington
Vanhaagen, Richard H.; Environmental Sciences; Oceanic Associates, Inc.
Whisenhunt, Donald W.; American History; Western Washington University
Wynd, William R.; Business Administration; Eastern Washington University

**West Virginia**

Barbeau, Arthur E.; American History; West Liberty State College
Celik, Ismail B.; Engineering; West Virginia University
Nicholson, Barbara L.; Communications and Journalism; West Virginia Graduate College

**Wisconsin**

Allaire, Gloria K.; Language and Literature (non-U.S.); University of Wisconsin—Madison
Brennan, Mary A.; Theater and Dance; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Cochrane, Jeffrey A.; Economics; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Desan, Suzanne M.; History (non-U.S.); University of Wisconsin—Madison
Dominguez, John R.; Economics; University of Wisconsin—Whitewater
Elder, Robert W.; Economics; Beloit College
Friman, H. Richard; Political Science; Marquette University
Ghavamshahidi, Zohreh; Political Science; University of Wisconsin—Whitewater
Longley, Lawrence D.; Political Science; Lawrence University
McCulla, Robert B.; Political Science; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Melrose, Claudia A.; Theater and Dance; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Rahman, Adeb A.; Engineering; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Roback, Jacqueline M.; Education; University of Wisconsin—Stout
Schulz, Leslie O.; Medical Sciences; University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee
Sexton, Charlene A.; U.S.-German International Education Administrators Program; St. Norbert College
Smiley, Pamela M.; American Literature; Carthage College
Temple, Stanley A.; Environmental Sciences; University of Wisconsin—Madison
Zeps, Valdis J.; Linguistics; University of Wisconsin—Madison

**Wyoming**

Anbinder, Tyler G.; American History; University of Wyoming
Gribb, William J.; Geography; University of Wyoming
Valli, Gabor; Environmental Sciences; University of Wyoming
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Alexander Hamilton Chair
Desfossez, Louis R.; Business Administration

John Marshall Chair
Longley, Lawrence D.; Political Science

Indo-American Fellowship Program
Bhattacharyya, Deborah P.; Sociology and Social Work
Burton, Sigrid A.; Art
Jones, Julie; Art
Walters, Linda J.; Biological Sciences

NATO Research Fellowship Program
Costigliola, Frank C.; History (non-U.S.)
McCalla, Robert B.; Political Science

East European Initiatives Lectureships
Christner, Ron C.; Business Administration
Cohen, Mark A.; Law
Cohen, Neil G.; Business Administration
Erickson, Michael G.; Economics
Finlay, Jimmie L.; Business Administration
Friedman, Joseph; Economics
Gottlieb, Max M.; Business Administration
Haley, Charles W.; Business Administration
Hallgren, Kenneth G.; Business Administration
Hardison, Nancy M.; Business Administration
Inn, Andres; Business Administration
Jakubauskas, Edward B.; Economics
Joyce, B. Patrick; Economics
King, Ronald F.; Political Science
Laurence, Louise; Economics
LeLoup, Lance T.; Political Science
Lehman, Howard P.; Political Science
Marcic, Dorothy A.; Business Administration
Markell, William; Business Administration
Pook, Laszlo A.; Business Administration
Reeves-Ellington, Richard H.; Business Administration
Ryan, Leo V.; Business Administration
Torborg, Richard H.; Business Administration
Tsaganea, Doru; Political Science
Wiley, James B.; Business Administration

Note: Scholars listed in this index are cross-referenced in the three preceding indexes.
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Note: The scholars below were not included in the 1993-94 directory since they were confirmed after October 1, 1993.

American Literature

Colquitt, Clare E.
Assistant Professor, Department of English and Comparative Literature, San Diego State University, San Diego, CA 92182-0295
Lecturing and Research: 20th-Century American Literature
Ernst-Moritz University Greifswald, Greifswald, Germany
Twelve months: July 1993—July 1994

Karpinski, Joanne B.
Associate Professor and Chair, Department of English, Regis University, Denver, CO 80221
Lecturing: Modern American Literature and Culture
Moscow State University, Moscow, Russia
Five months: February 1994—July 1994

Rudnick, Lois P.
Director, American Studies Program, University of Massachusetts—Boston, Boston, MA 02125
Lecturing: American Studies
Central University of Barcelona, Barcelona, and Autonomous University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain
Four months: January 1994—May 1994

Welsh, James M.
Associate Professor, Department of English, Salisbury State College, Salisbury, MD 21801
Lecturing: American Literature, Film, and Popular Culture
Al. I. Cuza University of Iasi, Iasi, Romania
Five months: February 1994—July 1994

Anthropology and Archaeology

Athens, John S.
General Manager and Senior Archaeologist, International Archaeological Research Institute, Inc., Honolulu, HI 96826
Research: Prehistoric Agriculture and Early Ceramic Period Settlement in Northern Highland Ecuador
Otavalo Anthropology Institute, Otavalo, Ecuador
Three months: July 1994—September 1994

Beno, Nancy L.
Assistant Professorial Lecturer, Department of Anthropology, George Washington University, Washington, DC 20052
Research: Archeological Investigations at al-Basra, Morocco
National Institute of Archaeological Sciences, Rabat, Morocco
Eight months: July 1994—March 1995

Fash, William L., Jr.
Associate Professor, Department of Anthropology, Northern Illinois University, DeKalb, IL 60115
Research: Classic Maya Religion and Statecraft
Center for Precolombian Studies, Copan, Honduras
Central American Republics Research Program
Four months: January 1994—May 1994

Kenoyer, Jonathan M.
Assistant Professor, Department of Anthropology, University of Wisconsin—Madison, Madison, WI 53706
Lecturing and Research: Archaeological Field Methods at the Site of Harappa
Institute of Archaeological Training and Research, Lahore, Pakistan
Six months: January 1994—June 1994

Mehringer, Peter J., Jr.
Professor, Department of Anthropology, Washington State University, Pullman, WA 99164-4910
Lecturing: New World Prehistory and First Encounters
Northwest University, Xian, People’s Republic of China
Five months: January 1994—June 1994

Mikesell, Stephen L.
Editor and Research Scholar, Center for Nepal and Asian Studies, Tribhuvan University—Kirtipur, Kathmandu, Nepal (Wisconsin)
Research: Merchant Records of the Kathmandu Valley
Tribhuvan University, Tribhuvan, Nepal
Five months: April 1993—August 1993

Architecture and Urban Planning

Parsons, Spencer W.
Associate Professor, Department of Architecture, Rice University, Houston, TX 77005
Research: History and Meaning of the House of Man in Zurich, Switzerland
Bibliotheque Nationale and LeCorbusier Foundation, Paris, France, and House of Man, Zurich, Switzerland
European Regional Research Program
Four months: May 1994—August 1994

Urbas, Andrea
Assistant Professor, Department of Architecture, Ball State University, Muncie, IN 47306
Research: Documentation of Croatian Vernacular Architecture
University of Zagreb, Zagreb, Croatia
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Art

Cunningham, Linda L.
Professor, Department of Art, Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster, PA 17604
Research: Large-Scale Bronze, Steel, and Mixed-Media Installation Sculpture
Berlin Academy of Art, Berlin, Germany
Ten months: February 1994—December 1994

Saunders, Wade H.
Independent Artist, Brooklyn, NY 11211
Research: Carving Medium-Scale Granite Sculptures Using Traditional Indian Techniques
University of Madras, Madras, India
Six months: August 1994—January 1995
Selsor, Marcia L.
Professor, Department of Art, Eastern Montana College, Billings, MT 59101
Lecturing: Collecting Visual Resources of Early Romanesque Sculpture and Researching Literary Sources
Institute for Fine Arts, Tashkent, Uzbekistan
Five months: February 1994—July 1994

Art History

Huntington, John C.
Professor, Department of History of Art, Ohio State University—Main Campus, Columbus, OH 43210
Research: Nepal and Indic III Volumes of Encyclopedia of Buddhist Iconography
Tribhuvan University, Kathmandu, Nepal, and Dhaka Museum, Dhaka, Bangladesh
Middle East, North Africa, and South Asia Regional Research Program
Six months: June 1994—December 1994

Biological Sciences

Bock, Brian C.
Adjunct Professor, Department of Biological Sciences, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701
Research: The Population Structure of Two Economically Important Amazonian River Turtles
Visits to various institutions in Brazil, Colombia, and Peru
American Republics Research Program
Six months: Between February 1994—December 1994

Guerrero, Ricardo O.
Professor, School of Pharmacy, University of Puerto Rico—Medical Sciences, San Juan, PR 00936
Research: Bioactivity Screening of Ecuadorian Plants
Central University of Ecuador, Quito, Ecuador
Three months: March 1994—June 1994

Business Administration

Vichas, Robert P.
Associate Professor, Graduate School of International Trade and Business Administration, Texas A & M International University, Laredo, TX 78040-9960
Lecturing: Role of Free-Market Values in Strengthening Democratic Institutions in Lithuania
Kaunas Technical University, Panevezys, Lithuania
East European Initiatives Lectureships
Twelve months: January 1995—December 1995

Communications and Journalism

Bausman, John W.B.
Journalist/News Executive (Retired), Greenwich, CT 06831
Lecturing: English-Language Newswriting and U.S. Journalism
Shanghai International Studies University, Shanghai, People's Republic of China
Five months: March 1994—August 1994

Hooper, Robert A.
Assistant Professor, Department of Communication Arts, Loyola Marymount University, Los Angeles, CA 90045
Lecturing: Educational Technology and Media Studies
University of the South Pacific, Suva, Fiji
Ten months: February 1994—December 1994

Sherer, Stanley E.
Photographer, University Relations and Development, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, Amherst, MA 01003
Research: The People of Northern Albania
Shkoder University, Tirana/Shkoder, Albania
Three months: June 1994—September 1994

Computer Science

Kundu, Sukhamay
Associate Professor, Department of Computer Science, Louisiana State University and Agricultural and Mechanical College, Baton Rouge, LA 70803
Lecturing: Artificial Intelligence
Indian Institute of Management, Calcutta, India
Four months: January 1994—May 1994

Rao, T.R.N.
Lofin Chair Professor, Department of Computer Science, Center for Advanced Computer Studies, University of Southwestern Louisiana, Lafayette, LA 70504
Lecturing: Applications of Coding to Computer System Fault-Tolerance
Osmania University, Hyderabad, and Indian Institute of Technology, Kharagpur, India
Seven months: November 1993—May 1994

Economics

Charle, Edwin G.
Professor, Department of Economics, Ohio University, Athens, OH 45701
Lecturing: Development Economics and Comparative Economic Systems
People's University, Beijing, People's Republic of China
Ten months: Between January 1994—January 1995
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#### Education

**Halloran, William D.**  
Lecturing: Special Education/Rehabilitation Program Development  
Thakur Hari Prasad Institute of Research, Hyderabad, and Spastics Society of Eastern India, Calcutta, India  
Three months: January 1994—March 1994

#### Environmental Sciences

**Shantharam, Sivaramiah**  
Chief, Biotechnology Permits Unit, U.S. Department of Agriculture, APHIS/BBEP, Hyattsville, MD 20782  
Lecturing: Good Developmental Practices for Field Testing Genetically Engineered Organisms  
Indian Agricultural Research Institute, New Delhi, India  
Three months: November 1993—January 1994

#### Geography

**Miller, James A.**  
Associate Professor, Departments of History and Geography, Clemson University, Clemson, SC 29634-1507  
Research: The Three Ages of the Taifilalt Environment  
Mohammed V University, Rabat, Morocco  
Nine months: Between January 1994—December 1996

#### Geology

**Wayne, William J.**  
Professor Emeritus, Department of Geology, University of Nebraska—Lincoln, Lincoln, NE 68588-0340  
Research: Landslide Inventory and Urban Geology  
National University of Salta, Salta, Argentina  
American Republics Research Program  
Six months: November 1993—May 1994

#### History (non-U.S.)

**Laudan, Rachel C.**  
Professor and Chair, Department of General Science, University of Hawaii—Manoa, Honolulu, HI 96822  
Research: Scientific Knowledge and Its Usage: The Case of Mexican Mining  
National Autonomous University, Mexico City, Mexico  
American Republics Research Program  
Six months: July 1994—December 1994

**Tucker, Judith E.**  
Associate Professor, Department of History, Georgetown University, Washington, DC 20057  
Research: Modern Arab History  
Women's Studies Center, Jerusalem, West Bank  
Six months: January 1994—July 1994

#### Language and Literature (non-U.S.)

**Cohen, Henry D.**  
Professor, Romance Languages and Literature  
Department, Kalamazoo College, Kalamazoo, MI 49006  
Research: Folklore of Costa Rica  
San Judas Tadeo Educational Foundation, San Jose, Costa Rica  
Central American Republics Research Program  
Three months: March 1994—June 1994

#### Law

**Ambrogi, Donna M.**  
Staff Attorney, California Law Center on Long-Term Care, San Francisco, CA 94103  
Research: Indigent Older Persons in South Africa: Their Legal Problems and Their Access to Legal Services  
Legal Resources Center, Cape Town, South Africa  
African Regional Research Program  
Nine months: January 1994—October 1994

**Davis, Dena S.**  
Assistant Professor, College of Law, Cleveland State University, Cleveland, OH 44115  
Research: The Role of Values in the Physician and Patient Relationship  
Sane Guruji Hospital, Pune, India  
Indo-American Fellowship Program  
Three months: December 1993—April 1994

**Patzer, Jeffrey M.**  
Visiting Clinical Professor, Thomas M. Cooley Law School, Lansing, MI 48901  
Lecturing: Law  
University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, South Africa  
Six months: April 1994—October 1994

**Quacinella, Lucy**  
Attorney, Department of Legal Services of Northern California, Butte Regional Office, Chico, CA 95927  
Lecturing and Research: Poverty Law, Constitutional Law, Civil Rights and Civil Liberties  
University of Namibia, Windhoek, Namibia  
Ten months: January 1994—November 1994

**Serr, Brian J.**  
Associate Professor, Department of Law, Baylor University, Waco, TX 76798  
Lecturing: American Constitutional Law and Judicial Decision-Making Process  
Vytautas Magnus University, Kaunas, Lithuania  
East European Initiatives Lectureships  
Five months: February 1994—July 1994

**Tembeckjian, Robert H.**  
Deputy Administrator, New State Commission on Judicial Conduct, New York, NY 10017  
Lecturing: U.S. Constitutional Law and Development  
Yerevan State University, Yerevan, Armenia  
Four months: March 1994—July 1994
## Library Science

**Saracevic, Tefko**  
Professor, School of Communication, Information, and Library Studies, Rutgers University—New Brunswick, New Brunswick, NJ 08903  
Lecturing and Research: Information Science and Library Development  
National and University Library, Zagreb, Croatia  
Six months: February 1994—August 1994

## Medical Sciences

**Kliks, Michael M.**  
Director, Department of Medical Science, C.T.S. Foundation, Honolulu, HI 96822  
Lecturing: Helminth Faunal Survey with Emphasis on the Detection of Dracunculomeditnisis Infection in Domestic and Domiciled Animals  
Kazakh Academy of Sciences, Institute of Zoology, Almaty, Kazakhstan  
Ten months: October 1993—August 1994

**Wallace, Sidney**  
Professor and Chair, Department of Diagnostic Radiology, M.D. Anderson Cancer Center, University of Texas—Health Science Center at Houston, Houston, TX 77030  
Lecturing: Interventional Radiology in the Cancer Patient  
University of Sao Paulo, Faculty of Medicine, Sao Paulo, Brazil  
One month: April 1994—May 1994

## Music

**Grandy, Larry H.**  
Director, Department of Bands and Jazz Studies, School of Music, Shasta College, Redding, CA 96049  
Lecturing: American Music, Music Theory, Music Conducting, and General Studies  
University of the West Indies, St. Augustine, Trinidad/Tobago  
Caribbean Regional Lecturing Program  
Nine months: November 1993—August 1994

**Sakata, Hiromi L.**  
Professor, School of Music, University of Washington, Seattle, WA 98195  
Lecturing and Research: Survey of Pakistani Music  
National Institute of Pakistan Studies and Quaid-i-Azam University, Islamabad, Pakistan  
Nine months: January 1994—September 1994

## Political Science

**Johns, Sheridan W., III**  
Associate Professor, Department of Political Science, Duke University, Durham, NC 27706  
University of the Western Cape, Cape Town, and University of Cape Town, Cape Town, South Africa  
African Regional Research Program  
Three months: May 1994—August 1994

**Sochor, Zdena A.**  
Associate Professor, Department of Government, Clark University, Worcester, MA 01610  
Lecturing: Comparative Politics  
Kiev Mohyla Academy, Kiev, Ukraine  
Six months: January 1994—July 1994

**Tate, Chester N.**  
Regents Professor, Department of Political Science, University of North Texas, Denton, TX 76203-5338  
Ateneo de Manila University, Manila, Philippines  
Three months: May 1994—August 1994

## Sociology and Social Work

**Marlow, Christine R.**  
Associate Professor, Department of Social Work, New Mexico State University, Las Cruces, NM 88003  
Lecturing and Research: Social Work Research Methods  
University of Zimbabwe, Harare, Zimbabwe  
Eleven months: January 1994—December 1994

**Okazawa-Rey, Margo**  
Associate Professor, Department of Social Work  
Education, San Francisco State University, San Francisco, CA 94132  
Research: Social Work Affiliation to be determined, Korea  
Four months: March 1994—June 1994

**Safizadeh, Mina**  
Visiting Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, University of Massachusetts—Amherst, Amherst, MA 01003  
Lecturing: Data Collection and Analysis  
Khazar University, Baku, Azerbaijan  
Five months: February 1994—August 1994

**Shelley, Louise L.**  
Professor and Chair, Department of Justice, Law, and Society, American University, Washington, DC 20016  
Lecturing: Law and Society or Comparative Criminology  
Benito Juarez Autonomous University of Oaxaca, Oaxaca, Mexico  
One month: May 1994—June 1994
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Waitzkin, Howard B.
Professor, Department of Medicine and Social Sciences,
North Orange County Community Clinic, University of
California—Irvine, Anaheim, CA 92801
Research: Social Medicine in Latin America
Investigation and Training Group in Social Medicine,
Santiago, Chile
American Republics Research Program
Six months: January 1994—July 1994

TEFL/Applied Linguistics

Gonzalez, Iris G.
Adjunct Professor, Department of English, Program for
Experienced Learners, Eckerd College, St. Petersburg,
FL 33711
Lecturing and Research: Translation Theory and Practice:
Spanish to English
National Autonomous University of Honduras,
Tegucigalpa, Honduras
Five months: January 1994—June 1994

Rosenblithe, Anita R.
Professor, Department of English, Raritan Valley
Community College, Somerville, NJ 08876-1265
Lecturing: English as a Foreign Language: Integrating
U.S. Culture into the EFL Curriculum and Fostering
Communicative Competence in American English
Meritorius Autonomous University of Puebla, Puebla,
Mexico
Six months: January 1994—July 1994